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Abstract

Emotions are biological states of feeling that humans may verbally express to

communicate their negative or positive mood, influence others, or even afflict

harm. Although emotions such as anger, happiness, affection, or fear are

supposedly universal experiences, the lingual realisation of the emotional

experience may vary in subtle ways across different languages. For this reason,

preserving the original sentiment of the source text has always been a challenging

task that draws in a translator’s competence and finesse. In the professional

translation industry, an incorrect translation of the sentiment-carrying lexicon is

considered a critical error as it can be either misleading or in some cases harmful

since it misses the fundamental aspect of the source text, i.e. the author’s

sentiment.

Since the advent of Neural Machine Translation (NMT), there has been a

tremendous improvement in the quality of automatic translation. This has lead to

an extensive use of NMT online tools to translate User-Generated Text (UGT)

such as reviews, tweets, and social media posts, where the main message is often

the author’s positive or negative attitude towards an entity. In such scenarios, the

process of translating the user’s sentiment is entirely automatic with no human

intervention, neither for post-editing nor for accuracy checking. However, NMT

output still lacks accuracy in some low-resource languages and sometimes makes

critical translation errors that may not only distort the sentiment but at times flips

the polarity of the source text to its exact opposite.

In this thesis, we tackle the translation of sentiment in UGT by NMT systems
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from two perspectives: analytical and experimental. First, the analytical approach

introduces a list of linguistic features that can lead to a mistranslation of

fine-grained emotions between different language pairs in the UGT domain. It also

presents an error-typology specific to Arabic UGT illustrating the main linguistic

phenomena that can cause mistranslation of sentiment polarity when translating

Arabic UGT into English by NMT systems. Second, the experimental approach

attempts to improve the translation of sentiment by addressing some of the

linguistic challenges identified in the analysis as causing mistranslation of

sentiment both on the word-level and on the sentence-level. On the word-level, we

propose a Transformer NMT model trained on a sentiment-oriented vector space

model (VSM) of UGT data that is capable of translating the correct sentiment

polarity of challenging contronyms. On the sentence-level, we propose a

semi-supervised approach to overcome the problem of translating sentiment

expressed by dialectical language in UGT data. We take the translation of

dialectical Arabic UGT into English as a case study. Our semi-supervised AR-EN

NMT model shows improved performance over the online MT Twitter tool in

translating dialectical Arabic UGT not only in terms of translation quality but

also in the preservation of the sentiment polarity of the source text. The

experimental section also presents an empirical method to quantify the notion of

sentiment transfer by an MT system and, more concretely, to modify automatic

metrics such that its MT ranking comes closer to a human judgement of a poor or

good translation of sentiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why is the Translation of Sentiment

Important?

Machine translation (MT) and sentiment analysis are two of the most advanced

applications in Natural Language Processing (NLP). They significantly intersect in

the field of multilingual sentiment analysis when the MT tool – now predominantly

a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) tool – is used to translate a low-resource

language to a rich-resource one (e.g. Arabic to English). The translation is

performed so as to utilise the more reliable sentiment analysis tools trained for and

developed by the rich-resource language. This type of multilingual sentiment

analysis is extensively used for the identification, extraction, analysis and labelling

of feelings and opinions in User Generated Text (UGT), or UGC (User Generated

Content)1 as called in some research. UGT is a type of writing that has emerged

with the existence of the Web 2.0 content where typically an anonymous user is

given the power to express his/her opinion, feelings of dissatisfaction or

satisfaction towards a product, an event, or a person. UGT encompasses customer

reviews, social medial content such as tweets, Facebook posts and comments,

bloggers’ discussions on forums such as Reddit and Quora, and in general all types

of web content where the main writer is the Internet user. Multilingual sentiment

1Since User Generated Content (UGC) can include other media than text and this research is
dealing only with textual data, User Generated Text (UGT) is the term used henceforth.
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analysis of UGT has become an important source for ‘social listening’ by

commercial and political establishments because of the growing amount of people

actively using internet platforms to express opinion. For example, at of the time of

writing this thesis, there are 4.70 billion (i.e. around 58.7% of the world’s

population) active social media users who potentially express sentiment using an

interactive platform (Datareportal, 2022).

When we consider that only ≈%26 of Internet users speak English natively

(Statista, 2022), sentiment analysis in non-English languages becomes increasingly

important. Moreover, while there has been significant progress in many tasks in

NLP in general and sentiment analysis and machine translation in particular, most

such results have been achieved in English and a small set of other rich-resource

languages. Therefore, due to the fact that only a very small number of the over

7000 languages of the world are represented in the rapidly evolving NLP

applications (Joshi et al., 2020), a common method for multilingual UGT

sentiment analysis is to translate the source text into English (Badaro et al., 2018;

Aldayel and Azmi, 2016; Sagnika et al., 2020).

The importance of multilingual sentiment analysis stems from the fact that it

is commonly used to analyse customer feedback, survey responses, product reviews

as well as social media monitoring for political or intelligence purposes. A key

aspect of sentiment analysis is polarity classification. Polarity refers to the overall

sentiment conveyed by a particular text, phrase or word. The sentiment polarity

scoring can be as fine-grained as required for a specific case. Thus, we can have just

“positive”, “neutral” and “negative” or a five polarity category as in Figure 1.1. It

can also be refined further into specific emotions such as happiness, anger, sadness

and so on. In this thesis, we will be covering both the translation of sentiment as

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

defined by polarity classification as well as emotion analysis where MT system is

used to transfer a particular emotion. In the current section, however, the word

“sentiment” henceforth will refer to both the general meaning of sentiment poles

(neutral, positive, and negative) as well as the more fine-grained notion of emotions.

Figure 1.1: Five-Category Sentiment Analysis

An accurate translation of sentiment for sentiment analysis purposes is critical in

several fields. For instance, according to research on online business, every additional

star in an online review leads to a 5-9% revenue bump and there is approximately

an 18% difference in revenue between businesses rated as three-star and five-star

ratings on commercial platforms such as Amazon (Ganeson, 2017). Studies have

even showed that on average a negative review on YouTube, Twitter or Facebook

can cost a company about 30 customers (Hiles, 2011). In this sense, if the translation

of sentiment in text data reduces the sentiment accuracy even with a relatively

small percentage, it can gravely affect change management decisions in commercial

scenarios.

Translation of sentiment for sentiment analysis purposes has been used

extensively not only in commercial settings but also for political and intelligence

purposes. Research has shown that sentiment analysis of Big UGT Data,
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particularly tweets, has been used to map the political homophily among social

media users and even infer results of political events (Caetano et al., 2018; Ansari

et al., 2020). A clear example is the opinion mining of tweets during the 2011 Arab

Spring as well as the ongoing Syrian conflict. Due to the predominance of English

resources over the Arabic ones, a great number of opinion mining research on this

data has been conducted by either a translation of English sentiment lexica

(Alhazmi et al., 2013; Aldayel and Azmi, 2016; Badaro et al., 2018) or by the

translation of an English lexical database (Abouenour et al., 2013; Basile et al.,

2019). Although this research has significantly contributed to the understanding

and forecast of online activism, the accuracy of analysis relies heavily on the

quality of the translation of sentiment.

The importance of an accurate translation of sentiment can also be viewed from

a user-related perspective. NMT systems are commonly used in various websites to

translate daily-life web surfing: whether we use it to understand what others are

saying or others use it to understand what we are saying. However, research has

shown that NMT models are capable of producing an impressively fluent output that

completely misses the correct meaning of the source (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).

Because of the NMT’s uncanny ability to produce fluent output, these translations

may not just be inadequate but ‘fluently inadequate’ as Martindale et al. (2019) put

it. The fluency of fluently inadequate translations may mislead users into trusting

the content based on fluency alone – particularly in the context of other fluent and

adequate translations (Martindale and Carpuat, 2018).

The problem exacerbates when the source text is a deliberately concise text that

carries a strong sentiment message as is the case with UGT. The consequences of a

fluent NMT output with an inadequate translation of sentiment can range from a

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

frivolous miss of a buyer’s dissatisfaction to the more critical instances of flipping a

positive sentiment to a negative one with an aggressive tone. To name one instance,

Figure 1.2 shows a tweet commenting on how Facebook NMT tool incurred grave

consequences on one of its platform users as it flipped the Arabic dialectical phrase

‘ÑêjJ.��
’ (good morning) to ‘Hurt them’ in English and ‘Attack them’ in Hebrew,

which carries a dangerously aggressive sentiment (Hern, 2017). The mistranslation

has led to the arrest of the author of the tweet.

Figure 1.2: Critical Translation Error

Neural models are consistently more prone to this type of critical errors than

traditional statistical models because they are trained on producing a fluent

translation even with out-of-vocabulary source text. Recently, MT research started

to address the problem of critical translation errors which can have grave

consequences for users (Sudoh et al., 2021a; Al Sharou and Specia, 2022). The

realisation of the serious impact of this type of errors on users of NMT tools has

even led to an organisation of a shared task for the prediction of sentences with

catastrophic errors at the WMT 2021 (Specia et al., 2021). Although this

user-oriented line of research addresses different types of critical mistranslations,

we focus in this thesis on critical translation errors that severely affect the
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sentiment message.

We believe that sentiment-critical errors, which has been proven to be prevalent

in UGT data (Specia et al., 2021; Al Sharou and Specia, 2022), are most important

from a user-related perspective. Users who opt for automatically translating other

people’s reviews or comments are mainly seeking to understand how those from other

parts of the world evaluate different entities or whether they have mutual moral

ground in judging events and people’s actions. Distorting the sentiment by NMT

tools can develop misconceptions, and instead of tightening the gap between different

multilingual backgrounds, it may lead to feelings of estrangement and disunity. Since

NMT tools have now become ubiquitous in the online world, we need to ensure the

reliability of these translation outputs. Either we spread the awareness that NMT

tools cannot always be trusted to transfer the correct sentiment or we improve the

technology of the NMT tools so they can be useful rather than counterproductive.

This thesis attempts to address these two objectives.

1.2 Why is the Translation of Sentiment an

Intricate Problem?

For a professional translator, the task of preserving the affect message of the

source text is considered to be the most challenging. The reason is that there is a

huge variability in the way different languages verbally communicate emotional

experiences. Although people have universally similar emotional experiences,

cognitive science has revealed that linguistic recognition of sentiment can vary

systematically across culture and language. For example, Jackson et al. (2019)

studied the diverse ways that languages convey emotions by examining 25 emotion

terms across nearly 2500 languages. They concluded that there were significant

differences in emotion semantics among supposedly similar terms. In the English

6
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

language, for example, “love” can have a comparable word in a translation

dictionary to other languages but it is far from certain that the translation would

actually refer to the same underlying concept (Jackson et al., 2019). In a

demographically distant language such as Arabic, for instance, ‘ �
I

	
K

@ ú



æ
.
J
J.k’ (You

are my love) may not transfer the emotion of ‘love’ as understood by an English

speaker but rather a feeling of gratitude and appreciation.

The translation of sentiment becomes even more complicated when cultural

factors come into play because some culture-specific terms and concepts can be

impossible to translate with a single expression or word in the target language.

One recent example was the English translated subtitles of the show Squid Game,

a Netflix Korean drama that was a global sensation in 2020. English-Korean

bilinguals argued that the translation does not do justice to the clever dialogue

and script. They even went so far as to say that if you have watched the show in

English, you have not really watched it all (Cho, 2017). Jinhyun Cho, an

English-Korean bilingual lecturer in Translation, points out that there are

‘untranslatable’ terms in the Korean language which inevitably lose part of their

meaning in the English translation. She gives an example of the Korean

“honorifics” which people use to refer to each other in conversation. She explains

that honorifics in the Korean language relate to an age-based hierarchy; the

English subtitles completely missed a sentiment aspect reflected by a gradual

change in the choice of honorifics between the protagonists in the Korean dialogue

(Cho, 2017).

The untranslatable also exists when a particular aspect of culture is prevalent in

one language. A religious dimension, for example, is extensively present in languages

spoken by Muslim countries such as Arabic, Turkish, and Malay. The religious
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terms often transfer a different sentiment than their literal translations as they do

not have corresponding equivalents in the target language. For example, the phrase

‘ÉJ
»ñË@ Ñª
	
Kð é<Ë @ ú



æ
.
�k’ would translate in English as “God suffices me and he is

the best agent”, which carries a positive sentiment. In its most common context,

however, the correct affect message is quite negative as the author would use such

a term to express a state of complete disappointment. We will show in the error

analysis conducted in Chapters 3 and 4 that NMT tools often produce a wrong

sentiment with similar religious terms particularly in Arabic UGT.

Translation of sentiment becomes even more complicated in the unconventional

language used in social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.

UGT has its own idioms and nuanced slang which is not only culture-specific but

also tends to be dynamically coined in concordance with current events and

trending hashtags. Sentiment in UGT, therefore, has its own peculiar features. It

can be expressed via punctuation marks, a nuanced idiom, a phrase relevant to a

well-known show, or a mocked expression pronounced by famous public figures.

Remarkably enough, positive and negative emotions in UGT can be transferred by

one single letter. An interesting example is the letter ‘F’ which is used by internet

commenters to convey sympathy or recognition for unfortunate events. This

unusual sentiment expression relates to an Internet meme (“Press F to pay

respects”) that originated from the famous computer game The Call of Duty:

Advanced Warfare in 2014 (Wikipedia contributors, 2022). There is, therefore, a

kind of un-documented language between social media users where, they not only

accept sentiment expressed by unusual orthography, abbreviations and coined

phrases, but rather appreciate the more innovative tweaking of language used to

transfer the affect message.

8
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These unique features constitute a special challenge to human translators and

is usually mistranslated by MT tools as we will show in Chapters 3 and 4 of this

thesis. The reason is that MT tools are typically built on NMT systems trained

on terabytes of data not from the UGT domain. We will show in our analysis

that the mistranslation of this UGT-specific language not only misses the user’s

sentiment message but usually produces nonsensical translations. Critically, when

the negative sentiment with an aggressive tone is not correctly translated by the

NMT system, profanity and hate speech become difficult to detect by automatic

tools and individual users. In the next section, we present the research questions we

propose to tackle the problem of translating sentiment in UGT as well as a thesis

road-map explaining how this study is organised.

1.3 Research Questions and Contributions

In this thesis, we address the translation of sentiment by NMT systems from two

perspectives: analytical and experimental. First, the analytical approach addresses

the following research questions:

• RQ1: What specific linguistic features of UGT data can lead to a

mistranslation of the sentiment polarity of the source text? How typical are

these features among different languages?

• RQ2: How far do the idiosyncratic features of UGT data affect the translation

of fine-grained sentiment such as emotions of anger, fear and joy? Do these

features affect different languages equally?

In the analytical part of the thesis, we provide answers to RQ1 and RQ2 by

analysing sentiment transfer both as a scalar polarity problem and as a

fine-grained emotion transfer problem. First, we focus on the translation of

9



sentiment polarity of UGT by online NMT tools. We take the direction of Arabic

into English as an example for analysis. We conduct an error analysis of a dataset

of Arabic book reviews translated into English by an online NMT system. We

employ open-source and commercial sentiment analysis tools to measure the degree

of sentiment polarity divergence between the Arabic source and the English

translation by the NMT system. The analysis introduces an error-typology for a

number of linguistic phenomena specific of Arabic UGT data which can lead not

only to a mistranslation of sentiment but to transferring the exact opposite

polarity of the source text.

The analytical part of the thesis also investigates the challenges involved in

transferring the different shades of emotions in another type of UGT data that

typically contains an affect message. We analyse the translation quality of tweets

by the MT tool used on the Twitter platform to translate its multilingual content

to the online users. We analyse the translation of the fine-grained emotions of

joy, fear, anger, and aggression between five different languages: English, Arabic,

Spanish , Romanian and Portuguese. Our error-analysis of the translated tweets

points to linguistic features peculiar of this type of UGT data which commonly

lead to a mistranslation of the author’s emotion in all the studied languages. The

findings in the analytical part of the thesis highlight the challenges involved in

translating sentiment polarity and fine-grained emotions in different types of UGT

data by online NMT systems. It also points to essential ethical issues that should

be taken into consideration when adopting a fully automated translation technology

to transfer users’ stance on online platforms.

Second, the experimental part of the study attempts to improve the

performance of NMT models in translating sentiment by addressing a number of
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the linguistic challenges detected in Part One. To achieve this objective, we tackle

different components of the NMT pipeline: the preprocessing stage, the NMT

architecture and the automatic evaluation of the NMT output. The experiments

provide answers to the following questions:

• RQ3: To improve translation of sentiment on the word-level, would infusing

larger sizes of authentic parallel data help more or less than applying sentiment

adjustment techniques on the input layer of an NMT system with a smaller

size data?

• RQ4: How far can unsupervised NMT training help in improving sentiment

translation on the sentence level for low-resource languages or in scenarios

where authentic data is scarce?

• RQ5: How reliable are commonly-used quality metrics in assessing the

accuracy of sentiment transfer? Can we improve assessment of sentiment

translation by developing a sentiment-sensitive metric for evaluating NMT

output for sentiment-oriented text?

In the experimental part of the thesis, first we address RQ3 by adopting a data-

centric approach to improve the translation of sentiment on the word-level, taking

Arabic contronyms as a case-study. We build on the error-analysis conducted in

the first part of the thesis by improving the NMT system’s ability to distinguish

between a list of polysemous Arabic words which can convey the exact opposite

sentiment either in different versions of Arabic or in different contexts of the same

version. Our data-centric approach focuses on the curation of a small-size dataset

rather than resorting to training on much larger datasets typically used to train AR-

EN MT systems. We present a sentiment-tagging technique to the input layer of a

11



Transformer NMT system. We show that the fine-tuning of a sentiment-sensitive

Transformer NMT model proves to be more adequate in transferring the correct

sentiment polarity on the word-level than an NMT system trained with large-size

parallel datasets that are generically used to train AR-EN MT systems.

Second, to improve the translation of sentiment on the sentence-level, we

address RQ4 by constructing a semi-supervised multilingual NMT architecture to

tackle the dialectness problem in UGT. We take the translation of dialectical

Arabic UGT into English as a case study. We compensate for the scarcity of

authentic Arabic Dialectical UGT data translated into English by adopting

methods from recent research on unsupervised NMT (Lample et al., 2018a,b;

Artetxe et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). We show that the combination of

supervised and unsupervised learning with both monolingual and parallel data

leads to a significant improvement in translating sentiment on the sentence level

for Arabic UGT data written in the dialectical versions. Our semi-supervised

NMT system outperforms baselines with authentic in-domain and out-of-domain

data as well as open-source MT tools.

Finally, we address RQ5 by examining the ability of common translation metrics

such as BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore to detect sentiment-critical translation

errors. We define sentiment-critical errors as translations that are fluent, well-formed

sentences that could have been written by a human but reflect an opposite or a

mitigated sentiment of the source. Our analysis shows that conventionally accepted

metrics may not always be an optimum solution for assessing the translation of

sentiment-oriented UGT in general and sentiment-critical errors in particular. To

resolve this problem, we quantify the notion of transferring sentiment by introducing

SAM, a Sentiment-Aware Measure, that can adjust a quality metric to make it more
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robust to detecting sentiment-critical errors in translated UGT text. We present the

SAM metric to quantify the notion of sentiment transfer by an MT system and, more

concretely, to modify automatic metrics such that its MT ranking comes closer to a

human judgement of a poor or good translation of sentiment.

The following list summarises the key contributions of the experiments conducted

in the whole study:

� Part One - Analysis of Sentiment Translation

1. We present an error-typology specific of Arabic UGT dataset illustrating

the main linguistic phenomena that can cause mistranslation of sentiment

polarity when translating Arabic UGT into English by NMT systems.

2. We present a list of linguistic features specific of tweets that can lead to a

mistranslation of fine-grained emotions between different language pairs.

We show that some languages are more privileged than others in the real-

life scenario where NMT online tools are used to transfer emotions on the

Twitter platform.

3. We point through our error-analysis to the ethical issues involved in

relying on NMT online tools to transfer sentiment among different

languages and, more specifically, to the no-human-in-the-loop use of MT

systems on online platforms.

� Part Two - Improving Sentiment Translation

1. We propose a Transformer NMT model trained on a sentiment-oriented

vector space model (VSM) of UGT data that is capable of translating

the correct sentiment polarity of challenging contronyms in Arabic UGT
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translated into English. The results of our proposed sentiment-sensitive

NMT model shows that infusing contextual cues of a relatively small

data can be a greener alternative for training NMT systems capable of

translating the correct sentiment polarity of polysemous words.

2. We propose a semi-supervised approach to overcome the problem of

translating sentiment expressed by dialectical language in UGT data.

Our semi-supervised model, trained on monolingual and parallel data,

shows improved performance over the online MT Twitter tool as well as

a baseline trained on parallel data not only in terms of translation

quality but also in the preservation of the sentiment polarity of the

source text. We take the translation of Arabic UGT into English as a

case study for our semi-supervised approach.

3. We release our semi-supervised Arabic-English NMT system and data as

open-source on the GitHub platform2.

4. We develop a novel sentiment-aware quality metric that improves the

automatic detection of sentiment-critical translation errors that can have

profound consequence if passed undetected. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first translation quality metric that targets the detection of

sentiment-critical translation errors.

In the following section, we illustrate how the thesis is organised to address the

proposed research question and how each chapter presents the original contributions

of the study.

2https://tinyurl.com/AR-EN-NMT
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Thesis Outline

Figure 1.3 illustrates the road-map for the study. First, we start with an illustration

of how research addresses the topic of the translation of sentiment. We allocate

Chapter 2 of the thesis to a literature review which explores research on sentiment

translation not only from an NLP perspective but from other fields as well such

as psycho-linguistics and sociology. We deemed it more logical to introduce the

literature review for the main topic of the thesis in a separate chapter but the

theoretical basis of some of the approaches followed in our experiments is briefly

summarised before their respective sections.

Figure 1.3: Thesis Road Map

Then, the body of the thesis is divided into two parts in accordance with our

strategy for examining how sentiment is translated by NMT systems. As shown in

Figure 1.3, the analytical part consists of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In Chapter

3, we analyse how sentiment polarity is transferred by NMT online tools and we

take the translation of Arabic UGT into English as a case study. We focus on

the sentiment polarity of UGT in commercial reviews. We assess the ability of

NMT systems to preserve the polarity of the source Arabic UGT in the target
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English translations. We also define the major linguistic phenomena that cause a

mistranslation of sentiment for this translation direction. In Chapter 4, we go one

step further by analysing the translation of fine-grained sentiment such as emotions

of anger, joy, fear and aggression. We examine the performance of NMT tools in

translating multilingual sentiment-oriented data. We explore the linguistic features

of Arabic, English, Romanian, Spanish and Portuguese that typically constitute

a challenge to NMT systems. The analytical part of the thesis concludes with a

typology of errors that were found to be causing a challenge for NMT tools when

translating sentiment and emotions in UGT written in the studied languages.

The experimental part of the thesis provides solutions to improve the sentiment

translation pipeline by NMT systems. It consists of three chapters. First, Chapter

5 addresses one of the linguistic challenges that is identified as causing errors in

transferring sentiment polarity in Chapter 3. It tackles the the translation of

challenging contronyms which cause a flipping in sentiment polarity if

mistranslated. The objective of the experiment is to improve the translation of

sentiment polarity on the word-level. Then, Chapter 6 presents an experiment to

improve the performance of NMT systems on the sentence-level. The experiment

focuses on another linguistic phenomenon in UGT that has been identified in both

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 as affecting the performance of NMT systems on the

sentence level in UGT data; that is, the use of different dialects. The experimental

part of the study also addresses the evaluation of sentiment accuracy in NMT

output. Chapter 7 explores how far automatic quality metrics can be adequately

used for assessing the translation of sentiment and for detecting sentiment-critical

errors. In this chapter, we introduce a sentiment-sensitive metric that proves to be

more adequate in assessing the accuracy of sentiment in NMT output than
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commonly used metrics. Finally, Chapter 8 presents our contribution in answering

the research questions we propose for this study in Chapter 1. We summarise our

conclusions on the different experiments conducted in the second half of the thesis.

We also point to the limitations of our study and the future research that can be

carried out to improve the translation of sentiment by NMT systems.
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Chapter 2

Related Work on Translation of Sentiment

2.1 Two Perspectives for Sentiment Translation

This chapter presents the first step in our road-map for studying the translation of

sentiment by MT systems. We briefly summarise the NLP literature on the topic.

Through our literature survey, we will show that the translation of sentiment in

NLP is tackled from two different perspectives: first, as a sentiment analysis task

and second, as a machine translation task. In the following sections, we summarise

the leading research findings in the two research streams.

2.1.1 Translation of Sentiment as a Sentiment Analysis Task

Research on the translation of sentiment from a sentiment analysis perspective has

focused on the idea that despite significant errors in sentiment transfer, automatic

sentiment classification systems are still able to capture sentiment information from

the translations (Demirtas and Pechenizkiy, 2013; Shalunts et al., 2016; Mohammad

et al., 2016; Barhoumi et al., 2018). The rationale behind these studies is that if we

have a good machine translation model, it will eliminate the necessity to develop

sentiment analysis resources specific of the source language (Afli et al., 2017). Given

the proliferation of English sentiment analysis tools, we can always make use of them

by conducting sentiment analysis on the English translation of the source text, even

if the translation is not of high quality (Abdalla and Hirst, 2017; Araujo et al., 2016).
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Salameh et al. (2015) acknowledge the fact that aspects of sentiment may be

lost in translation, especially in automatic translation. They compile a dataset

of Arabic tweets and use crowdsourcing for a manual sentiment annotation of the

source Arabic dataset, and of both the manual and automatic translation of the

source dataset. They show that even though translation significantly reduces the

human ability to recover sentiment, automatic sentiment systems are still able to

capture sentiment information from the translations despite a sentiment loss margin.

They measure the extent of this loss in terms of drop in accuracy of automatic

sentiment analysis systems. They achieve this by running an English sentiment

analysis system on automatically generated English translations of source language

text and compare its performance with both a source-language sentiment analysis

system and an English sentiment analysis system on manually created translations

of the source text.

Salameh et al. (2015) experiment shows that the matching percentage between

the manual sentiment annotation and the automatic sentiment annotation of the

automatically translated dataset is 62.49% match as compared to the 68.65%

match on the manually translated dataset. They conclude that applying English

sentiment systems on automatically translated text is a viable option for sentiment

analysis of non-English texts as it produces competitive results compared to

manually translated texts. They also highlight an interesting finding from an

error-analysis of instances where the automatic sentiment analysis succeeds in

detecting the correct sentiment despite a mistranslation of sentiment by the MT

system. They noticed that when the MT system produces an incorrect translation

of a sentiment-carrying word, it does so consistently. Hence, it associates this

mistranslation to the correct sentiment pole of the source text where this
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK ON TRANSLATION OF SENTIMENT

mistranslation is consistently present. For example, ‘ Qå�
	
� @ ÑêÊË @’ (Oh God grant

victory to) has been consistently translated to God forsake. All tweets having this

phrase are correctly annotated as positive by the sentiment analysis system as it is

always present in tweets labelled with a positive sentiment. This finding, however,

points to the fact that the accuracy of a sentiment analysis system on translated

text is not necessarily an indication of an accurate transfer of the sentiment

message in the source text by the MT system.

A similar study by Mohammad et al. (2016) explored how the translation of

a focus language text into a rich-resource language such as English can help in

predicting the sentiment of the source text by applying a powerful English sentiment

analysis system on the translated text. To measure the effect of translation on

sentiment, they have two experimental set ups. In the first, they translate a text into

English (manually and automatically) and annotate the English text for sentiment

(manually and automatically). They compare the automatic sentiment annotation

of the English translation with the manual sentiment annotation of the text in the

source language. In this set up, they hypothesise that the more similar sentiment

annotations, the less is the impact of translation. For the second set up, they

translate English sentiment annotated corpora and lexicons into the source text

language, and use both as additional resources in supervised sentiment classification

of the source text. Again, they put forward the hypothesis that the more similar the

predicted and the manual sentiment annotations, the less the impact of translation

on the transfer of sentiment. They conclude that the English translations in the

two set ups does affect the sentiment, but not dramatically. The matching accuracy

of the sentiment analysis system on different datasets with the two aforementioned

setups ranges from 62% to 67%. Their error-analysis showed two main findings.
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First, the majority of classification errors were due to the MT mistranslation of

sentiment expressions into neutral ones. Second, sarcasm, metaphoric expressions

and incorrect word-ordering were found to be some of the common reasons why

automatic translation fails to preserve sentiment.

Shalunts et al. (2016) explore the impact of MT on sentiment analysis by

employing two multilingual sentiment analysis tools on a compiled media corpus in

three languages: German, Spanish and Russian. They translate the original corpus

into English by an NMT system. Then, they run the sentiment analysis systems

on both the original and the translated corpora. Their experimental set up reveals

that the performance rates of the sentiment analysis systems used on the original

and translated corpora are comparable. They conclude that NMT systems can

provide an alternative to the costly development of language features to conduct

sentiment analysis in multiple languages. Although their experiment shows the

efficacy of MT systems in conducting sentiment analysis on multilingual data

without the need for the development of language-specific sentiment analysis tool,

it does not measure in details how the sentiment is preserved cross-lingually or

how far the NMT output transfers the correct sentiment across the languages

tackled in their experiment.

Similarly, Demirtas and Pechenizkiy (2013) investigate prospects and

limitations of machine translation in sentiment analysis for cross-lingual polarity

detection tasks. They experiment with movie reviews and product review datasets

consisting of polar texts in English and Turkish. They prepare three types of

training sets: the control set consisting of English reviews, the machine translated

set consisting of back translations of the English dataset from Turkish back to

English and Turkish machine-translated set by translating Turkish reviews into
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English. They replicate the same set up with the product review datasets. For all

machine translation processes they use the Google Translate service. They use

three machine learning models to predict sentiment polarity for the three training

sets: Naive Bayes, Linear SVC and MaxEnt classifiers.

Demirtas and Pechenizkiy (2013) present three main conclusions from their

experiment. First, the machine-translated set slightly under-performs than the

control set due to the negative effect of machine translation quality, and this

difference tends to increase slightly as they add more machine translated sentences

to the training set. Second, the co-training with the three training sets within the

same domain results in an accuracy improvement that ranges from +10% to +11%

to the baseline. Third, the improvement via co-training shows that the amount of

artificial noise added by machine translation services does not hinder classifiers

much in polarity detection tasks. An advantage in Demirtas and Pechenizkiy

(2013) experiment is that they co-train on 10,000 reviews belonging to different

domains (books, movies, electronics and appliances). However, despite the

reported improvement in the polarity detection task on this dataset, the amount of

noise caused by the MT system either for the back translation or

machine-translated set is not explored in detail.

Focusing on the translation of sentiment in one language direction, Barhoumi

et al. (2018) study the impact of machine translation on Arabic sentiment analysis

when Arabic is a source language and English is the target language. They

automatically translate 63257 Arabic book reviews into English. They use their

own statistical MT system for the translation. They train two sentiment classifiers:

logistic regression and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) first on the Arabic dataset

and then on the machine-translated dataset. The input vector for each classifier is
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the distributed representations of the book review learned by the Doc2Vec

algorithm. They compare the performance of both systems on the Arabic and the

English-translated datasets. The error rate of the logistic regression classifier over

the Arabic and the English-translated datasets are 25.37% and 23.70%,

respectively. From the results they conclude that the machine translation does not

seem to alter the expression of a polarity and brings a competitive (even better)

accuracy with respect to Arabic sentiment analysis. In order to understand why

translating the Arabic dataset into English enhance the performance of the

sentiment analysis system, they conducted word analysis on the translated corpus.

The analysis showed that there is a number of non-translated words in the corpus,

mainly, dialectical words, proper names, and typo words. When deleting these

words from the translated corpus and retraining the classifier, the error-rate

deteriorates from 25.37% to 26.86%. They conclude that the untranslated words

seem to be informative to the sentiment analysis system, even if they are not for

the MT-system. This last point highlights the fact that sentiment preservation by

MT systems cannot be measured by the performance of a sentiment analysis

system as the latter can even learn from noisy untranslated words.

Experimenting on different approaches for multilingual sentiment analysis, Afli

et al. (2017) presents two main methods of sentiment analysis of UGT for Irish

as a low-resource language. The first method applies existing English sentiment

analysis resources to both manually and automatically translated Irish tweets. The

second method involves the manual expansion of an Irish-language sentiment lexicon

which is built by translating English sentiment words. The first sentiment method

achieves an accuracy of 70% and the second method produces superior results with

an accuracy of 76%. From the results, they suggest that when there is a lack of
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lexical resources available in the focus language, it is possible to use existing English

resources and MT systems to achieve a relatively accurate sentiment analysis.

Similar to Afli et al. (2017) conclusion, Abdalla and Hirst (2017) argue that it

is possible to use a single linear transformation, with as few as 2000 word pairs, to

capture fine-grained sentiment relationships between words in a cross-lingual

setting. By leveraging English sentiment knowledge, they apply cross-lingual

sentiment models to a diverse set of tasks to demonstrate their functionality in a

non-English context. Their approach relies on the vector space translation matrix

method presented by Mikolov et al. (2013) which computes a matrix to convert

from one vector space of one language to that of another. They create vector space

models for three languages: English, Spanish and Chinese. For the translation

matrix, they create a lexicon of 10,000 English words scraped from the most

commonly used words in Google’s “Trillion Word Corpus”1. The lexicon is

translated in Spanish and Chinese by Google Translate. They also use the Google

Translate to translate a list of positive and negative English words into the other

two languages. They train the Mikolov translation model with different sizes of

word pairs and they use their model to translate Chinese and Spanish Yelp

business reviews. Then, they conduct two types of sentiment analysis on the

translated data. The first is a binary sentiment analysis using a Support Vector

Machine (SVM) model trained on the vector embeddings of the target language

data (English). They measure the models accuracy as well as the Precision, Recall

and F-measure for the sentiment polarity of individual words. The second is a

fine-grained emotion detection regression model trained on only the vector

representations of the target language reviews.

Throughout the experiments, Abdalla and Hirst (2017) show that the

1https://github.com/first20hours/google-10000-english
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translation accuracy improves with more training data. However, they observe

that: 1) sentiment is observed accurately even with sub-par translation (with an

F-measure range between 0.76 to 0.78 for sentiment polarity preservation on the

word level), 2) even with a small data for training the translation model, the

fine-grained emotion was relatively maintained between languages (with a Mean

Square Error range from 0.43 to 0.24 for the emotion detection regression model).

They suggest that the reason behind the relatively good results for sentiment

classification despite poor translation, is that sentiment values in the embedding

space of each language can be maintained through linear transformation and that

highly accurate mapping between languages is not required to arrive at usable

sentiment classification.

2.1.2 Translation of Sentiment as a Machine Translation
Task

The main objective of research in this area is to improve the translation of sentiment

in different types of sentiment-oriented texts. The majority of research experiments

focus on UGT data such as tweets, social media posts and commercial reviews.

Moreover, most of the research experiments conducted to improve the translation

of sentiment have focused on Statistical Machine Translation. Only very recently,

some studies have addressed the issue of improving the neural machine translation

performance in transferring the correct affect message. Research on the two types

of MT systems is summarised in what follows.

Lohar et al. (2017) argue that statistical machine translation of UGT becomes

more difficult because of the level of noise it contains. Accordingly, the translation

quality is affected in a way that may negatively impact sentiment preservation in the

translation process. Thus, they show that a sentence with positive sentiment in the
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source language may be translated into a sentence with negative or neutral sentiment

in the target language. They also demonstrate that using an MT engine that conveys

a sentiment different from that of the UGT can worsen both the translation quality

and sentiment preservation. They study this phenomenon and explore whether a

priori sentiment classification helps improve sentiment preservation in MT of UGT.

They use a small dataset of 4000 English tweets and their translations in German.

They manually annotate the datasets for sentiment and they use Moses statistical

MT toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) to train three MT systems each specific of the

translation of tweets with one sentiment class: neutral, positive and negative. They

compare the MT quality of the sentiment-specific engines with a baseline MT system

which is trained on the whole dataset. Their empirical evaluation shows that despite

a slight deterioration in MT quality, their three MT systems significantly outperform

the baseline MT system in terms of sentiment preservation.

Lohar et al. (2018) expands on their previous research in an attempt to reduce

the deterioration of the MT quality while preserving the sentiment of the source

text. They propose a “nearest sentiment class” combination method to extend their

sentiment-specific translation systems by adding training data from the nearest-

sentiment class at training time. Accordingly, they combine the negative and neutral

tweet pairs to build a translation system conveying both of these sentiments, and

combine the positive and neutral tweet pairs to build a translation system conveying

both of these sentiments. They evaluate the quality of sentiment translation by

three automatic metrics: BLEU, METEOR, TER. They also measure the sentiment

preservation score by calculating what percentage of the tweets belongs to the same

sentiment class before and after translation. Their sentiment-specific MT models

produce a sentiment preservation match score of 60.33% which is 8% better than
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their baseline model which translates source tweets irrespective of their sentiment

polarity. Their sentiment-specific MT models, however, marginally improve the

three metrics scores. Although their nearest-sentiment class MT engines retain

the degree of sentiment while at the same time minimising the loss in translation

quality, the significantly small dataset (≈ 4,000 tweets) is considered a shortcoming

of the Lohar et al. (2018) experiment. Moreover, they only assess the performance

of statistical MT systems and have not replicated the experiment on any of the

widely-applied recent NMT models.

Pal et al. (2014) state that machine translation systems do not perform well

while translating sentiment components such as the sentiment holders, sentiment

expressions and their corresponding objects and relations. In their paper, they

describe how sentiment analysis can improve the translation quality by

incorporating the roles of such components. They demonstrate that a simple

baseline phrase-based statistical MT (PB-SMT) system infused with sentiment

components can achieve 33.88% relative improvement in BLEU for the

under-resourced language pair English-Bengali. They achieve such improvement by

developing a sentiment phrase aligned system between the resource-rich language

English and the resource-constrained language Bengali. Their phrase-based model

is set up through three stages. First they identify phrases containing sentiment

holders, sentiment expressions and their corresponding objects by tagging the

English corpus with sentiment polarity using SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani,

2006). Then they align these phrases using word alignment provided by GIZA++

alignment toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003). The aligned phrases are incorporated with

the PB-SMT phrase table. Finally, they carry out automatic post-editing using the

positional information of sentiment components. The major advantage to their
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research approach is that the phrase-based alignment enables them to pinpoint

phrases that are critical in sentiment translation. This helps both during training

and post-editing as sentiment errors can be easily distinguished whenever there is

an alignment mismatch. This approach may not be as feasible with the NMT

models.

A more recent study on improving the translation of sentiment by NMT systems

is presented by Si et al. (2019). They introduce a sentiment-aware Seq2Seq NMT

model to translate ambiguous sentiment lexicon where the polarity depends strongly

on context. They present a valence-sensitive embedding method at training time

both at the word and sentence level. At sentence level, they train a sentiment

classifier to annotate the sentiment of the source sentence and annex the sentiment

label to the source sentence during training. At word level, they train two different

embedding vectors for each ambiguous word, each representing the positive and the

negative polarity context. Again, they input the sentiment-sensitive embeddings to

the encoder at training time.

Si et al. (2019) employ three metrics to evaluate performance: the conventional

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), sentiment matching accuracy by comparing how many

generated translations match the given sentiment label in a test set, and sentiment

word accuracy by measuring how many times the NMT model produced the correct

pole for the sentimentally ambiguous words. There are three interesting results to

their experiment. First, the performance of negative sentiment translations was

better than that of the positive for the ambiguous lexicon. This may relate to the

fact that the negative use is more common for some of the ambiguous words in their

test set. Second, by incorporating the sentiment label as a special token, their NMT

model outperforms a Seq2Seq baseline model with no tagging labels in sentiment
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transfer accuracy both on the sentence and word level. Finally, their sentiment-aware

model has little impact on the BLEU score. This means that infusing contextual

information to the NMT model can significantly help in a better translation of subtle

contextual information such as sentiment polarity but this is not necessarily reflected

in an improvement of metric scores such as BLEU.

Bérard et al. (2019) is another research study that attempts to improve NMT

performance in translating sentiment-oriented text. They train Transformer NMT

baseline models on a compiled French-English parallel corpus created from

restaurant reviews. The dataset is translated by professional translators and

consists of 11.5k French restaurant reviews translated into English. They address

challenges of translating UGT such as the use of slang language, incorrect spelling

and grammar as well as orthographic peculiarities. They employ several

adaptation techniques to make the NMT model more robust to this type of text.

First, they propose solutions for dealing with non standard case, emoticons, emojis

and other orthographic issues. Simply stated, they replace out-of-vocabulary words

and rare characters on both sides of the training corpus by a placeholder <x>.

Then, at inference time, they replace the output tokens <x> by the rare

source-side characters, in the same order. They also segment the training data into

sub-words with the byte pair encoding (BPE) technique (Sennrich et al., 2016b).

Another adaptive techniques they use to make the NMT system more robust to

UGT is to train it with the most common errors that can be found in the

in-domain data. They create an error-detection technique by compiling a general

purpose French lexicon. Then, whenever a word is not found in the lexicon (which

means it is a potential spelling mistake) they look for a French word in the lexicon

with maximum edit distance of 2. They produce a dictionary mapping of these
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errors to the correct words in the training data. Finally, to adapt their model to

the UGT domain, they enrich their corpus with back-translation of in-domain and

out-of-domain English data. They insert domain-tags to the source sequence at

training time so that the NMT system learn the peculiarities of each domain. For

all the experiments, they use the Transformer Big introduced by Vaswani et al.

(2017).

As for evaluation, Bérard et al. (2019) point out that automatic metrics such as

BLEU tend to neglect semantic differences on a small textual footprint which may

give seriously misleading results specially in the translation of UGT. To mitigate

this, they conduct three additional evaluations of their model: human evaluation,

translation accuracy of polysemous words, and indirect evaluation with sentiment

analysis. They compare their model to Google Translate as well as to a baseline

without adaptation techniques. According to BLEU results, they report

domain-tagging as the best technique for domain fine-tuning and NMT adaptation

on the sequence level. The robustness techniques (e.g rare-character placeholder

and noise detection) do not improve BLEU. They report significant improvement,

however, in terms of polarity detection from the translations obtained with

domain-adapted models as compared to generic models. As for the overall

evaluation, they conclude that, while their model adaptation techniques are

promising, the model still shows serious errors when applied to UGT content.

They suggest that the task of translating sentiment in UGT is far from solved.

Troiano et al. (2020) recent research investigates the question of how well

emotions are preserved in the NMT output. By carrying out a number of

back-translation experiments between different language pairs, they show that

indeed emotions are partially lost. They counteract the fading of emotions in
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translation by establishing emotion-based translation candidate re-ranking that is

applied at a post-processing stage to the NMT output. This re-ranking is based on

an emotion classifier with probabilistic output to select a candidate such that its

emotional connotation is as close as possible to the source emotion. Their

experiment set up is based on a back-translation pipeline: source-target-source.

The emotion classifier compares the probabilities of the source and the

back-translated source to arrive at the best candidate translation in the

post-processing stage. To build their NMT system, they use Fairseq (Ott et al.,

2019), an open-source sequence-to-sequence modelling toolkit. They use the beam

search and top-k sampling of the Fairseq algorithms to produce a list of translation

candidates. To estimate the probability distribution over emotions for the list of

candidate translations, they use a biLSTM with a self-attention mechanism. The

best candidate translation is the one paired with the back-translation that has the

closest emotion probability to the source.

Troiano et al. (2020) investigate the effect of their method on different types

of emotion annotated corpora (Tweets, blogs, short expressions). They experiment

with English-German and English-Russian language pairs. For evaluation, they

compute the BLEU score with the best candidate translation as compared to others

and re-use the emotion ranking scores to compare the set of inputs and their best

back translations for each emotion. Their results show that emotion-preservation

back translation improves the transfer of emotion without reducing the BLEU score.

Despite the plausibility of Troiano et al. (2020) approach to preserve emotion in

NMT output, there are two main points that are not explored in depth. First,

using the emotion classifier both for ranking and evaluation introduces a potential

circularity. They acknowledge this problem and provide a qualitative inspection of
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the classifier’s output to highlight its reliability. However, emotion classifiers, even

state-of-the-art ones, have a significant inaccuracy margin. Second, their pipeline is

based on the hypothesis that the emotion in the back-translation is the same as in

the target. This assumption is not validated in the experiment. They also rely on

having English as the language for the source and back-translation in order to make

use of the rich sentiment analysis tools available for English. Given the difficulty

of annotating a large translated corpus for emotion and the scarcity of non-English

emotion detection tools, the back-translation can be a reasonable compromise if the

results of their experiment consistently holds with other language pairs.

The most recent study on the translation of sentiment which targets the UGT

domain in particular has been introduced by Jones and Wijaya (2021). To improve

the NMT performance in translating sentiment in UGT data, they train

monolingual sentiment classifiers in English and Spanish, in addition to a

multilingual sentiment model, by fine-tuning BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and

XLM-Roberta models (Liu et al., 2019). They choose the best candidate

translation generated by their MT model by selecting the candidates that minimise

the absolute difference between the classifier’s sentiment score of the source

sentence and that of the translation. They perform human evaluations to assess

the produced translations. The advantage of their research is that it takes into

consideration the sentiment scores of the source sentence and translation on a

continuous interval, rather than using binary classification. This allows for more

fine-grained selection of translation candidates. The results of their human

evaluations show that their MT model produces more accurate translations of

dialectical sentiment-charged source texts.
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2.2 Conclusion

From our literature survey, we observe three major trends in the NLP research on

the translation of sentiment. First, the number of research studies addressing the

problem of improving the translation of sentiment is relatively fewer than research

dedicated for the translation of sentiment for multilingual sentiment analysis. The

main conclusion in such studies is that despite any loss of sentiment from source to

target text, automatic sentiment analysis can still be relied upon to provide an

approximate trend of the sentiment polarity in the translated datasets. Second,

studies concerned with improving the transfer of sentiment are primarily

examining sentiment polarity translation by statistical MT systems and only very

few recent studies attempt to improve the NMT performance in translating

sentiment. Third, studies attempting to improve the translation of sentiment

experiment mainly on UGT datasets such as tweets and commercial reviews. In

the following chapters of this thesis, we follow the second line of research by

attempting to improve the performance of the NMT systems in translating

sentiment both on the word and sentence level. We start first by analysing errors

detected in NMT output for different language directions which specifically affect

the preservation of sentiment in the source text. The following part of the thesis is

dedicated to this error analysis.
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Part I

Analysis of Sentiment Translation
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Chapter 3

Challenges in Translating Sentiment Polarity

3.1 Introduction

The analysis part of the thesis attempts to answer the first two research questions:

RQ1 and RQ2. RQ1 investigates the specific linguistic features of UGT that can

lead to a wrong transfer of the sentiment polarity of the source text, whereas RQ2

explores the idiosyncratic features of UGT data which affect the translation of fine-

grained sentiment such as emotions of anger, fear and joy among different languages.

To achieve this, we compile two types of sentiment-labelled datasets from the UGT

domain: book reviews and tweets. Datasets used for the experiments are authentic

UGT data either scraped from the Web or collated from sentiment and emotion

detection tasks. We experiment with five different languages: English (en), Arabic

(ar), Spanish (sp), Portuguese (pt) and Romanian (ro). The main objective of the

experiments is to assess how far MT tools are capable of transferring the correct

sentiment of the source. To this end, we replicate a real-life scenario by translating

the datasets with the online MT tools employed by the respective websites from

which the data is collected. We calculate the degree of divergence between the

sentiment score of the translations of these datasets and the ground truth sentiment

of the source. For sentiment scoring we employ both commercial and open-source

sentiment analysis tools. We also conduct a manual and automatic error analysis on

translations of the five languages and identify the main linguistic phenomena that
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cause a mistranslation of the affect message.

First, in this chapter, we analyse sentiment transfer as a scalar polarity problem,

that is, the transfer of positive, neutral or negative sentiment polarity of the source

text. We focus on the translation of Arabic commercial reviews into English. At

the end of this chapter, we present an error-typology that is peculiar to the Arabic

language highlighting the main linguistic phenomena which constitute a challenge for

the translation of sentiment polarity of Arabic UGT. To present our error typology,

this chapter is divided as follows: first, in Section 3.2 we describe the compiled

dataset and the different sentiment polarity measures used to assess the polarity of

the translated text. Second, in Section 3.3 we explain our method for assessing the

divergence in sentiment polarity between the source and translated text. Third, in

Section 3.4, we conduct a manual error analysis of the divergent examples. Finally,

in Section 3.5 we present a sentiment error typology for the Arabic UGT dataset as

well as our notes on this typology.

3.2 Experiment Set up and Dataset Compiling

The translation of UGT such as product reviews constitutes a significant challenge

for NMT online tools in general and for Arabic UGT in particular. The reason is

that Arabic UGT is usually a mix of Dialectical Arabic (DA) and Modern Standard

Arabic (MSA) which differ significantly on the lexico-grammatical level. The same

word or phrase can have opposite sentiment polarities in the two versions of the

Arabic language, which often leads to a mistranslation of the sentiment message.

In order to measure how accurately NMT online tools transfer sentiment of Arabic

UGT, we chose a dataset of book reviews scraped from Goodreads1 (Aly and Atiya,

2013). Goodreads is an American social cataloguing website that allows individuals

1https://www.goodreads.com.
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Figure 3.1: Review Length
Figure 3.2: Rating Distribution

to search its database of books and write their reviews on these books. Each review

has a rating between 1-5 assigned by its author. The language of the reviews is

a mix of MSA and DA, with the largest majority of DA reviews in the Egyptian

dialect. The dataset consisted of around 63k reviews with varying lengths. As can

be seen from Figure 3.1, a large number of the reviews have over than 100 tokens.

Moreover, the distribution of the ratings in the dataset as seen in Figure 3.2 shows

that the majority of the reviews receive either a highly positive rating (68% of 4 or 5

rating) or a highly negative rating (13% of 1 and 2 rating). It is assumed, therefore,

that the language of the reviews has an affect message that needs to be preserved

in the translation, and hence suitable for our investigation.

This dataset was translated into English using the Google Translate API. The

translated version was analysed using both manual and automatic error analysis,

focusing on the mistranslation of sentiment. For automatic sentiment scoring, we

experimented with three sentiment analysis tools: two open-source and one

commercial. The first automated sentiment measure was conducted on the Google

API output using SentiWordNet (SWN) (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006). SWN is a

lexical resource which is regularly used in sentiment classification and opinion
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mining. It is based on the Wordnet lexical database for English (Miller et al.,

1990). SWN assigns each WordNet synset a numerical score between 0 to 1 for

three categories: Obj (Objective), Pos (Positive) and Neg (Negative). SWN was

used to compute the polarity of reviews as follows:

S = {w1, w2, w3, ..., wn} (3.1)

where S represents the set of words in each review from w1 to wn and the sentence

score is computed for each category by:

Sj
swn =

n∑
i=1

fj(wi) j ∈ {Obj, Pos, Neg} (3.2)

where Sswn is an aggregate of the scores of words computed for each review, and

fj is the scoring function for each category. The sentiment pole of each segment is

assigned according to the highest score in the three categories:

Pole = arg max
j

Sj
swn (3.3)

Thus, we categorised the reviews based on the SWN scoring as either positive,

negative or neutral (i.e. the objective category).

The second automated sentiment scoring for the translated text was conducted

by Textblob which is a Python (2 and 3) library for processing textual data (Loria,

2018). The Textblob sentiment analysis tool is actively used in NLP research to

compute sentiment analysis scores of different types of data. It is based on pre-

defined English sentiment lexicons and semantic labels that help with fine-grained

analysis (e.g., emoticons, exclamation mark, emojis, etc). Textblob gives a polarity

score to each segment as a float within the range [-1.0,1.0], where -1.0 is most

negative, 0.0 neutral and 1.0 most positive. Each translated review in our dataset

was assigned one float score by the Textblob tool.
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For the third automated sentiment scoring, we opted for choosing a commercial

lexicon-based automatic tool. The main objective was to assess the sentiment of

the translation by a real-life tool used to identify shopping trends. We chose the

Microsoft Azure Analytics service2 which is used by both private and public

sectors to examine what customers are saying about brands and analyse

sentiments around specific topics through opinion mining (some of the Azure

Analytics customers are the NHS, PEPSICO, and BOSCH). We applied the

cloud-based Microsoft Azure Text Analytics on around 13,000 translated reviews.

The Azure’s Sentiment Analysis API generates sentiment scores using classification

features such as n-gram sentiment scores, part-of-speech tags and word

embeddings. For each sentence, it evaluates the text and returns a label (positive,

neutral, negative) as well as numeric confidence scores that range from 0 to 1 for

each sentiment category. Scores closer to 1 indicate a higher confidence in the

label’s classification, while lower scores indicate lower confidence. For each

sentence, the predicted scores associated with the labels (positive, negative and

neutral) add up to 1. The Microsoft Azure was used to assign scored labels for

each segment of our translated dataset.

3.3 Evaluation of Sentiment Translation

Sentiment scoring tools, whether open-source or commercial, are known to be

prone to a margin of error. For this reason, we compared the output of the three

automatic sentiment tools we used to the ground truth sentiment of the source

review in the dataset. Following traditional methods in sentiment classification

(Pang et al., 2002), we used the rating of the book review as indicative of the

ground truth sentiment and compared it to the confidence scores generated by the

2Microsoft Azure Text Analytics
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output of the three sentiment tools mentioned above. We chose the two extremes

of the rating spectrum to assess whether the most positive or most negative

sentiment in the Arabic source is transferred to the translation. Accordingly,

reviews with a rating of 4 or 5 were categorised as having positive polarity and

compared to their English translation scores assigned by the three automatic

sentiment tools. Similarly, reviews with ratings 1 or 2 were considered as having

negative sentiment and compared to the scores of their English translations

assigned by the automatic sentiment tools. The results are shown in Figures (3.3),

(3.4) and (3.5).

(a) Negative Reviews (b) Positive Reviews

Figure 3.3: Percentage of Negative and Positive SWN Scores for Translated Reviews

(a) Negative Reviews (b) Positive Reviews

Figure 3.4: Textblob Score Distribution for Translated Reviews
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(a) Negative Reviews (b) Positive Reviews

Figure 3.5: Distribution of Azure Scores for Negative and Positive Reviews

First, as is shown in Figure (3.3), a markedly high proportion of reviews, whether

positive or negative, receive a discrepant label by the SWN scoring algorithm. More

specifically, ≈ 47% of the Arabic negative reviews with ratings 1 and 2 are labelled

positive by the SWN as seen in Figure (3.3a), and ≈ 41% of the positive reviews

with ratings 4 and 5 are labelled as negative as seen in Figure (3.3b). It is also

worthy of notice that, as shown in Figure (3.3a), the MT tool performs worse when

transferring negative sentiment than with the positive one.

Textblob scoring tool reports a similar pattern. Figure (3.4) shows that the

polarity distribution of the translated reviews does not conform with the sentiment

pole of the original text in Arabic. We see in Figure (3.4a) that the Textblob

sentiment scores for the negative reviews are noticeably concentrated around value

0.0, indicating a neutral rather than a negative polarity. The Textblob scoring

distribution in Figure (3.4b) demonstrate a slightly better result with the translation

of the positive reviews as is the case with the SWN scoring. However, still the

disagreement between the sentiment scores and the ground truth sentiment is evident

as a large number of the positive reviews are assigned a neutral value of 0.0 and the

range of positive scores is almost normally distributed between values 0.15 to 1.00.

Since the source reviews receive a very high rating by the authors, the sentiment

is presumably mitigated by the translation as reflected by the range of positive
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Textblob scores.

Finally, the commercial sentiment analysis tool indicates similar sentiment

distribution patterns for the translations. As mentioned above, Microsoft Azure

gives a confidence score value for each sentiment polarity, the higher the value the

more confident the algorithm in assigning the sentiment polarity. Thus, in Figure

(3.5a), a considerable number of the translations of the negative reviews receive a

positive confidence score of 1, indicating that the translation actually flips the

sentiment from negative to positive. Moreover, the negative confident scores are

clustered around value 1.0 and value 0.0, with a higher frequency for the latter.

This also signifies that the negative sentiment polarity of the source is either

missed as neutral or completely flipped to the opposite pole. Unlike the divergence

patterns indicated by SWN and Textblob scoring, the Azure scores for the positive

reviews are not better than the negative ones. We see in Figure (3.5b) that the

number of positive reviews with ratings 4 or 5 which receive a negative confidence

score 1 is almost double those receiving positive confidence score 1. Likewise, the

largest proportion of positive reviews receive a 0 sentiment indicating a possible

obliteration of the true sentiment by the MT tool.

So far three automatic sentiment analysis tools indicate that the automatic

translation tool of the Arabic reviews does not accurately translate the sentiment

expressions such that they either do not appear in the translation (and hence the

translation receives a neutral score) or they are mistranslated to an opposite

sentiment expression (and hence the translation receives the opposite sentiment

score). Moreover, the fact that three open-source and commercial automatic

sentiment tools reported similar discrepancy of sentiment polarity patterns

between translations and source reviews implies the presence of significant errors
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in transferring the sentiment. To investigate the reasons for this discrepancy, we

conduct a qualitative manual error analysis of the mistranslated sentiment in the

Arabic reviews dataset. We highlight the linguistic features that are specific to the

Arabic UGT and which can lead to a mistranslation of sentiment. The next

section summarises our results of the manual error analysis.

3.4 Manual Analysis of Arabic Sentiment

Translation Errors

In order to extract reviews whose sentiment is greatly affected by the translation,

we compared the ratings of the reviews to a comparison confidence threshold for

each sentiment scoring tool. Accordingly, a positive review that had a rating of 4 or

above and its English translation received a negative score higher than the negative

confidence threshold (i.e. -0.5 for Textblob, 1.0 negative score for Azure and the

SWN algorithm) was extracted as a potential wrong negative polarity in the target

text. Similarly, reviews with negative ratings of 2 and below and a positive English

sentiment score higher than the positive confidence threshold ( i.e. 0.5 for Textblob

and 1.0 positive score for Azure and SWN algorithm) were extracted as instances

of potential wrong positive polarity in the target text. This amounted to a total of

around 4,000 potentially negative sentiment errors and around 2,000 of potentially

positive sentiment errors. A sample of 1000 reviews and their translations from this

extracted dataset was manually analysed to detect reasons for the discrepancies.

By analysing the causes of mistranslation of sentiment in this sample, the

mistakes were categorised into a typology comprising five linguistic phenomena:

contronyms, contextual inconsistency, diacritic errors, idiomatic expressions,

dialectical expressions and negation. In order to get an indication of the impact of

each of these categories of errors in the whole dataset, we extracted words/phrases
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belonging to each linguistic phenomenon based on our manual error analysis.

Then, we calculated the frequency of their mistranslation instances in the dataset

based on the discrepancy between the translation sentiment score and the source

rating. Figure 3.6 shows the frequency of the mistranslation instances in the total

reviews dataset of the extracted words as representative of each type of errors. A

summary of the effect of each of these categories on the sentiment translation

errors is given in the following sections with examples from the analysed dataset.

The table in Appendix A gives more examples of each type.

Figure 3.6: Frequency of Error Types

3.4.1 Contronyms

Manual analysis of the data revealed that the first type of errors which distorts the

reviewer’s affect message is the mistranslation of contronyms. Contronyms are a

special type of polysemous words where one word can have two meanings that

contradict one another3. There are contronyms used both in Dialectical Arabic

(DA) and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) which can have the exact opposite

3https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contronym
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sentiment polarity in each of the two language varieties or in the same variety but

in different contexts. For example, the word ‘
�
éJ. J
ëP’ means ‘terrible’ in MSA, but in

DA it often means the exact opposite, i.e. ‘great’. This word was frequently

mistranslated as ‘terrible’ in the reviews dataset, causing a distortion of the

sentiment of the source text (more than 65% of contronyms were flipped to the

opposite sentiment in the translations, see Figure 3.6). For example, the review

‘Q�

	

gB@ Z 	Qm.
Ì'@ YJ
kñË@ AîD

.
J
«

�
éJ. J
ëP

�
éK
 @ðQË@ ’ is translated as “The narration is terrible,

its only flaw is the last part”. The correct translation, however, is: ‘The novel is

great, its only flaw is the last part’.

Moreover, even when the infrequent positive use of the contronym is used in

Arabic MSA context, it is flipped to a negative pole in the translation. For example,

in the review ‘

@Q

�
¯@ éJ. J
ëQË@ éÒÊ¾Ë@ è

	
Yë ÈA

�
¯ Õç

�
'’ (then he said this magnificent word:

Read) the word ‘
�
éJ. J
ëP’ is used positively to mean ‘great’ or ‘magnificent’. The

NMT system, however, flips it to the more common negative sense by translating

the review as ‘then he said this terrible word: Read’. Similarly, the negation of

these contronyms is often mistranslated and hence alters the sentiment message of

the source text. For example, the low-rated review ‘©J

	

¢
	
®Ë @

�
�Ó I.

�
KA¾Ë@ H. X@’ (the

writer’s literature is not that great) has the negated contronym ‘©J

	

¢
	
®Ë @ ’ which

can either mean ‘not terrible’ or ‘not great’ in MSA and DA, respectively. The

review was mistranslated as ‘the writer’s literature is not terrible’ which had a

positive sentiment score whereas the original review had a low rating. Another

example is the word ‘YÓAg. ’. In DA, it means ‘great’ or ‘awesome,’ whilst in MSA it

refers to its literal meaning, i.e. ‘rigid’. Reviews stating ‘ @Yg. YÓAg. H. A
�
J»’ (a very

good book) were constantly mistranslated as ‘a very rigid book’ which incorrectly

reflected a negative sentiment score. A list of contronyms that caused sentiment
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inconsistencies between source and target text was identified by the manual analysis

of the sample dataset and extracted from the larger dataset of the Goodreads reviews

(see Appendix C for the most frequent contronyms found in the dataset).

3.4.2 Contextual Inconsistency

The contextual inconsistency error refers to instances where a highly positive noun

is wrongly described by a highly negative adjective or a highly negative adjective

wrongly introduces a positive statement. Thus, in the translations we have phrases

such as ‘a terrible achievement’, ‘a terrible genius’, ‘Wonderful, even terrible’ and

‘Horrible, I advise everyone to read it’. This structural inconsistency is mainly

triggered by the mistranslation of a contronym. For example, a positive review

stating ‘
�
éJ. J
ëP È


ðA

	
®

�
K

�
éª

	
¯X ù



¢ªK
 ©


K@P H. A

�
J»’ (An excellent book, gives a great sense of

optimism) is mistranslated as ‘A great book encouraging terrible optimism’. The

contextual inconsistency results from the NMT opting for the negative meaning of

the contronym ‘
�
éJ. J
ëP’ (terrible), rather than the correct positive one (great), despite

the fact that the rest of the context is highly positive. However, in spite of the

mistranslation of the adjective, the sentiment gist of the segment in such instances

can be captured by humans from the overall context. This is different than examples

mentioned in the previous section where the contronym is mistranslated within a

semantically ambiguous context. In the latter case, the correct sentiment polarity

is lost and cannot be deducted from context. Generally speaking, we found that

contextual inconsistency errors relate more to fluency rather than to accuracy; it

does not reproduce an overall wrong sentiment but rather a poor translation of the

reviewer’s affect message. It caused, however, a discrepancy between the automatic

scoring of the translation and the rating of the source.
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3.4.3 Diacritic Errors

The vowels in the Arabic language are realised by diacritics which indicate the

pronunciation of the word. The same word can have different meanings based on

the diacritic marks assigned, since a change in a diacritic is a change of a vowel

sound. Arabic UGT is usually lacking diacritics since Arabic native speakers can

easily guess which diacritic mark is intended based on the context of the word.

Automatic translation, however, often fails to realise the different meanings of words

if diacritics are missing and this can lead to a wrong sentiment polarity. For example,

‘ �
H@Q

�
¯ AÓ

	
¬Q

	
£@ 	áÓ’ (One of the nicest things I’ve read) is translated as ‘The envelope

of what I read’. This is because the word ‘
	

¬Q
	

£@’ can either mean ‘the nicest’ or

‘most entertaining’ if it has a ‘fatha’ (a short /a/) on the third letter or ‘envelopes’

if it has ‘damma’ (a short /u/ as in “you”) on the same letter. Moreover, absence of

diacritics causes a confusion between the transitive and intransitive use of sentiment

adjectives. For example, the adjective ‘ éJ.ª
�
JÓ’ can either mean ‘tired’ if the diacritic

‘fatha’ (a short /a/) is on the third letter or it can mean ‘tiring’ if the diacritic

‘kasrah’ (short /i/) is on the same letter. Thus, for example, a book review with

a positive rating starting with ‘ éK
 @ðQË@ è
	

Yë éJ.ª
�
JÓ’ is mistranslated as ‘Tired of this

narration’. The correct translation of the adjective is ‘This novel is tiring’ where

the reviewer is referring to the intellectual depth of the novel. Diacritic errors as

such cause a misinterpretation of the reviewer’s sentiment stance. More examples

are given in Appendix A.

3.4.4 Idiomatic Expressions

Idiomatic expressions both in MSA and DA are consistently mistranslated in the

dataset which leads to a complete miss of the sentiment message in the review. For
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example, the MSA phrase ‘É 	
¢Ë@

	
J


	
®

	
k’ is an idiom used to describe a ‘funny’

animate or inanimate noun. The idiom in the positive review ‘É
	

¢Ë@
	

J

	
®

	
k H. A

�
J» ’

(a funny book) is mistranslated as ‘a light-shaded book’. The target text

incorrectly reflects a neutral sentiment rather than the correct positive one. This

idiom’s counterpart in DA ‘
	

J

	
®

	
k éÓX’ (funny) is also constantly mistranslated in

the dataset. The review ‘ @Yg.
	

J

	
®

	
k éÓX H. A

�
J»’ (the book is very funny) is

mistranslated as ‘his blood book is very light’. The manual analysis of the dataset

showed that, generally speaking, idioms, either in MSA or DA, constituted a

challenge to the online automatic translation tool. Approximately 95% of idioms

were literally translated which did not only affect the sentiment preservation of the

source text, but often produced nonsensical target text (see Figure 3.6 for the

frequency of mistranslation of idioms). For example, the MSA phrase

‘QÒ
�
®Ë@ ù

	
®

	
m�'


 Éëð’ is an idiom used to describe something that is unquestionably

commended by the speaker. If the idiom is used in reference to a book, a good

human translation would be: ‘It really shines through’. The Google Translate gives

a literal translation – ‘Is the moon hidden?’– which flips the sentiment polarity of

the review from highly positive to neutral and causes the author’s sentiment to be

completely lost.

3.4.5 Dialectical Expressions

Research studies have shown that dialectical Arabic presents several challenges to

MT in general (Zbib et al., 2012). It was also observed from the manual analysis of

the sample data that dialectical expressions constituted a special challenge for the

preservation of sentiment in the source text (Figure 3.6 shows more than 90%

frequency of mistranslated dialectical expressions). Arabic UGT is acceptably

written in DA or MSA or a mix of both in the same text. A large number of DA
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sentiment expressions were either missed in the translation, mistranslated or

transliterated. For example, positive adjectives such as ‘ÉK
Aë’ (great), or negative

adjectives such as ‘¡J
J.«’ (silly) were mostly mistaken for proper nouns and

transliterated into non-English words (Hayel, Abit).

Moreover, in some instances, the translation of the dialectical language was a

complete opposite of the intended affect message. For example,

‘ èQå
�
�
�
J
	
JÖÏ @ é¢J
J.ªË @ ÉÒm.

Ì'@ 	áÓ’ (One of the widespread silly sentences) was translated as

‘One of the popular sentences spread ’. In cases where the dialectical expression

was the pivotal sentiment word, the wrong translation had the largest impact on

the sentiment score of the translation. For example, the one star rating review

‘ é¢J
J.« é�
�
¯ Aî

	
E @

�
I�
�k ék@Qå��. ’ (Honestly, I thought it is a silly novel), is correctly

translated except for the dialectical expression ‘ é¢J
J.«’ (silly) which is mistranslated

as ‘sweet’, rendering the whole sentence as ‘Honestly, I felt it is a sweet story’. The

wrong translation of the dialectical expression completely distorts the sentiment of

the source despite the grammatical correctness of the whole segment. This type of

errors is considered critical as it communicates a fluent translation with an

inadequate sentiment message. More examples of this type of errors are given in

Appendix A.

3.4.6 Negation

Another type of sentiment errors that is also associated with the use of DA in Arabic

UGT is the mistranslation of DA negation markers. Different Arabic dialects often

treat negative particles as clitics, and hence a letter is added to the stem of the

word to change it to negative (Mohamed et al., 2012). The majority of DA in the

dataset belongs to the Egyptian dialect where negation is realised by the morpheme

‘
�
�

��Ó’ (mish) which is either placed in front of the verb or preposition, or wrapped
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around it (Soltan, 2017). The manual analysis revealed a frequent missing of the DA

negation structures in the MT output which leads to a large inconsistency between

the sentiment score of the translation and the rating of the source as the translation

flipped the sentiment pole of the source to its exact opposite. For example, in the

review ‘ éJ
�
	

j
�

�Ë@
	

J
ª
	

� éK
@ðQË@ É¢�.
	

à@
�

��

	
JJ.j. ªÓ’ (I didn’t like that the protagonist

of the novel has a weak character) the negation in ‘ �
��


	
JJ.j. ªÓ’ (didn’t like it) is missed

and hence the online translation output is ‘I admire that the protagonist of the

novel is weak in character’. However, it was also observed that the same negation

structure is at times correctly translated when it does not occur initially in the

sentence. For example, the same negative verb in ‘P@Qº
�
JË @

�
��


	
JJ.j. ªÓ ��. ’ (but I didn’t

like the repetition) is correctly transferred in the translation. It was also noticed

that when negation is missed, the MT system mistranslates it with a grammatically

correct affirmative structure that contains a highly positive verb. For example, the

negation structure ‘ �
�Aî

�
DJ. m

×’ (I did not like it) in low rated reviews is mistranslated

as ‘I love it’ which caused the translation to receive a very high positive score.

Again, these mistranslations contain critical errors as the NMT system produces a

perfectly fluent sentence when translating out-of-vocabulary structures such as the

affixed negation in DA (see more examples in Appendix A).

3.5 Error Typology for Arabic UGT

The manual analysis has shown that the linguistic phenomena that lead to a

mistranslation of sentiment in our dataset of Arabic UGT can be categorised

under four linguistic categories: Dialectness, Orthography, Structure and Lexicon.

As can be seen from Figure 3.7, these categories are intersecting. Hence, the

Dialectness of the Arabic review can lead to a mistranslation of sentiment due to a
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dialectical expression, idiom, lack of orthographic markers such as diacritics or the

use of a sentimentally ambiguous contronym. Similarly, the Lexicon category

comprises both contronyms and contextual inconsistencies as well as idioms.

Figure 3.7: Error Typology for Translation of Sentiment in Arabic Reviews

Our frequency analysis has shown that over 95% of the instances of the most

frequent idiomatic and dialectical expressions are mistranslated (See Figure 3.6).

Moreover, around 65% of the time the positive meaning of contronyms was flipped

to negative4. The absence of diacritics and DA negation structures also lead to a

mistranslations of sentiment of around 50% and 75% of these instances, respectively.

Our analysis, therefore, shows that the Dialectness and Lexicon categories of the

error typology constitute a major challenge for the translation of sentiment by NMT

tools. The linguistic phenomena belonging to each of these two categories not only

lead to a distortion of the source sentiment but can also cause the NMT system to

produce a grammatically correct sentence with an affect message that is the exact

opposite of the source. This latter type of errors is considered the most critical as the

user finds the mistranslation believable despite the wrong sentiment information it

puts across. For this reason, in Chapter 5 we attempt to mitigate the type of errors

4Since contextual inconsistencies are triggered mainly by the presence of a contronym, we
calculate the frequency of these two linguistic phenomena under contronyms.
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caused by the Lexicon category, and in Chapter 6 we propose a solution for a better

translation of Dialectness.
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Chapter 4

Challenges in Translating Emotion

4.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapter, we explored the challenges involved in transferring the

sentiment polarity by NMT systems in Arabic UGT, specifically book reviews. In

this chapter, we go one step further in the analysis by investigating the challenges

involved in transferring the different shades of emotions in a different type of

UGT, that is Twitter data. We attempt to answer RQ2 proposed in Section 1.3

above. We show that there are linguistic phenomena specific of Twitter data that

pose a challenge in translation of emotions in different languages. The analysis of

translation of emotions in tweets addresses five different languages: English,

Arabic, Spanish , Romanian and Portuguese1. We summarise the challenges of

translating emotions in tweets written in these languages in a list of linguistic

features. We show how frequent these features are in different language pairs as

compared to the error typology introduced for the translation of sentiment in

Arabic UGT.

To present our error-analysis of emotion transfer in tweets by NMT online tools,

we first give a short summary of the emotion detection in multilingual data in the

NLP research. Then, we describe the dataset compilation and how we automatically

measure the performance of the MT system in translating the emotion of the source.

1A team of computational linguists from the University of Surrey and the University of
Wolverhampton who are native speakers of the analysed languages participated in the analysis
and error annotation of the dataset used in this chapter.
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Finally, we conduct a manual error analysis similar to the one conducted on the

Arabic reviews dataset. The manual analysis points to how far the translation is

capable of maintaining the emotion of the tweet in each of the languages analysed

as well as the linguistic features that constitute a challenge to the translation of

emotion in Twitter data.

4.2 Emotion Detection in NLP

There has been an increasing interest in emotion detection in the NLP community,

specifically in tweets (Roberts et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012; Gaind et al., 2019; Neto

et al., 2020). The main reason is that polarity sentiment analysis can only give

a general insight on the positive or negative attitude towards an entity on social

media. Emotion detection, however, provides more granular data as it classifies the

user’s feelings more informatively into categories representing the human emotions.

Twitter data has been used extensively to this end and in different languages.

Generally speaking, the study of emotion in NLP can be categorised into two

main streams. The first is concerned with emotions as defined by emotion theorists

who put forward the belief that humans have a discrete set of emotions. The largest

stream of NLP research addresses the set of emotions represented by the psychologist

Robert Plutchik’s wheel of emotions shown in Figure 4.1 (Plutchik, 2003). Plutchik’s

theory provides a structural model for interactions among emotions, distinguishing

primary and secondary emotional experiences. As can be seen from Figure 4.1, the

second layer on the wheel represents eight primary emotions which are derived from

differential semantic and similarity assessment methodologies based on the use of

emotional words in language. Emotion detection research targets the classification

of text based on either all those eight primary emotions, a subset of them or on a
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similar version of them (e.g. the emotion set introduced by the psychologist Paul

Ekman who narrows down the root emotions to anger, fear, disgust, sadness, and

happiness (Ekman, 1992) ). As is the case with most NLP research, the majority of

the multi-label emotion detection experiments are conducted on English text (Hasan

et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018; Sailunaz and Alhajj, 2019).

Figure 4.1: Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions

The second line of emotion detection in NLP focuses on the single primary

emotion of anger tackled from different perspectives: aggression, hate-speech,

misogyny, sarcastic anger, etc. These studies have a higher percentage of

multilingual research as they aim at devising proactive detection tools to remove

anti-social behaviour across hundreds of languages, regions, and countries
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interacting on online social platforms (Haidar et al., 2017; Tanase et al., 2020;

Muaad et al., 2021).

Overall the two lines of research for emotion detection, whether in English or in

multilingual texts, are conducted on a much smaller scale than sentiment polarity

detection. The main reason is that the quantity of labelled emotion detection

datasets, even in a high-resource language such as English, is relatively much

smaller than those available for sentiment detection. The most substantial

challenge for collecting emotion dataset is the lack of ground truth as it is more

difficult to reliably recognise emotions than to recognise positive/neutral/negative

sentiment. To overcome lack of resources, multilingual emotion detection research

has relied heavily on translating English emotion lexicons into the investigated

language.

NRC Word-Emotion lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010, 2013) is one

example of a lexicon that is created via crowdsourcing for commonly used English

word types expressing emotions of joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise.

The NRC lexicon is translated into other languages such as Arabic and used for

unsupervised classification of emotions in non-English text. However, research has

shown that such lexicons may not always reflect the correct emotion. Kušen et al.

(2017) report on the performance of three publicly available word-emotion lexicons

– NRC, DepecheMood (Staiano and Guerini, 2014), EmoSenticNet (Poria et al.,

2013)) – over a set of Facebook and Twitter messages. Their results show that

there are noticeable differences between the performance of the lexicons with

respect to emotion scores assigned by human raters on social media messages.

Similarly, Buechel and Hahn (2018) point to the fact that the compatibility and

interoperability of multi-lingual emotion lexicons are not optimum since the
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translations of the words in the lexicons often miss the correct emotion. They also

prove in their experiments that the problem exacerbates when the emotion

lexicons are used for a large number of different languages as their coverage is

limited both in terms of the lexical units they contain and the emotional variables

they feature (Buechel et al., 2020).

Another approach for multilingual emotion detection has been the translation

of the whole segment by MT tools. However, Troiano et al. (2020) demonstrate in

their article ,“Lost in Back-Translation: Emotion Preservation in Neural Machine

Translation”, that although MT provides powerful methods to convert text

between languages, it is far from clear whether current MT methods properly

translate information at the non-propositional level such as emotions, politeness,

and formality. Their research results substantiate the hypothesis that emotions are

either partially or completely lost in MT. In this section of the study, we

investigate this hypothesis further by conducting an experiment on a multilingual

dataset of tweets. We will show that the MT tools commonly used by social media

users to translate tweets can fail to transfer the correct emotion due to a number

of linguistic features peculiar of this type of text. We will demonstrate that an

inaccurate translation of emotions does not only undermine the effectiveness of the

MT tool as a real-life utility but it can also produce misleading results if used as a

preprocessing tool in multilingual emotion detection.

4.3 Data Collection and Experiment Setup

In order to check how far automatic translation captures the specific emotion in

tweets, we replicated a real-life scenario where MT systems are utilised

spontaneously to translate the content of tweets. Twitter currently supports
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built-in translations, so users can click on a Translate Tweet prompt visible

directly under the tweet text to translate it. Twitter mentions that it employs

Google Translate for this service (Twitter, 2022). To evaluate how far the MT

system in this scenario can serve as a real-life utility, we used Google Translate

API to automatically translate multilingual Twitter datasets compiled from

different emotion and aggression detection tasks. We chose to pick tweets that

were annotated for four emotions (joy, fear, aggression, and anger). These four

emotions were specifically chosen for two reasons. First, they are representative of

the most common fine-grained sentiments expressed in tweets: the authors of

tweets are usually either happy, angry, or fearful of something or someone and

their anger can either be aggressive or passive. Second, in the datasets we

compiled anger and aggression are two distinct emotions; the aggressive tweets are

marked with obscene language and hate speech such as racist slurs or misogynist

comments. Since this type of aggressive anger is a critical emotion that is given

particular attention by both NLP research and social networking platforms, the

accuracy of its translation is most important.

The annotation in the datasets is gold-standard as they were collated from

different emotion-detection and aggression-detection shared tasks as shown in

Table 4.1 (Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017; Mohammad and Kiritchenko,

2018; Basile et al., 2019; Zampieri et al., 2020) . The source datasets amounted to

approximately 47,000 tweets in three languages: English, Arabic, and Spanish. We

created two other datasets from this source annotated data. The first dataset was

created by translating the Arabic and Spanish source datasets into English. The

second dataset was created by translating part of the source English dataset into

Romanian, Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese. These datasets were used to extract
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Emotion Dataset Language Size
Fear/Joy/Anger WASSA-2017 Emotion Intensity Task EN/SP/AR 6655
Fear/Joy/Anger SemEval 2018 Task 1 EN/SP/AR 6675
Aggression SemEval 2019 Task 5 EN/SP 19,600
Aggression OffensEval 2020 EN/AR 14,200
Total 47,130

Table 4.1: Twitter Datasets Used for Translation of Emotion Experiment

instances for our analysis. Table 4.1 shows a summary of the source and size of the

compiled datasets.

The next stage in our experiment was to extract instances in which the MT

system failed to translate the emotion correctly. We call this failure

“mistranslation of emotion” and it is identified by the discrepancy between the

annotations of emotion in the source dataset and the emotions classified in the

translated tweets by an emotion detection classifier. For example, if the original

tweet is annotated as conveying ‘anger’ but the classifier predicted ‘joy’ for the

translation, this pair was considered a potential mistranslation of emotion and was

selected for analysis.

To get the classifications of emotions in the translated tweets, we built a

classifier by fine-tuning a Roberta XLM model (Liu et al., 2019) on the annotated

23,000 source English tweets compiled from all the datasets shown in Table 4.1.

The annotations comprise the four emotions we targeted for analysis and the

distribution of emotions is relatively balanced with only ‘fear’ as the prominent

label (see Figure 4.2). The preprocessing of the dataset included deletion of

punctuation and non-alphanumeric symbols, lemmatisation, and lower-casing. We

also used the Demoji (Solomon, Brad , 2022) Python library to transfer the emojis

into their equivalent lexicon (e.g. is translated into “dislike”).

The English emotion-detection model was trained on four epochs and
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Emotions in English Dataset

fine-tuned with the following AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) optimiser

hyperparameters: learning rate = 1 × e−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ε = 1 × e−8.

We divided the dataset into 90% training and 10% validation set. The validation

accuracy reached 92%. The English classifier was used to predict the emotion of

the Google API output for the translation of the Arabic and Spanish dataset into

English. As for the second language arc (English to Romanian, Arabic, Spanish

and Portuguese), the classifier was run on the English back translation of the

sample tweets. Although the back translation may not be as accurate as the

translated text, we opted for this compromise since ultimately the classifier’s

output will be manually compared to the source by human annotators. Thus, the

classifier’s predicted emotion was compared to the gold-standard emotion of the

source text, instances of discrepancy were extracted as potential mistranslations of

emotions.
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4.4 Error Analysis

To check the reasons for discrepancy between the predicted emotion and the

emotion of the source text, a team of MT researchers, native speakers of the

respective languages, conducted a manual analysis on samples of the extracted

potential mistranslations. The extracted samples for English to other languages

amounted to 1600 tweets divided equally among the four target languages, and

from the opposite direction, with English as a target language, it amounted to

≈3000 tweets divided between Arabic and Spanish as a source language. It is

important to note that in the error analysis dataset the reasons behind the

emotion discrepancy of the source and target text were either due to

mistranslation of emotion, incorrect classification, or an inaccurate annotation of

the source text. The inaccurate annotation of the source tweet was often due to

incomprehensibility as some tweets were written as jumbled words that lacked

grammatical and spelling accuracy (e.g. the dataset contained tweets such as “stop

pleasin’ strangersninstead fam’ly twat!”).

After analysis of the error dataset, we found the percentages of the disagreements

in the dataset due to mistranslation of emotions are different among the six language

pairs. As illustrated by Figure 4.3, Spanish has clearly fewer cases of discrepant

emotions in tweets, both when these are translated into English (≈8%) and when

they are translations from English (≈27%). Target languages like Romanian (61%)

and Arabic (41%) show a much higher percentage of tweets with mistranslated

emotions. It is obvious from the analysed sample that speakers of some languages

benefit more from the online NMT tools as some language directions such as Spanish-

to-English have significantly fewer errors than other language directions such as

Romanian-to-English or Arabic-to-English.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency of Mistranslation of Emotion in the Analysed Dataset

Figure 4.4: Confusion Matrix for Source and Translated Emotions for All Languages

We also measured the translation performance for each emotion category to

assess which of the emotions is most challenging for the translation tool in our

dataset. The confusion matrix in Figure 4.4 gives a summary of the percentage
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of correct and incorrect translations of each emotion as per the classifier’s output

for our error analysis dataset. As can be seen from the matrix, ‘joy’ is distinct in

the dataset as the MT tool managed to capture it ≈ 83% of the time. It is also

worth mentioning that the language of tweets expressing ‘aggression’ was only 6.69%

of the time classified in the translated output as aggressive by our classifier. The

translation of aggressive tweets were mostly classified as conveying either ‘fear’ (≈

40%) or ‘anger’ (≈ 37%). We will see from the manual error analysis in the next

section that this is mainly due to the mistranslation of offensive words in the source

tweet.

To explore in detail the reason behind the discrepancy between the gold-standard

annotation of the source tweet and the classification labels of the translations, we

analysed the linguistic features of instances where source tweet and translation have

different emotion labels. The analysis showed that despite the unbalance in terms

of MT accuracy among different language pairs as shown in Figure 4.3, there are

common linguistic phenomena that cause distortion of emotion transfer among all

the language pairs we analysed in this study. Based on our analysis of the sample

dataset, we selected the six features that the annotation team found to be commonly

constituting a challenge in transferring emotions by the MT engine for all the studied

language directions. These linguistic features are: hashtags, slang, non-standard

orthography, idiomatic expressions, polysemy, and grammar (negation structures).

The following sections demonstrate the effect of these features on the translation of

emotion with illustrative examples2. Table 4.2 presents a summary of our findings,

which are discussed next. The following sections demonstrate these typical errors.

2Due to space limitations, examples mentioned in this section are linguistically significant
excerpts of tweets used for error analysis.
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Language Pair Hashtags Slang Polysemy Idiomatic Expressions Grammar Orthography
EN-SP 44% 14% 7.9% 6.3% 12.6% 14%
EN-PT 41.6% 16.6 2.7% 8.3% 13.8% 16.6%
EN-AR 25.6% 20.7% 24.3% 12% 6% 11%
EN-RO 24.6% 26% 18.6% 12% 6% 12.6%
AR-EN 60% 11% 7.9% 6.7% 13.9%
SP-EN 32.5% 16% 16.5% 12% 22.6%

Table 4.2: Frequency of language features causing translation errors per language pair.
The highest frequencies are marked in bold

4.4.1 Hashtags

Emotions in tweets are expressed in a special style in line with Twitter’s orthographic

limitations and peculiarities. Thus, for example, authors of tweets frequently express

their emotion as a trailing hashtag or a hashtagged non sequitur to a neutral or an

ironic statement. The emotion of the tweets in such cases is retrieved solely from

the hashtag. Our analysis has shown that this unique style of emotion transfer

constitutes a challenge to the MT system. When the hashtags expressing emotion

are either untranslated or mistranslated, the emotion expressed in the message is

completely distorted. For example, the fear emotion in the English tweet “Just

waved daughter and her friend off to school, #terrifying!” is entirely missed in the

Arabic translation “
�
é�PYÖÏ @ úÍ@


ñ

�
JÊË

�
èQ�


	
ª�Ë@ Aî

�
D
�
®K
Y�ð Aî

�
D
	
JK. @

�
IkñË Y

�
®Ë #terrifying!” as

the hashtag that carries the main emotional content is not translated. Due to the

deletion of the hashtag, the tweet was identified as expressing ‘joy’ rather than the

‘fear’ emotion. Moreover, the hashtagged word in tweets is often written in non-

standard orthography which causes the MT to output the hashtagged word as is

without translation. For example, the anger emotion against customer service in

the tweet “I asked for my parcel to be delivered to a pickup store not my address

#poorcustomerservice” is missed in the Romanian translation “Am cerut livrarea

coletului meu la un magazin de preluare, nu adresa mea #poorcustomerservice”

as the hashtagged word is not translated. The MT treats such hashtags as out-of-
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vocabulary words and hence misses the affective message. The distortion of emotion

is also caused by a wrong translation of the hashtagged word. The anger emotion

of the English tweet “CNN’s Wolf Blitzer calls you an American astronaut and you

don’t correct him #disappointed” is completely lost in the Spanish translation as the

hashtag is mistranslated to “diseñado” meaning ‘designed’ instead of disappointed.

The Spanish translation carries a neutral emotion.

4.4.2 Slang and Dialectical Expressions

Research studies have shown that slang and dialectical expressions present several

challenges to MT in general (Zbib et al., 2012). Tweets are characterised by the

wealth of slang expressions and the code-switching3 (Morrison, 2017) between

different dialects of one language based on the authors’ demographics. It was

observed from the manual analysis of the sample data that this stylistic quirk often

distorts the translation of emotion in the source text. For example, the Spanish

tweet “Ni en pedo, bueno en pedo si” is mistranslated in English as “not even fart

good fart yes”. The correct translation of the expression “ni en pedo” is ‘no way’.

The source tweet expressed a humorous comment which should read “No way.

Well, yes way”. In this example, the MT online engine provides an

incomprehensible output due to a mistranslation of the dialectical version of the

Spanish expression “ni en pedo” used mainly in Argentina, and therefore, the

emotion of the source text is not only lost but is flipped to an aggressive tone.

Similarly, the MT system fails to detect the aggression in the English tweet “The

iconic nigger tweet” when it is translated to Romanian as “tweet-ul iconic negru”

(The iconic black tweet). The slang expression in the source tweet (nigger) carries

3In this thesis we use the linguistic definition of ‘code-switching’ which refers to the process of
shifting from one linguistic code (a language or dialect) to another in the same text
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the aggressive tone and hence the neutral translation (black) misses the aggressive

emotion. By missing the racist slur, the Romanian translation wrongly transfers a

positive emotion. The amount of distortion of the affective messages due to a

mistranslation of slang or dialectical expressions varies from one language to

another. Similar offensive words in other language directions were missed or

mistranslated which caused the aggressive tone to be either lost or mitigated.

It was also observed that Arabic dialectical expressions posed a significant

challenge to the MT system as it caused a distortion of emotion in 60% of the

Arabic tweets in the second dataset where the Arabic source tweet is translated

into English by the online tool (see Table 4.2). For example, commenting on an

event in the Middle East, a tweeter expresses joy “ éK
X hA¾
�

�
	
�B@

�
éJ
Ò» éK
 @” (What all

this amount of happiness!). The MT system gives the exact opposite emotion

“What all this amount of anger!”. This owes to the fact that the dialectical

expression “hA¾
�

�
	
�B@” (happiness) is mistranslated as “anger”. The dialectical

tweets were mostly mistranslated in aggressive Arabic tweets as the MT system

typically obliterated the aggressive tone. For example, bullying a female football

player, a tweet says “Õç'
QmÌ'@
�
èPñºË@ @ñK. Q

	
k

�
éJ.«B É

	
�

	
¯@

�
è 	QK
Ag. ÕÎ

�
J�

�
�ð Aî

	
EA

�
J�

	
®K. éK
Ag. ”

(She is coming with a dress to receive the best player prize, women ruined

football). The tweet is written in a Gulf dialect that was mistranslated by the MT

engine as “come to her dress and receive the prize for the best player who ruined

the harem?”. The MT output misses the misogynist comment and transfers an

overall ‘joy’ emotion despite the lack of semantic and grammatical coherence.

4.4.3 Non-standard Orthography

With its 280-character limit, Twitter users often resort to creative abbreviations

and unconventional orthography. Moreover, linguists have observed that to
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encourage speed and immediacy of understanding, Twitter users type in the same

way they speak (Ian, 2010). The manual analysis has shown that this specific

linguistic phenomenon is a major culprit in a wrong transfer of the emotion within

different language pairs. For example, the MT output of the English tweet

“watching sad bts video bc im sad. iwannacryy” renders an incomprehensible

affect message in Portuguese (assistindo ao v́ıdeo do sad bts bc im sad.

iwannacryy). The reason is that the micro-blogging limitation causes the author of

the tweet to use a creative word shortening by eliminating spaces “iwannacryy” as

well as by texting in acronyms (“bc” meaning “because”, “im” meaning “I am”).

The affective message is missed in the Portuguese translation as all these

emotional nuanced orthographic forms remain untranslated. Another complication

is that tweeters are more apt to use expressive lengthening to communicate strong

emotion. These non-standard emotional expressions are usually treated as

out-of-vocabulary by MT systems with all the language pairs the research team

analysed. For instance, the anger in the Spanish tweet “Por que sos re chantaaaa”

(Why are you such a liar?) is not transferred by the MT translation “Why are you

chantaaaa” as the Spanish word “chanta” (liar) passes for out-of-vocabulary

lexicon because of elongation. Non-Spanish speakers would not understand the

aggressive emotion in the Spanish tweet from the MT tool output.

4.4.4 Idiomatic Expressions

One of the challenging issues in the field of translation is the process of translating

the different shades of meaning conveyed by an idiom (Al Mubarak, 2017). The

reason is that translating idioms usually involves meta-linguistic information such

as cultural and social norms. Because of its informal nature, conversational idioms

are used extensively in tweets. The manual analysis has shown that a large
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number of idioms were literally translated, which did not only affect the sentiment

preservation of the source text, but often produced nonsensical target text. For

example, the Arabic tweet expressing happiness towards one particular public

figure “
	

J

	
®

	
k éÓX é<Ë @ð” has the idiomatic expression “

	
J


	
®

	
k éÓX”, meaning

“funny”. The tweet should read ‘By God, he is so funny’, but the MT output gives

a literal translation, “By God, his blood is so light” which was predicted as having

an ‘anger’ sentiment by the classifier. The same problem also exists in language

pairs with English as a source language. For example, an ‘angry’ tweet

commenting on the 2020 American presidential elections, “we have to keep u in

line”, has the idiomatic expression “keep in line” meaning to discipline

uncontrolled behaviour. This idiom was literally translated in Arabic as

“PñK. A¢Ë@ ú



	
¯” (stay in the queue) and in Spanish as “mantenerte en ĺınea” (stay fit).

The literal translation of the idiom in the two language pairs flips the emotion

from anger to a neutral sentiment.

4.4.5 Polysemy

MT research has shown that polysemous words pose a challenge to MT systems

when the contextual information is not clearly determined (Akhobadze, 2019). We

have shown in Section 3.4 that contronyms, which is a special type of polysemy, was

a main reason for the mistranslation of sentiment in Arabic reviews. Similarly, due

to Twitter’s micro-blogging nature, polysemous words in tweets are usually lacking

context, which adds to their ambiguity. The manual analysis of the translated

data has revealed that this linguistic phenomenon distorts the tweeter’s emotional

message. One example is the aggressive English tweet “the girl sitting in front of

me is chewing her gum like a cow; I’m ready to snap”. The word snap here has the

informal meaning of “burst in anger”. The Romanian translation by the MT system,
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however, reflects a joy emotion as it gives the other meaning of snap “take pictures”.

Hence, the MT Romanian output reads “the girl in front of me chews her gum like a

cow; I’m ready to take pictures”. Another more extreme example appears with the

Arabic to English pair. Commenting on a Middle East political crisis, an aggressive

tweeter threatens two Gulf countries “Q¢
�
¯ ú



G
.
Q

	
Kð 	áÒJ
Ë @ ú




	
¯ ÕºJ
K. Q

	
K A

	
JJ
Ê

	
g PðYË@ ÕºK
Ag. ”

(Your turn will come, Yemen and Qatar, we will teach you a lesson). The aggressive

threat is lost in the MT output “Come on let’s educate Yemen and Qatar”. This is

due to a mistranslation of the polysemous word “ú


G
.
Q

	
K” which could either positively

mean “educate” or to negatively mean “teach a lesson” by inflicting punishment.

4.4.6 Grammar (Negation)

The analysis has shown that the distortion of the source emotion was also associated

with a wrong translation of a negation marker between different language pairs.

For example, negation was found to cause a problem when the source text is in

dialectical Arabic. The lexico-grammatical realisation of negation differs between

the Standard and dialectical Arabic as well as between its different dialects. Arabic

dialects often treat negative particles as clitics, and hence a letter is added to the

stem of the word to change it to negative (Mohamed et al., 2012). In around 7% of

the negated structures in Arabic tweets (see table 4.2), the MT engine either missed

the Arabic dialectical negation and hence flips the phrase to an opposite emotion or

mistranslates the negated phrase altogether. For example, commenting on a terrorist

attack, a tweeter angrily states “È 	PA
	
JÖÏ @

�
HA


JÓ

�
HQÓX

�
éÊJ.

	
J
�
®K. Q

	
j

�
J
	
¯ @ 	áÓ é<Ë @ l×A� B” (May

God not forgive (punish) the one who is proud of a bomb destroying hundreds

of homes). The negation is missed and hence the online translation tool output

reads “May God forgive that one who is proud of a bomb destroying hundreds of

homes”. The emotion of the tweeter in the Arabic translation is flipped from anger
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to sympathy towards a terrorist attack. If automatic translation is used to spot

potential terrorist trends on social media platforms, this type of error would affect

the accuracy of the algorithm and may bring dangerous consequences to users. The

analysis has also shown that missing negation structures in the English tweets also

distorts the emotion. For example, the fear emotion in the English tweet “a trip to

the dentist never gets easier” is flipped to joy in the Portuguese translation because

of a wrong translation of the negative structure. The MT output in Portuguese is

“Uma ida ao dentista nunca foi tão fácil” meaning ‘A trip to the dentist has never

been easier’. The Portuguese annotator explained that the Portuguese translation

transfers an emotion of joy over the tweeter’s last trip to the dentist.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter and in Chapter 3 , we evaluated the capacity of an MT online system

to translate sentiment polarity and fine-grained emotions in two types of UGT with

different language pairs. Our analysis highlighted a number of linguistic challenges

involved in translating sentiment and emotion between different languages. It has

also been shown that there are linguistic features that are common among different

language pairs which cause problems in translating sentiment by NMT tools. One

common problem is polysemy. We have seen that contronyms, which is a special type

of polysemy, have caused the NMT system to produce the exact opposite sentiment

pole of Arabic reviews translated into English. We have also seen that polysemy

was one of the culprits in the mistranslation of emotions in Spanish, Portuguese,

Romanian and English. Another challenge which is specific of the linguistic nature

of UGT is the code-switching between dialects which again caused a mistranslation

of the emotional messages specially in Arabic and Spanish reviews and tweets with
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frequencies of 60% and 32.5%, respectively (see Figure 3.6 and Table 4.2).

More crucially, the manual analysis has shown that there are instances where

users of online MT tools will receive a distorted message by sentiment

mistranslations that can be difficult to detect. Due to the fact that Arabic

contronyms can lead to such critical errors where the mistranslation may transfer

the opposite sentiment message in a deceivingly fluent structure, we choose to

address this problem in the second part of the thesis. Moreover, since the

dialectness error category has been been shown to comprise more than one lexical

phenomenon that lead to a mistranslation of sentiment or emotion in UGT, we

conduct an experiment to mitigate the sentiment mistranslation errors caused by

dialectness in UGT data. Thus, following the road-map proposed for the thesis in

Section 1.4, in the experimental part of the thesis, we present a solution at the

word-level for the NMT pipeline to solve the problem of contronyms. Then, at the

sentence-level, we propose a semi-supervised solution to tackle the problem of

dialectness in the translation of sentiment.
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Chapter 5

Improving Sentiment Translation on

Word-Level

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we address RQ3 to improve the translation of sentiment on the

word-level. We explore whether using large-sizes of authentic data help more or

less than applying sentiment adjustment techniques on the input layer of an NMT

system with a smaller-size data. In the error-analysis conducted in Chapters 3 and

4, we highlighted a number of linguistic phenomena which caused a mistranslation of

sentiment in UGT data on the word-level and which are common among the different

language directions studied so far. One such phenomena is polysemy. To address

RQ3, we compare two methods for tackling the polysemy problem in sentiment

translation. The first is based on compiling large-sized parallel datasets that are

generically used to train MT systems. The second method is a data-centric approach

where we systematically engineer a smaller-sized dataset to differentiate between

the positive and negative polarity of challenging polysemous words. In this latter

method, we aim to improve the translation of sentiment on the word level with a

data augmentation technique which infuses sentiment information on the input layer

of the NMT system. We will show that conducting error-specific fine-tuning of the

NMT system with a higher quality small-sized dataset can significantly improve the

translation of sentiment for polysemous words than training on larger-sized dataset

that are not tailored for this specific problem.
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We take AR-EN direction as a case study for our experiments. The error

analysis of Arabic reviews presented in Chapter 3 has shown that Arabic UGT has

a number of contronyms which are a special type of polysemous words that can

have the exact opposite meaning in different contexts. Contronyms have proven to

be specifically challenging in translating sentiment in Arabic UGT as each

contronym can alternately convey a positive and a negative sentiment polarity in

the dialectical and standard versions of the language. We have also shown that the

MT system consistently makes errors on the list of contronyms mentioned in

Appendix C. To improve the translation of Arabic contronyms, we add consistency

to a small-size data so that the MT system is able to better choose the right

sentiment polarity of the polysemous word. We also focus on preprocessing

techniques to improve the quality of the in-domain small-size data to decrease the

sentiment translation error of the studied list of contronyms. We compare this

data-centric approach to a baseline trained on much larger authentic datasets

typically used to train AR-EN systems in MT research. We find that the

sentiment-tuned smaller-sized data is more capable of solving the contronym

challenge in Arabic UGT than larger-size data that are generically used to train

AR-EN MT systems. Although the experiment is carried out on an Arabic and

English datasets, the same mechanism could be applied to other language pairs

where polysemous words lead to a mistranslation of sentiment.

To present our experiments, first in Section 5.2 we describe the compiled datasets.

Then, in Section 5.3 we illustrate the preprocessing techniques used to decrease

the sentiment translation errors and alleviate the sentiment ambiguity of Arabic

contronyms. In Section 5.4, we describe our baseline model and the sentiment-

oriented NMT system. In Section 5.5, we present the results of the methods we
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used to assess the performance of the different models. Finally, in Section 5.6 we

summarise our conclusion on the experiments.

5.2 Data Compilation

There are several open-source AR-EN datasets that are generally used to train

AR-EN MT systems. We found that the richest source for open-source parallel

AR-EN corpora is OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012) which provides parallel data from

different domains such as TEDx talks, subtitles, UN documents, news

commentary, etc. However, when looking into these datasets, we found that the

largest part is a translation from an English source to Arabic. Research has shown

that the directionality of the parallel corpora has a significant impact on the

translation (Kurokawa et al., 2009; Lembersky et al., 2013; Twitto et al., 2015).

This is because translated texts have unique characteristics that set them apart

from texts originally written in the same language. The differences are not

necessarily artifacts of poor translation but rather different statistical distributions

across the two writing styles (Sominsky, 2019). For example, translated texts tend

to simplify the original message and to use more standard language than originals

and, generally speaking, an interference of the source language is detectable in the

translated text.

This holds particularly true for the English to Arabic direction which typically

produces a translation in standard Arabic that has different fluency characteristics

than original standard Arabic text. Thus, in most open-source AR-EN corpora,

the linguistic “finger print” of the English source is easily recognised in the Arabic

translated text by native speakers. For our experiment, we wanted to explore how

far large sizes of this type of parallel data, which is typically used to train AR-
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Corpus Domain Direction Number of Sentences
MultiUN v1 Documents EN-AR 2M
TED2013 Transcripts EN-AR 153k
Tatoeba Constructed Trans EN-AR 11.3K
Goodreads UGT Reviews AR-EN 250K
Total 2.4M

Table 5.1: Description of Datasets Used for the Experiments

EN systems, can affect the translation of the sentiment polarity of contronyms in

the standard and dialectical versions of Arabic. We, therefore, compiled datasets

of open-source AR-EN parallel corpora for our models from the different domains

available on the OPUS website. The size and domain of the datasets used for the

experiments are presented in Table 5.1.

The first three datasets, MultiUN v1, TED2013 (Tiedemann, 2012) and

Tatoeba (Ho and Simon, 2016), are all compiled from the OPUS open-source

datasets. The MultiUN v1 is mainly translated UN documents from English to

Arabic, the TED2013 is the translated transcripts of the English TEDx talks into

Arabic and the Tatoeba is a large database of English sentences and their Arabic

translations are crowd-sourced by voluntary contributions of members of the

Tatoeba website1. The fourth is the Goodreads Arabic reviews dataset that was

used for the error analysis of the online MT tools presented in Section 3.4. As

explained in Section 3.4, we used the Google Translate API to translate these

Arabic reviews into English. In our experiment, to tackle the translation of

sentiment on world-level, we focus on improving the translation of contronyms in

this synthetic dataset. We added this data to our training set after a number of

preprocessing techniques that are summarised in the next section.

1Tatoeba
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5.3 Data Preprocessing

The Goodreads dataset had a number of reviews with more than 100 tokens as shown

in Figure 3.1. Typically, non-standard forms of Arabic writing, such as the UGT

domain, tend to lack punctuation markers (Awad, 2015). Hence, some long reviews

consisted of more than one paragraph long with only one full stop at the end (see

for example Figure 5.1 for an excerpt of a long Goodreads review in our dataset).

This salient difference in punctuation between Arabic and English constitutes a

challenge in aligning segments for MT training (Alqinai, 2013). Moreover, research

has shown that NMT systems suffer from a significant drop in translation quality

when translating long sentences and perform comparably better with a token range

of 20 to 60 per segment (Pouget-Abadie et al., 2014; IBM, 2016). Accordingly,

for training efficiency, we opted for empirically choosing to split long reviews into

segments of 20 tokens. After splitting, the Goodreads dataset amounted to about

250K sentences.

The second step in our preprocessing was correcting the mistranslation of the

contronyms in the Goodreads synthetic dataset. We employed both automatic and

manual techniques for this task. First, we calculated the frequency of the alignments

of each contronym with its positive and negative polarity in the high-rated (rating

4 to 5) and low-rated reviews (rating 2 to 1), respectively. For alignment, we used

the fast align tool which is an unsupervised word aligner that has proved to perform

well in downstream translation systems on a variety of language pairs (Dyer et al.,

2013). Assuming that the sentiment polarity of a translated contronym should

conform with the rating of the review (e.g. the contronym ‘
�
éJ. J
ëP’ (terrible/great)

would be translated with its positive meaning (great) in high-rated reviews and its

negative meaning (terrible) in low-rated reviews), we manually corrected incongruent
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instances where the wrong meaning of the contronym was chosen by the MT tool.

Figure 5.1: Excerpt from a 100+ token review in the Goodreads dataset

Moreover, to further curate the synthetic dataset, we infused sentiment

information to instances where contronyms are used. Following a disambiguation

technique successfully implemented in MT research (Ugawa et al., 2018; Bérard

et al., 2019; Siekmeier et al., 2021), we tagged all the contronyms in the source text

with the right sentiment polarity according to its context. Hence, each contronym

was tagged either as positive or negative according to its sentiment polarity in the

source text. Thus, we created a duplicate dataset to the 250K reviews of the

Goodreads dataset with sentiment tags indicative of the contronym polarity.

Another preprocessing method we applied is orthographic normalisation.

Arabic has a complex morphology with a variety of morphological and

phonological adjustments that interact with orthographic variations. Due to such

variations, Arabic MT research has shown that choosing the appropriate

word-level preprocessing has a substantial impact on the BLEU score, specifically

if there is a change in genre between training and test data (Habash and Sadat,

2006). In our case, the domains of the datasets used for training are not all

comparable to the UGT domain of the Goodreads dataset which will be used to

test the improvement of contronym translation. We, therefore, applied word-level
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orthographic preprocessing on the Arabic side of the data to ensure consistency

among all datasets. First, we normalised orthographic variations of certain letters

to minimise ambiguity. For example, variants of the hamzated Alif ‘ @


�
@


@ ’ (a glottal

stop followed by a long /a/ sound in English) are often written without their

Hamza ‘ Z ’ in the Goodreads reviews dataset. We used regular expressions to

change all hamzated Alif to one form ‘ @ ’. Also, diacritics are almost always absent

in the dataset obtained from the OPUS site. To add conformity, we undiacritised

all datasets.

Moreover, we found that word elongation is extensively used in the Goodreads

dataset to reflect strong sentiment. For example, a strong positive review of a book

would be expressed as ‘©
K@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @P H. A

�
J»’ (A greaaaaaaaat book). Although

elongation carries strong sentiment, we found it to be very challenging during NMT

training as the number of repeated letters of the same word differs randomly. This

lead to a high number of out-of-vocabulary words during training. To reduce word

sparsity, we normalised all elongated words to one letter. This last technique was

also important to maximise the benefit from the non-UGT corpora obtained from

OPUS where elongation is not present. Finally, we removed punctuation from both

the Arabic and English side of the datasets.

5.4 Experiment Set Up

For our baseline model we used the three authentic datasets (MultiUN v1, TED2013

and Tatoeba) as well as the edited untagged Goodreads synthetic data for training.

Accordingly, this baseline model is trained on a large authentic data generically

used for training AR-EN MT systems as well as a synthetic in-domain UGT data

(2.4M segments). The baseline architecture is a seq2seq model with an LSTM of
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200 hidden states for the encoder and decoder models trained with global attention.

We trained for 100K steps with a batch size of 64.

Figure 5.2: Sentiment-sensitive Transformer 2 Model

We compare our baseline model to two sentiment-sensitive Transformer models

that are trained only on the small-size tagged and processed synthetic Goodreads

dataset. The first of the two sentiment-sensitive models was initialised with random

input vectors. However, for the second model, we opted for creating a vector space

model (VSM) of the tagged source dataset where each contronym was given two

distinct vectors according to its tagged sentiment polarity. As shown in Figure 5.2,

the second Transformer is initialised by our trained VSM where each contronym

has an embedding vector indicating its positive meaning (+emb) and an embedding

vector indicating its negative meaning (-emb). We also created a VSM for the

English target text and hence Transformer 2 was initialised by our pretrained Arabic

and English embedding vectors. A bag of words word2vec model was used to create

the VSM of the source and target text (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka, 2010). It was trained

with a hierarchical softmax and a window size of 5 tokens. The pretrained word
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embeddings were used to initialise the second transformer model with the same

parameters used for the first.

For the two sentiment-sensitive models, we mimicked the Google Translate setup

(Vaswani et al., 2017) by using a transformer for both the encoding and decoding

layers with 8 heads of self-attention and with an inner feed-forward layer of size

2048, but reduced the number of training steps from 200k to 100k. We used the

Adam optimiser with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ε = 109 and the Google set up special

learning rate as described by Vaswani et al. (2017). All experiments were run using

OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). We share both the training data and the code for

building our Transformer sentiment-sensitive AR-EN model as open-source on the

GitHub platform2

5.5 Evaluation results

The evaluation of the proposed models was conducted on two test sets. The first

was a held-out set from the Goodreads reviews (≈1,000 parallel sentences). This

test dataset was manually post-edited particularly for sentiment errors. The

post-editing mainly targeted the mistranslation of contronyms as well as

sentiment-carrying words. The second was a hand-crafted test set of 140 sentences

where we used the list of extracted contronyms in Appendix C with their positive

and negative sentiment connotations in an equal number of sentences and

code-switched between Arabic (MSA) and Arabic (DA) either in the same sentence

or among different sentences (see Appendix B for examples). We particularly

constructed sentences similar to the ones where the online MT tool failed to

translate the correct polarity of the contronym. A reference English translation

was created by manually translating the hand-crafted set by an Arabic-English

2https://github.com/sadanyh/Sentiment-Sensitive-Arabic-MT
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Sentence Level Word Level BLEU

Hand-Crafted Set Test Set Test Set Hand-Crafted Set

Model Positive Negative Precision Recall F1 Positive Negative

Baseline (Large Data) 0.24 0.44 0.60 0.52 0.55 17 22.06 22.16

Transformer1 (Small tagged data) 0.14 0.21 0.74 0.65 0.69 38.77 37.56 44.83

Transformer2 (Small tagged data with VSM) 0.06 0.14 0.85 0.79 0.81 37.14 38.82 42.06

Google Translate 0.71 0.15 0.80 .06 0.12

Table 5.2: Results of Three Evaluation Metrics for Assessing Sentiment Preservation in
Translation

professional translator.

In order to adequately evaluate the performance of the models in preserving

the polarity of contronyms in the source text, we conducted two types of sentiment

evaluations, at the word level and at the sentence level on the held-out test set and

the hand-crafted test set, respectively. We also compared the quality measures on

both the sentence and word levels of the proposed models with the Google

Translate output for the test set and the hand-crafted test set. The BLEU score

was used as a metric to assess how far the quality of the translation is balanced

with the preservation of sentiment by our proposed models. Details of the

experiment evaluations are explained in the next sections.

5.5.1 Quality level Evaluation

The first evaluation metric conducted on the two datasets was based on the BLEU

score. We measured the BLEU score by the sacrebleu metric (Post, 2018).

Essentially, the BLEU score was used to check that the quality of the translation is

not distorted while fine-tuning the models for sentiment preservation. Results in

table 5.2 show that both transformer models with tagged source text outperform

the baseline on the two datasets. The first transformer model (Transformer 1) with

tagged input, but without pretrained vectors, achieves the highest BLEU score on
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the test set and the negative hand-crafted test set with scores 38.77 and 44.83

respectively. The second transformer model (Transformer 2) trained on tagged

source and pre-trained sentiment-oriented vectors achieves the best BLEU score on

the positive hand-crafted test set (38.82). On the other hand, the baseline trained

with all the compiled datasets preforms significantly lower with a BLEU score of

17 on the test set and a slightly better score on the hand crafted dataset (≈ 22 for

the positive and negative sets). Results indicate that the overall translation quality

as measured by BLEU has not been impaired with the sentiment-preservation

approaches of the proposed transformer models. It also indicates that adding large

out-of-domain datasets leads to a sub-optimal performance with respect to

translation accuracy in general as the baseline model records from ≈ 21 to ≈ 22

BLEU scores lower than the best scores.

5.5.2 Word-level Sentiment Evaluation

The BLEU score can reflect the translation quality of the NMT output, but for the

present study it would not be appropriate to capture how the opposite sentiments

of contronyms are correctly translated. This is because the BLEU score does not

give a penalty to a mistranslated sentiment-carrying lexical item that is adequately

proportional to the distortion of the sentiment message. The translation of the

right sentiment polarity of a contronym can be pivotal in transferring the affect

message of the source text. For example, the positive use of the contronym ‘ éJ. J
ëP’

(great/terrible) in the low-rated book review ‘ éJ. J
ëP éJ
«@YK. @ é
	
®m�

�
' �

I��
Ë’ (not a great

creative masterpiece) is mistranslated as ‘not a terrible creative masterpiece’ by

the baseline model. The mistranslation of the contronym completely distorts the

sentiment message of the review, however, the BLEU score for this mistranslation

is around 76.
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Accordingly, we measured the precision, recall and F1 score of the different

models to assess their ability to correctly predict the true positive and true negative

polarity of each contronym in the test dataset. Table 5.2 shows that the baseline

model was not able to detect the correct sentiment orientation of a contronym with

high accuracy (F1 score of 0.55), as compared to the two transformer models (F1

scores of 0.69 and 0.81), despite the post-editing of the training dataset. Feeding

in correct instances to authentic out-of-domain data was not sufficient to improve

the sentiment preservation of Arabic contronyms. Infusing linguistic information to

a smaller-sized data at the training stage, however, improved sentiment accuracy.

Moreover, the low F1 score of the Google Translate (0.12) was due to the fact that

it was able to translate correctly instances of contronyms when used with negative

sentiment, but failed to translate those where their positive meaning is used. Such

positive cases constituted around 40% of the instances of contronyms in the dataset.

It is also worthy of note that the negative meaning of contronyms is more frequent

in Arabic MSA, whereas the positive is used more in Arabic DA context. Since

DA-EN data is much more scarce than MSA-EN, Google Translate training data

is presumably skewed towards the MSA version and hence the negative sentiment

of the contronym is typically chosen. On the other hand, the second transformer

model which is trained on sentiment-sensitive pretrained vectors and tagged source

text achieved best performance in depicting the true sentiment at the word level with

an F1 score of 0.81 and a precision score of 0.85. The sentiment-sensitive pretrained

vectors of contronyms and their polarity tagging with the second transformer model

significantly helped in translating the correct sentiment at the word-level.
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5.5.3 Sentence-level Sentiment Evaluation

The second metric for evaluating the translation of sentiment in Arabic UGT was

carried out on the hand-crafted test set. In order to assess how the correct or

incorrect translation of contronyms affects the total sentiment message of the source

sentence, we use a sentiment-score based measure. We compute the distance between

the sentiment score of the reference sentence and the model output to measure not

only how far the model preserves the sentiment of a contronym, but also the effect

of translation on the sentiment context. We use the commercial sentiment scoring

method used for error analysis, i.e. Microsoft Azure Sentiment Analysis scoring. We

measure a translation cost as the mean square distance to the reference score. The

cost increases with the square of the distance from the reference score – the lower

the cost, the better. The translation cost is calculated by:

µC =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(st − sr)2 (5.1)

where st is the score of the target sentence, sr is the score of the reference translation,

and N is the number of sentences.

As seen from table 5.2, the second transformer model trained on tagged

contronyms and pretrained word vectors performed best (i.e. with the lowest cost)

for both the positive and negative reviews (0.06, 0.14 respectively). It was not only

more sensitive to different polarities of contronyms due to the code-switching

between MSA and DA, but produced the lowest sentiment discrepancy with the

sentiment scores of the reference sentence. It is also worth noting that Google

Translate performed much better with the negative sense of contronyms than the

positive sense. This is in line with the findings presented in Section 5.5.2. With

negative contronyms, Google Translate and the second transformer model had the
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lowest costs of 0.15 and 0.14, respectively. However, Google Translate produced

the highest discrepancy with the positive instances (0.71).

Moreover, it was observed that contextual inconsistency due to a wrong

translation of the contronym resulted in a high translation cost. For example, in

the positive review ‘ 	á�
ÓñK
 ú



	
¯ é

�
J�Ê

	
g ú




	
G @ ék. PYË @Yg. YÓAg. ’ the contronym ‘YÓAg. ’

(good/rigid) was mistranslated by Google Translate as ‘rigid’ producing the wrong

translation: ‘Too rigid to the point that I finished it in two days’, which gives a

mixed sentiment message to the reader. The second transformer model, however,

was able to pick the right polarity and hence produced the right translation: ‘Very

good to the point that I concluded it in two days’. It was also noticed that the

translation cost was highest with short sentences. For instance, the positive sense

of the contronym ‘ éJ. J
ëP’ (awesome, great) in the short reference sentence

‘��
K
A
�
®ÖÏ @ É¾K. éJ. J
ëP’ (By all means awesome) is translated by Google Translate as

‘Terrible by all accounts’. In such cases, the sentiment cost was maximum. It is

evident that if a similar distortion of sentiment messages occurs in real-life

situations by online tools, it would have adverse effects on the user’s judgement.

Examples of the output of the second transformer model (Trans2) as compared to

the reference translation (Ref) and Google Translate is given in Appendix B.

5.6 Conclusion on Improving the Translation of

Contronyms

In this chapter, we tackled a special case of lexical ambiguity that affects the

translation of sentiment on the word-level which has been detected by the error

analysis in Part One. The analysis has shown how the mistranslation of Arabic

contronyms can seriously impair the translation of sentiment in Arabic UGT such

as product reviews. Since automatic online translation tools are heavily relied
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upon by users and commercial platforms to translate reviews, it is of essential

importance to fine-tune NMT models to the correct sentiment message in such

instances.

For this purpose, we adopted a data-centric approach to solve this problem by

systematically engineering a small-sized UGT dataset with preprocessing methods

and a sentiment augmentation technique to minimise the polar ambiguity of the

Arabic contronyms. Moreover, it has been common practice for NMT training to

use big parallel data which involves very high computational power and requires

availability of large authentic data. The experiment has shown that increasing the

size of data during the training of the baseline model does not improve

performance. The results of the proposed sentiment-sensitive NMT models,

however, showed that infusing contextual cues at the training stage of a relatively

small data can improve the translation of sentiment in Arabic UGT both on the

word and sentence level. This approach can help in providing greener training and

make it feasible to construct competitive NMT tools for low-resource domains such

as Arabic UGT. Thus, this Chapter has tackled the challenge proposed in RQ3 to

improve the translation of sentiment on the word-level. In the next chapter, we

attempt to tackle another challenge for sentiment translation on the sentence-level.
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Chapter 6

Improving Sentiment Translation on

Sentence-Level

6.1 Introduction

One of the problems that has been shown to constitute a frequent challenge in the

translation of sentiment is the use of dialectical language. We saw that online NMT

systems produced misleading translations for dialectical versions of Arabic in both

the Goodreads and the Twitter datasets (see Section 3.4 and Section 4.4). According

to our error analysis in Part One of the thesis, the use of dialects in Arabic UGT is

responsible for ≈ 60% of the translation sentiment errors in the tweets dataset and

≈ 80% in the commercial reviews dataset (see Table 4.2 and Figure 3.6). The same

problem was found to be also evident in translating fine-grained sentiment between

other languages such as English, Spanish, Portuguese and, Romanian in the UGT

domain (see frequency of emotion translation errors in Table 4.2). In this chapter,

we address RQ4 by assessing how far unsupervised NMT training methods can help

in improving the translation of sentiment on the sentence level for a low-resource

language pair. We adopt unsupervised methods to compensate for the scarcity of

authentic parallel data between Dialectical Arabic (DA) from the UGT domain

and English. By combining supervised and unsupervised techniques, we build a

semi-supervised NMT system that is better capable of translating sentiment on the

sentence level particularly in UGT written in the dialectical versions of Arabic.

To present our experiment, in Section 6.2 we explain the reasons why the
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translation of DA is particularly difficult in the UGT domain. Then, in Section 6.3

we show how the translation of the different Arabic dialects in general has been

addressed in the MT research. We also give a brief review of the theoretical

background of unsupervised NMT methods in Section 6.4. Then, in Section 6.5,

we explain our methodology for creating a semi-supervised NMT for translating

dialectical Arabic UGT into English. In Section 6.6, we illustrate the experiment

set up and in Section 6.7 we explain the results of our experiment and how our

system improved the transfer of sentiment. In Section 6.8 we present an

error-analysis of the adopted method. Finally, in Section 6.9 we give a brief

conclusion on the experiment as well as potential future research points relevant to

improving translation of sentiment on the sentence level.

6.2 Why Dialectical UGT Arabic is a Translation

Challenge

DA is originally a spoken language that was not normally used in the written form

in any part of the Arab world. Hence, newspapers, formal documents and different

written correspondences are only in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). In the last

decade, however, with the emergence of Web 2.0 content, the dialectal versions of

Arabic have been used extensively in the written form, particularly in UGT. Due

to its spoken nature, dialectical Arabic UGT constitutes a number of challenges:

non-standard orthography, variations in the level of dialectness and the diversity of

dialects which considerably differ according to the geographical origin of the online

author. Accordingly, in UGT data such as tweets we can have tweeters interactions

to one hashtag in more than 25 different dialects as there are over 25 dialects in the

Arabic speaking world (Tarjama , 2022).

The second and more intricate problem is related to the code-switching
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between DA and MSA by online users. The structural and lexical differences

between the two versions of the Arabic languages can lead to serious

mistranslation of sentiment. For example, we have shown in Chapter 3 that, on

the lexical level, there are polysemous words and homographs used in both MSA

and DA which can have the exact opposite sentiment poles. Moreover, the Arabic

writing system does not have letters for short vowels; instead short vowels are

realised as diacritic symbols on or below letters. UGT commonly lacks diacritics

and hence it often contains words spelled alike but different in meaning due to

different pronunciation. An example of these homographs is in a tweet1 which

reads ‘I. �
	
� A

	
K AK
A

	
®»’ where the noun ‘I. �

	
�’ commonly means ‘fraud’ in DA with the

diacritic ‘fatha’ (a short /a/ sound) on the first letter. The online MT system for

Twitter misses the negative polarity as it mistakes this word with its common

homograph in MSA, meaning ‘monument’, pronounced with ‘damma’ (a short /u/

sound) on its first and second letters. Hence, the tweet is translated as ‘Enough of

a monument’ where it should read as ‘Enough of this fraud’.

As for structural differences, we have shown in Section 3.4 that Arabic dialects

treat negative particles as clitics attached to the stem of the word rather than

separate negation markers as is the case with MSA. The code-switching between

DA and MSA in UGT data within the same sentence or in different sentences may

cause the NMT system to mistake the negation particle of DA words as part of

the word stem. We have shown in Chapter 3 that when the DA negation structure

is missed by the online MT system the sentiment polarity of the source text is

switched. Figure 6.1 shows an example where the Twitter online MT tool misses

the negation marker in DA due the code-switching between DA and MSA in the

1https://twitter.com/Abdullahehemidy/status/221985043793444865 Posted at: 4:12 PM.
Jul 8, 2012. Accessed: August 11, 2022.
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same text. Here, the sentiment polarity is flipped as the negated DA verb ‘ �
�j�

	
JÓ’

(don’t recommend) is turned into the affirmative ‘recommend’. The last sentence of

the tweet should read ‘I don’t recommend any other college’.

Figure 6.1: Mistranslation of Negation2

Third, dialectical Arabic is a low-resource language for NLP tasks in general and

for machine translation in particular. There have been several attempts to create

corpora in different Arabic dialects (Mubarak and Darwish, 2014; Alshutayri and

Atwell, 2018) for general NLP tasks. However, a review of the literature shows that

there is one relatively large parallel authentic dataset for DA-EN (Zbib et al., 2012)

(≈ 176k segments) which is only available through a subscription from the Linguistic

Data Consortium (Linguistic Data Consortium , 2022). There have been other

attempts to produce manually translated DA-EN and DA-MSA parallel datasets

such as the multi-dialectical MADAR datasets (Bouamor et al., 2014, 2019) and

the PADIC (Meftouh et al., 2015) parallel corpus which includes five dialects and

MSA, but not English. These datasets, however, are relatively too small (max 14k

2https://twitter.com/Abdallahh102/status/1555983472321331200 Accessed: Aug 2, 2022
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parallel sentences) to be used as a benchmark for evaluating an NMT dialectical

Arabic model. Moreover, the problem with these datasets is that they are different

from the DA used in the UGT as they are mainly hand-crafted sentences produced

by professional translators for the purpose of building an MT model or for a DA

detection task. The structures as well as the orthographic rules of the DA used in

the UGT data, however, are usually inconsistent among online users which adds to

the level of complexity in employing this data for the MT system design.

Contrastingly, there is a considerable number of parallel MSA-EN large

datasets in various domains (e.g OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012) open-source parallel

AR-EN datasets) which amount to millions of AR-EN parallel sentences. Since

dialectical Arabic differs on the lexico-grammatical level from standard Arabic

and, at times, words that are common in the dialectical and standard versions can

have opposite/different meanings (e.g. the case of contronyms tackled in the

previous section), the freely available MSA datasets are not optimal for translating

text with the two mixed versions of Arabic such as UGT. Consequently,

researchers aim has been to find ways to expand the dialectical Arabic-English

data to train better DA-EN models. In the next section, we briefly summarise the

main technical methods used in MT research to construct DA-EN MT systems.

6.3 Translation of Dialectical Arabic: Review of

Literature

The earliest attempts to solve the problem of translating DA has been introduced

by Zbib et al. (2012). They created the largest existing authentic parallel data

for DA to English which is relied upon in most MT research for DA. The dataset

consists of 1.4M and 1.3M tokens for DA and English, respectively. In total, 173

translators worked on the translations via Mechanical Turk to build the parallel
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dataset. Most of the DA is in Levantine (77%) and Egyptian (23%). They show

that when translating Egyptian and Levantine test sets, the Dialectal Arabic MT

system performs 6.3 and 7.0 BLEU points higher than an MT system trained on

a 150M-word Modern Standard Arabic-English parallel corpus. They conclude,

therefore, that training on 1.5M words of dialectal data is better than training on

100 times more MSA parallel data (Zbib et al., 2012). Their results conform with

our experiments in Chapter 5 on Arabic UGT which showed that dialectical Arabic

differs considerably from MSA and an MT system trained on dialectical Arabic is

expected to perform better than one trained on MSA data.

Another significant study on MT from dialectical Arabic to English has been

conducted by Salloum and Habash (2013). They devised Elissa (DA to MSA

statistical MT system) which relies on morphological analysis, transfer rules and

dictionaries (word-pair lists) in addition to language models to produce MSA

paraphrases of DA sentences as a preprocessing stage in the pipeline of a statistical

Arabic-English MT engine. They use hand-written morphosyntactic transfer rules

that focus on translating DA morphemes and lemmas to their MSA equivalents.

Due to lack of DA-MSA parallel data, they opt for building a long list of transfer

rules (47 rules), which they admit may not produce perfect MSA, but still

transferring DA to MSA dramatically improve the quality of the statistical MT

system. Again, their results resonate with our findings for both the Twitter and

the Goodreads datasets, where the online NMT system performed much better in

translating sentiment in MSA than in DA text.

It should be emphasised that the experiments of both Salloum and Habash (2013)

and Zbib et al. (2012) are conducted on statistical MT systems which can perform

well with much less data than is required for NMT systems. Recently, research on
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MT has focused on training NMT systems which involves large sizes of parallel data.

Since the problem of DA-EN scarcity of data still exists up to the time of writing

this research, the most recent attempts to improve the translation of DA to English

by NMT systems have focused either on augmenting the available datasets or on

training with the large available MSA datasets and then fine-tune on a smaller DA

dataset.

Adopting the first approach, Abid (2020) uses unsupervised segmentation

parameters to augment the available DA-EN datasets to include larger vocabulary

for training. He uses Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) introduced for NMT by Sennrich

et al. (2016b) for the DA side of the data and experiments with different BPE

vocabulary sizes ranging from 1000 to 20000. The results show that BPE

vocabulary size of 5000 is the optimal size as it achieves the highest BLEU score

on the test set. He also uses bootstrapping of the NMT model to increase the size

of the data. The bootstrapping is achieved by changing the beam size, softmax

temperature and the length penalty to generate diverse candidate translations of

the same sentence at the decoding stage. The level of randomness in choosing the

different candidate sentences is controlled by restricting them to those containing

the top 10 most probable words so that the generated sentences are not too

divergent. Abid (2020) shows that this method of data augmentation produces

higher BLEU scores on the test set. However, the fact that the model is

re-translating the same sentences with minimal variation casts doubt on how much

the model can perform better on a new dataset without the bootstrapping

approach.

Sajjad et al. (2020) follow the second approach by training an industrial-scale EN-

MSA system and fine-tune it on a small DA-EN dataset. They introduce AraBench
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which is a Transformer NMT model trained on a large-scale dataset of ENG-MSA

parallel corpora (≈ 42M parallel sentences from different domains) and fine-tuned on

a much smaller DA-EN dataset (187K parallel sentence). They compare their model

with an NMT system trained on DA-EN corpus only without MSA. They noticed

that their AraBench model achieves a high BLEU score if tuned only on a relatively

small DA-EN dataset (≈ 34k sentences) but also when increasing the number of

DA sentences (≈ 130k sentences) during the training of a DA-EN system without

any MSA data, the DA-EN system records results on par with their AraBench

model. They also tried using zero-shot and few-shot translations by using the model

they fine-tuned on one dialect to translate another or to translate a dialect not

included in the training set. They concluded that although their system achieves a

better performance than DA-EN trained on a small dataset, their system erred when

translating words that have differing semantic meaning between a dialect version and

MSA.

Given the scarcity of gold-standard parallel data for DA-EN in the UGT

domain, in this chapter we introduce a semi-supervised approach that exploits

both monolingual and parallel data for training an NMT system initialised by a

cross-lingual language model trained with a supervised and unsupervised modelling

objectives. We will show that our semi-supervised MT system can significantly

help with correcting sentiment errors detected in the online translation of

dialectical Arabic UGT. We also show that initialising our NMT model with

cross-lingual pretrained word representations has a significant impact on the

translation performance in general and on the transfer of sentiment in particular.

Before introducing our method, we provide a summary of the theoretical ground

for unsupervised MT that has been introduced recently in the NLP research.
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6.4 Unsupervised Machine Translation

A recent research line in MT which has been introduced to overcome the sparsity

of gold-standard parallel data for low-resource languages is unsupervised MT

which relies solely on monolingual data of the source and target languages in

training (Lample et al., 2018a,b; Artetxe et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). The key

idea is to build a cross-lingual latent space for two languages (or more) and use it

to initialise the encoder and decoder of an NMT system trained on monolingual

data of these languages. The basic principle behind this approach is that vector

spaces representing words in different languages can be aligned because words with

similar meanings have similar statistical properties regardless of the language.

Figure 6.2: Mapping Monolingual Distributions of Words to a Shared Vector Space

The current cross-lingual methods map two monolingual distributions of words

to a shared vector space using linear transformations. As illustrated in Figure 6.2

(adopted from Lample et al. (2018b)), the English word distribution (X) is aligned

with the Italian word distribution (Y) using linear algebraic methods such as a

translation matrix (W). During the unsupervised NMT training, the common latent

space is used to reconstruct a sentence in a given language from a noisy version

of it (Vincent et al., 2008), or to obtain the translated sentence by using a back-

translation procedure (Sennrich et al., 2016a).
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The use of high quality cross-lingual word embeddings pretrained by

state-of-the-art cross-lingual language models to initialise the unsupervised MT

systems has recently contributed to a significant improvement in their performance

(Lample and Conneau, 2019; Artetxe et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020). The most

famous of these models is the cross-lingual language model (XLM) which was

introduced by Facebook AI researchers (Lample and Conneau, 2019). They obtain

state-of-the-art results on unsupervised and supervised machine translation by

introducing a new translation language modeling (TLM) objective which randomly

masks words in both the source and target sentences of parallel corpora of

language pairs. The main idea behind the TLM objective is that the model can

either attend to surrounding words in the source or the target language in the

parallel corpus, and thus encouraging the model to align representations of words

of different languages in the embedding space. They combine this supervised

cross-lingual method with the unsupervised language masking model (MLM)

method which relies on monolingual data. They also show that the quality of such

pretrained cross-lingual word embeddings has a significant effect on the quality of

translation when used to initialise the machine translation model. Another

interesting finding by Lample and Conneau (2019) that is most relevant to our

experiment is that for low-resource languages, such as DA in our case, it is often

beneficial to leverage data in similar high-resource languages, especially when they

share several words. They were able to construct a language model with a low

perplexity for the low-resource Nepali language by enriching the training data with

different combinations of Hindi and English. We follow the same approach in our

experiment by augmenting the low-resource DA UGT data with Standard Arabic

and English data to construct the cross-lingual language model that will be
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explained in Section 6.5 below.

6.5 Semi-supervised NMT System Set Up

6.5.1 Cross-Lingual Language Model

To optimise performance for the translation of the mix-coded Arabic UGT data, we

treat dialectical and standard Arabic as two distinct languages. Hence, we construct

a multi-directional NMT system between the permutations of DA-MSA-EN with the

objective of obtaining the highest translation accuracy in the DA-EN direction. The

setup of this system is shown in Figure 6.3. For constructing our semi-supervised

NMT system we require the following data:

1. MSA-EN clean parallel data usually used for training NMT,

2. MSA-DA clean parallel data from any domain,

3. DA-EN silver-standard parallel data with sentiment lexicon infused, and

4. DA monolingual data from the UGT domain.

Since we are treating DA and MSA as two distinct languages and the Arabic UGT

is not written in DA per se, we need to extract the DA instances from the UGT

dataset. For this purpose, we build our own DA detection classifier as per step (1)

in Figure 6.3.

In step (2), we pretrain a cross-lingual language model to initialise our NMT

system. We follow Lample and Conneau (2019) approach to train a cross-lingual

language model with the combination of the following two objectives:

Masked Language Model (MLM): The MLM we train has a similar objective

to BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) masking technique but adopting Lample and Conneau

(2019)’s approach by including the use of text streams of an arbitrary number of
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Figure 6.3: Semi-supervised NMT system

sentences (truncated at 200 tokens) instead of pairs of sentences. We optimise the

MLM objective on the MSA and EN source data as well as the DA monolingual

data mentioned in data requirements 1, 2, and 4 above.

Translation Language Model (TLM): We use the TLM objective to improve

cross-lingual training where the language model is trained on the gold-standard

parallel sentences (i.e MSA-EN and MSA-DA in data requirements 1 and 2 above).

The training is achieved by randomly masking words in both the source and target

sentences. Thus, to predict a word masked in a DA sentence, for example, the model

can either attend to surrounding DA words or to the EN/MSA side of the parallel

data if the DA context is not sufficient to infer the masked DA word. By relying

on the parallel data, the TLM objective helps in the alignment of embedding spaces

across the three languages.
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6.5.2 Semi-Supervised Machine Translation

To maximally exploit the similarity between the DA and MSA, we use the

embeddings from the cross-lingual model we trained in step (2) of the experiment

to initialise the encoder and decoder of the NMT system instead of the random

initialisation (step (3) in Figure 6.3). We train our system with both supervised

and unsupervised NMT objectives. The unsupervised objective is achieved by a

back-translation (BT) objective optimised by a round-trip translation of the UGT

monolingual data. So a sentence s in DA monolingual data is translated to EN,

and then back-translated with the objective of generating s. As for the supervised

objective, we use the normal Machine Translation (MT) objective on our gold and

silver parallel data. The model experiment and the compilation of its data

requirements are explained in the next section.

6.6 Experiment and Results

In this section we first describe how we compile the data required for the semi-

supervised NMT system. Then, we give a brief summary of the training details

we followed to train both the cross-lingual language model and the semi-supervised

NMT system.

6.6.1 Data Compilation

As explained by our data requirements for building the semi-supervised NMT

system, we need gold and silver standard parallel data for DA, MSA and EN as

well as monolingual DA from the UGT domain. For the gold standard DA-EN

data, we use the MDC (Bouamor et al., 2014) and the MADAR (Bouamor et al.,

2018) corpora, which collectively consist of ≈33k parallel sentences. The DA side
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Data Type Corpus Domain No.
Sentences

Gold MSA-EN
Multi-UN
Mixed OPUS

UN Documents
TED, Subtitles

2M
1M

Gold DA-MSA
MADAR
MDC

Traveler’s Guide 60K

Gold DA-EN
MADAR
MDC
Abid (2020)

Traveler’s Guide
Subtitles
Wiki
Fables

90K

Silver DA-MSA
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULEX lexicon

(Back translation)
Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online comments

166K

Silver DA-EN
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULex lexicon

(Automatic Translation)
Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online Comments

166K

Monolingual DA
AOC
LABR
SAT + NileULex lexicon

Tweets
Goodreads reviews
Online Comments

166K

Total Sentences 3.648M

Table 6.1: Distribution of the datasets used for training and their particular domains

comprises Egyptian, Syrian, Palestinian, Jordanian and Tunisian dialects.

Although this corpus has diverse dialects, it differs from the noisy DA used in

UGT as it contains hand-crafted sentences written for a traveller’s guide. We,

therefore, use two other gold DA-EN datasets that are closer to the UGT domain.

The first is compiled by Abid (2020) consisting of 18k sentences created for the

evaluation of the DA-EN translation by native speakers of Egyptian and Levantine

dialects. The second is the Sentiment After Translation (SAT) corpus (Salameh

et al., 2015) which consists of 1200 manually translated tweets from Levantine into

English. The latter is the only gold-standard DA-EN UGT dataset we are aware

of. As for the MSA-EN gold-standard data, we opt for diversifying the domain.

Thus, we use 2M MSA-EN sentences from the Opus MultiUN (Tiedemann, 2012) ,

and 1M from the Mixed Opus which is extracted from TEDx talks and different
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subtitles (Tiedemann, 2012).

For the monolingual data, we compiled UGT datasets that were used as

benchmarks for Arabic sentiment detection tasks to guarantee that they have a

sentiment content. The monolingual datasets thus comprise a sentiment detection

tweets dataset (Gamal et al., 2019), the Goodreads reviews dataset (LABR) (Aly

and Atiya, 2013) and the Arabic Online Commentary (AOC) dataset (Zaidan and

Callison-Burch, 2011). The AOC is composed of 3M MSA and dialectal comments

created by extracting reader commentary from the online versions of three Arabic

newspapers which have a high degree (about half) of dialectal content. From the

3M comments in this dataset, only 108,173 comments are labelled via

crowdsourcing.

As explained in step (1) of our system setup, we need to separate the DA and

MSA segments from the UGT data. To this end, we built a DA detection classifier

by fine-tuning a Roberta-XML (Conneau et al., 2020) model on the Arabic Online

Commentary (AOC) dataset. We used the labelled comments for training our DA

classifier. We randomly shuffled the labelled dataset and split it into 80% training

(Train), 10% validation (Dev), and 10% test (Test). The accuracy of the model on

the test set reached 92% which assured a satisfactory extraction of the DA instances

from the monolingual dataset. After running the DA detection classifier on the UGT

datasets, we obtained the monolingual DA UGT data which amounted to ≈ 166k

segments.

As for the silver-standard dataset, we have noticed that Google Translate,

which is the ad hoc MT system on different UGT platforms such as Twitter,

translates English into standard Arabic. We leveraged this feature by translating

our monolingual Arabic dialectical dataset into English and then back translated it
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into Arabic. This round-trip translation produced a synthetic parallel data of

DA-EN-MSA. We expected that this synthetic dataset would contain a large

number of mistranslated sentiment-carrying dialectical expressions and idioms that

are commonly used in Arabic UGT. To alleviate the effect of these errors, we opted

for correcting these DA expressions by infusing a lexicon of DA positive/negative

phrases commonly used in UGT. For this purpose, we manually translated into

MSA and English the NileULex (El-Beltagy, 2016) sentiment lexicon which

consisted of DA phrases and idioms extracted from DA tweets. The lexicon

consisted of 1000 positive and negative phrases that were found to be frequently

used in tweets. We replaced these idioms with their correct translations in the

MSA and EN side of the data. The sentence distribution of our datasets is shown

in Table 6.1.

6.6.2 Training Details

Lample and Conneau (2019) have shown that the alignment of embedding spaces

across languages that share the same alphabet and a significant fraction of

vocabulary proves to be effective in cross-lingual tasks such as MT. Since this

precisely applies to DA and MSA in our experiment, we use the synthesised and

gold parallel datasets as well as the monolingual datasets described in the previous

section to build the crosslingual language model for DA, MSA and EN. We use

both the monolingual and the parallel data to train our model with a Translation

objective (TLM) used in combination with a masking objective (MLM). Before

training, the data is preprocessed by Moses tokeniser (Koehn et al., 2007). We use

fastBPE (Sennrich et al., 2016b) to learn BPE codes and split words into subword

units. Since shared vocabulary has also proved to improve the performance of

multilingual models on downstream cross-lingual tasks (Lample and Conneau,
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2019; Conneau et al., 2020), we chose to have a shared subword vocabulary for all

datasets. The BPE codes are learned on the concatenation of sentences sampled

by applying a BPE model (Sennrich et al., 2016b) directly on raw text data for all

languages. We apply the BPE coding on a network vocabulary size of 20000. We

remove sentence pairs which contain empty lines or lines with a length longer than

200 tokens.

For training our cross-lingual model, we replicate the architecture proposed by

Lample and Conneau (2019) which proved to produce high quality cross-lingual

embeddings that achieve state-of-the-art results in different tasks. Accordingly, we

use a Transformer3 architecture with 1024 hidden units, 8 heads, and a dropout

rate of 0.1. We use the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for optimisation, a

linear warm-up (Vaswani et al., 2017) and learning rates varying from 10−4 to

5.10−4. However, unlike Lample and Conneau (2019), for the MLM and TLM

objectives, we use streams of 200 tokens and train on mini-batches of size 32. For

the TLM objective, we also sample mini-batches of 32 tokens composed of

sentences with similar lengths. We use the averaged perplexity over languages as a

stopping criterion for training the cross-lingual models.

We then use the pretrained embedding vectors in our crosslingual language

model to initiate the semi-supervised NMT system trained on our gold and

synthetic parallel datasets as well as the larger monolingual datasets. As explained

in Section 6.5.2, the NMT system is trained with an MT objective for the three

languages, DA-EN-MSA, simultaneously. We use the permutations of the three

languages DA, EN, MSA taken two at a time. It is also trained with an

unsupervised BT objective by maximising the back translation accuracy of the

monolingual UGT dataset. We train on a 6 layer Transformer for both the MT

3For all Transformer experiments we use the Hugging Face transformers==4.1.0 version.
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and BA machine translation objectives. For the semi-supervised NMT system, we

use the BLEU score of the DA-EN direction as the stopping criteria. We train for

100 epochs with an epoch size of 100k sentences. The training of the language

model and the semi-supervised NMT system was conducted on 3 24GB GeForce

RTX 3090 GPUs for a period of 9 days.

6.6.3 Baseline Models

We aimed to experiment with two alternative set ups where the monolingual UGT

data is not included in training to better understand how far the monolingual data

can improve performance. The first is a supervised baseline model trained on the

gold-standard MSA-EN and DA-EN datasets as well as the silver DA-EN dataset.

We also concatenated our manually translated sentiment lexicon to the training

data. For this baseline, DA and MSA are indiscriminately treated as one source

language to assess how the mixing of the two language versions during training can

affect the translation of sentiment in the UGT dataset.

In the second set up, we followed similar research approaches (Salloum and

Habash, 2013; Sajjad et al., 2020) which overcome the sparsity of DA data by

pivoting to MSA as an intermediary step in the DA-EN MT pipeline. Thus, we

build a DA-MSA MT system trained on the gold-standard DA-MSA datasets and

then translated the MSA output into English. For translating into English, we

used Marian open-source pretrained AR-EN MT model (John Snow LABS, 2022).

We call this second baseline model the Pivoting model. For the first baseline and

the DA-MSA stage in the Pivoting model, we trained two NMT systems by

replicating the same preprocessing technique of our semi-supervised model. Thus,

we trained an unsupervised BPE encoding model for source and target data and

split words into subword units. We set the maximum vocabulary size to 20000.
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The two models were trained using a Transformer architecture for both the

encoding and decoding layers with 8 heads of self-attention and with an inner

feed-forward layer of size 2048 and a batch size of 4096 sentences. We used the

Adam optimiser with learning rate 2 and initialised training with 4000 warm up

steps. We trained for 100k steps.

6.7 Evaluation Results

For evaluation, we aimed to assess our proposed models’ ability not only to produce

quality translations but more importantly to transfer the UGT sentiment correctly

from DA to EN. Therefore, we conducted different types of evaluation techniques

on two test sets: a held-out DA-EN test set (180 parallel sentences) and a hand-

crafted test set (50 sentences) selected from the monolingual DA dataset of tweets

and book reviews. The hand-crafted dataset contained carefully chosen tweets and

reviews with DA negative and positive expressions which constitute a challenge

for available MT systems such as Google API (see Table 6.3 for examples). A

professional translator created a reference to the hand-crafted set. Both evaluation

sets were translated by our baseline, the Pivoting model, the semi-supervised system

proposed in this paper and Google Translate. We devised both human and automatic

sentiment evaluation measures to assess how far the model is capable of maintaining

the correct polarity of the source text for both test sets. The sacrebleu metric (Post,

2018) was also used to assess whether the quality of the translation is balanced with

the preservation of sentiment by our proposed models. Details of the experiment

evaluations are presented in the next sections.
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Sentiment Distance Human Evaluation BLEU

Model Test Set
Hand-crafted Set
H1 H2 H3

Test Set

Baseline 0.18 1.53 1.38 1.51 12.12
Pivoting MS-DA-EN 0.14 2.26 2.5 3 11.87
Google Translate 0.16 3.32 3.28 3.33 26.98
Semi-supervised MT 0.10 4 3.26 4.35 32.29

Table 6.2: Evaluation results for sentiment-closeness measure, human evaluation, and
BLEU on test sets. The best scores are in bold.

6.7.1 Translation Quality

Although there are benchmark datasets for the translation of DA into English

(Meftouh et al., 2015; Bouamor et al., 2018; Sajjad et al., 2020), none belongs to

the UGT domain. Accordingly, due to discrepancy in domain for our test data, we

could not compare our results to any of these research experiments. We compare

the BLEU scores of the held-out test set for outputs of the baseline, the Pivoting

model, Google API and the semi-supervised MT model. As can be seen in Table

6.2, the BLEU score of the semi-supervised system is 5.31 points higher than

Google Translate system and both the baseline and the Pivoting model fall far

behind. This indicates that the quality of translation improves with our

semi-supervised approach. However, despite the higher scores achieved by our

system, the BLEU metric may not be optimal for assessing how far the MT models

transfer the sentiment correctly. As we have pointed out in the previous

experiment in Chapter 5, BLEU does not accommodate for importance n-gram

weighting which may be essential in assessing sentiment-critical n-grams. For this

reason, we conduct two types of sentiment-focused measures, automatic and

manual, on our test sets. The sentiment assessment is explained in the next

section.
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6.7.2 Sentiment Quality

The first sentiment metric for evaluating the translation of sentiment in DA UGT

was carried out on the held-out dataset. In order to assess how far the sentiment is

preserved, we adopt the same sentiment-closeness metric applied in our experiment

in Section 5.5.3 which computes the distance between the sentiment score of the

reference sentence and the model output. For sentiment scoring, we use the

Sentiment Intensity Analyser provided by the VADER Lexicon (Hutto and

Gilbert, 2014). VADER is a rule-based sentiment analysis tool which calculates a

compound sentiment score. The compound score is the aggregate score of a word,

or precisely, the sum of all words in the lexicon, normalised between -1 and 1.

Thus, we measure a translation cost as the mean square distance to the reference

score:

µC =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(st − sr)2 (6.1)

where st is the score of the target sentence, sr is the score of the reference

translation, and N is the number of sentences. As seen from Table 6.2 the

semi-supervised NMT system maintains the lowest sentiment distance as it records

the lowest translation cost by our sentiment measure (0.10), whereas the higher

translation costs for the baseline, Google Translate and the Pivoting model

indicate a larger sentiment distance from the reference translation.

For the second evaluation, we aimed to conduct a focused assessment of the

ability of each model to transfer sentiment in challenging examples. We, therefore,

conducted a human evaluation on the smaller hand-crafted dataset that consisted

of UGT DA examples that constitute a challenge to online MT systems. We asked

three native speakers of Arabic, who are also near native in English, to scale from

1 to 5 how far the sentiment expressed in the source DA tweet or the online review
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is preserved. We provided each human annotator with four translations of the

source produced by the baseline, the Pivot model, the semi-supervised system and

Google Translate. The average scores of the three annotators (H1, H2, H3) for

each output is recorded in Table 6.2. As can be seen from the scores, the average

performance of the semi-supervised model is higher than Google Translate for

Annotator H1 and H3, but slightly lower for annotator H2. The baseline and the

Pivoting model, however, are performing around 2 scales below the average

according to all annotators. Overall, the automatic and manual sentiment

evaluation of the four systems indicate that the semi-supervised MT system is

more competent in preserving the sentiment of the source DA text.

6.8 Error Analysis

We conducted an error analysis on the mistranslation of sentiment by extracting

the translations that received the lower scores by the human annotators in the

hand-crafted dataset. It was observed that the aggressive DA examples in tweets

were generally missed by Google API, the baseline as well as the Pivoting model.

For example, the aggression in the DA tweet ‘ 	áK
YË@ Yª� AK
 ½
�
J�
K. H. Q

	
m�'


’ (Go to hell

Saadu-deen) is missed in the output of the Google API: ‘Your house will be destroyed,

Saadu-deen’. Google API mitigates the tone of the DA offensive curse ‘½
�
J�
K. H. Q

	
m�'


’

(Go to hell) by literally translating it into the factual statement ‘your house will

be destroyed’. The semi-supervised model output, on the other hand, correctly

transfers the offensive message as it translates the tweet with a similarly aggressive

curse: ‘Damn you Saadu-deen’ (See Ex4 in Table 6.3 for a similar negative sentiment

tweets).

Moreover, the UGT monolingual data used for training the semi-supervised
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Ex1

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

ú
	

æÊm��

slay me
pissed me off
He made me quite angry

Ex2

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

@Yg.
	á�


	
®�@

very wedged
very sorry
We are very sorry

Ex3

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

A
	
K @ H. Y» @

�
��. jJ.Ó ½¾

	
¢

	
®m�'


 é<Ë @

May God protect you, I love you
May God protect you, I don’t like to lie
May God protect you, I don’t like to lie

Ex4

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

é
�
®

	
¯ñK
B é<Ë @

God doesn’t help him
God does not grant him success
May God not grant him success.

Ex5

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

? ½J
ë
	á�k@

�
�Qå��
 ú




	
æªK
 ÕÎ¾

�
J
	
K ø



ñ

�
� A

	
JJ
Ê

	
g

�
��
ÊªÓ

OK let’s talk a little, I mean steal the best heck?
Sorry, let’s talk a little, I mean he steals the best like this?
Let’s just talk a bit, so does he better steal like this?

Ex6

Source
Google Translate
Our System
Reference

ÐC¾Ë@ 	áÓ A
	
Kñº

	
¯ É« 	P

	
àðYK.

Without getting upset, let’s talk
Without getting upset, so be from talking
Without getting upset, so be it from talking

Table 6.3: Examples for Tweets translated by the semi-supervised model and Google API

model had a positive effect in improving the translation of problematic structures

such as negation particles which were realised as clitics added to the stem of the

word. For example, the negation in the tweet ‘ AîE

Q�

�
�

��
 Yg ø



@
�

�j�
	
JÓ’ (I would not

advise anyone to buy it) is correctly transferred by the hypothesis of the

semi-supervised model whereas Google API produces the wrong translation: ‘I

advise anyone to buy it ’, and the Pivoting model produces a similarly wrong

meaning: ‘Anybody buys it ’. Ex3 in Table 6.3 presents a similar sentiment-critical

error where the mistranslation of the negative sentiment in the dialectical

structure ‘ A 	K

@ H. Y» @

�
��. jJ.Ó’ (I don’t like to lie) is flipped to positive by Google API

which translates it as ‘I love you’, producing a sentiment critical error. The

semi-supervised model, however, correctly translates the negation (see Ex3 in

Table 6.3 for the translation of the whole tweet).
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It was also noticed that the baseline performed well on structured DA-EN data

but the translation quality was significantly degraded with the DA test data of

tweets and online reviews. This substantiates our hypothesis that the available DA-

EN structured data are not optimal for building a robust DA-EN system capable

of translating the UGT domain. Finally, we found that there are several examples

where the sentiment gist of the source is transferred despite structural errors. For

example, the human annotators marked the hypothesis of the semi-supervised model

‘We are backwardness in us ’ as correctly transferring the negative sentiment despite

the ill-formed structure. The correct reference of this tweet is ‘Backwardness is in

everyone of us ’. This trade-off between sentiment accuracy and translation fluency

is evident in a number of hypotheses produced by the semi-supervised model (See

Ex4, Ex5, Ex6 in Table 6.3 for similar examples).

6.9 Conclusion

Online automatic translation tools are heavily relied upon by users and commercial

platforms to translate users’ sentiment messages for different purposes. The flipping

of the sentiment polarity by MT tools or the mitigation of negative sentiment such

as aggression can render the MT process counterproductive in real-life scenarios

for individual users. Such errors may also adversely affect a pipeline of an NLP

task such as multilingual sentiment analysis when relying on MT as a preprocessing

step. Our experiment shows that Arabic dialects pose these special challenges to

MT systems due to the lexico-grammatical distinctions between the standard and

the dialectical versions of Arabic.

In this chapter, we tackled the intricate problem of translating sentiment

written in different Arabic dialects in the UGT domain such as tweets and online
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reviews. We overcome the problem of the scarcity of gold-standard parallel data by

training an NMT model with both a supervised and an unsupervised objective

functions using monolingual as well as parallel data. We compared this model to a

baseline that was trained solely on parallel data and a DA-EN MT model where

we pivoted on MSA as an intermediary step. Our semi-supervised model showed

improved performance over these two models not only in terms of translation

quality but specifically in the preservation of the sentiment polarity of the source.

We also conducted automatic and manual sentiment-focused assessments which

indicated a higher performance of the semi-supervised model in transferring the

affect message as compared to the Twitter online MT tool as well as the baseline

models. Moreover, our error analysis has revealed that despite some structural

inaccuracies, the semi-supervised model is more capable of transferring the correct

sentiment specifically in aggressive tweets. Future research will address the

challenge of trading off translation fluency for sentiment accuracy to improve the

translation of sentiment-oriented Arabic online content.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of Sentiment Translation

7.1 Introduction

We have so far touched upon the idea of measuring sentiment transfer by MT systems

in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. We pointed out that in assessing the NMT models

used for the experiments, we found that the BLEU score did not always reflect an

accurate measure of a good or bad translation of sentiment. To this end, we proposed

to calculate the sentiment distance between the source and the target sentence as an

alternative measure to the n-gram matching of the conventional BLEU metric. In

this chapter, we develop this concept of sentiment distance into a quality metric that

is designed particularly for the automatic assessment of the translation of sentiment.

Constructing a quality metric that can evaluate the ability of an MT model to

correctly transfer the sentiment of the source text is important for research and

industrial purposes. MT research has introduced several methods to assess the

quality of translation automatically to help in gauging improvement in MT research.

Judging to what extent such automatic metrics concur with the gold-standard of

human evaluation of a correct sentiment translation is an under-recognised problem

in the field. Moreover, within the framework of professional translation, translation

agencies such as Language Service Providers (LSP) (Transperfect , 2022) use such

metrics to aid the human assessment of their translation product, specially when

training MT systems with large amounts of data. The evaluation of translation
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quality, therefore, should incorporate a sentiment-focused measure that can assess

how far the translation of sentiment is true to the source.

Thus, in this chapter we address RQ5 by measuring the reliability of a number of

commonly-used quality metrics in assessing an accurate or an inaccurate translation

of sentiment. Then, we introduce a hybrid sentiment-sensitive metric that combines

the strengths of a number of existing metrics and is better capable of measuring

the transfer of sentiment by MT systems in sentiment-oriented text. To present our

metric, we first provide a problem statement in Section 7.2 to identify the pros and

cons of a number of automatic quality metrics with respect to sentiment translation.

Then, in Section 7.3, we conduct an experiment on three common metrics to assess

their ability to penalise sentiment-critical errors and provide a summary of the

results of this experiment. In section 7.4, we present our Sentiment-Aware Metric

(SAM). In Section 7.5, we assess the performance of SAM in comparison to other

conventional MT quality metrics. In Section 7.6, we present an error analysis and

a discussion of the limitations of the proposed metric. Finally, in Section 7.7 we

summarise our concluding remarks on the experiments presented in this chapter.

7.2 Problem Statement

Existing metrics evaluate translation by computing a score based on explicit

n-gram match with one or more reference translations. Based on their matching

methods, the most commonly used automatic quality metrics can be broadly

categorised into: surface n-gram matching and embedding matching. Surface

n-gram methods work by aligning n-grams and calculating exact matching,

heuristic matching or an edit distance. The embedding methods, on the other

hand, calculate a similarity computation between learned token representations,
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such as contextual embedding vectors, with or without the aid of external

linguistic tools. In the following sections, we explain briefly the methods behind

four canonical metrics of each category which are typically used in testing MT

performance. We will highlight why the theoretical principles behind these metrics

may not be optimal for an accurate assessment of sentiment translation.

7.2.1 Surface N-gram Matching Metrics

BLEU The conventional metric for assessing empirical improvement of MT

systems is BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). Simply stated, the objective of the metric

is to compare n-grams of the candidate translation with n-grams of the reference

translation and count the number of matches; the more the matches, the better

the candidate translation. It is, therefore, a language-independent metric whose

score can be easily calculated between any two language pairs. The BLEU score is

calculated as the weighted (wn) geometric average of the modified n-gram

precisions pn between reference and candidate(s) translation, using n-grams up to

length N , multiplied by a brevity penalty (BP) to account for both frequency and

adequacy:

BLEU = BP · exp

(
N∑

n=1

wn log pn

)
(7.1)

There are two main shortcomings to the BLEU metric which undermine the

consistency of its score. First, it is a parameterised metric; its score changes with a

change of the parameters for tokenisation and normalisation schemes. As illustrated

by the BLEU equation (7.1), the score can vary based on a change in the chosen

number of n-grams N as well as the positive weights wn. Research has shown that the

variance can be as high as 1.8 absolute BLEU score between different configurations

when assessing the same source and reference pairs (Post, 2018). Recently, MT
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evaluation research has overcome this problem by opting for a standardised version

of the BLEU metric, the sacrebleu, which performs a metric-internal tokenisation of

the candidate translation, keeping the reference untouched (Post, 2018). However,

as explained by Mathur et al. (2020a), the benchmarks for a large number of MT

systems do not report one consistent version of the BLEU metric which suggests

that the published empirical improvements based on small BLEU differences may

have little meaning (Mathur et al., 2020a).

The second disadvantage of the BLEU metric, which is relevant to our present

study on sentiment transfer evaluation, is that it is domain-independent. Due to its

restrictive exact matching to the reference, it does not accommodate for importance

n-gram weighting which may be essential in some domains such as sentiment-oriented

UGT. For example, Figure 7.1 shows a low-rated review from the Goodreads dataset

we worked with so far. The text expresses the reviewer’s dissatisfaction of the book

as (‘Not a great creative masterpiece’). By using the available online translation

tool for Goodreads site (Google API), the translation would give the exact opposite

sentiment (‘Not a terrible masterpiece’).

Figure 7.1: A Goodreads book review

Despite the distortion of the affect message, this translation receives a BLEU score
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of 0.76. BLEU only mildly penalises the swapping of the two opposite emotive

adjectives ‘great’ and ‘terrible’ because it is only a one uni-gram mismatch.

However, this uni-gram carries the pivotal content of the affect message and this

leads to performance overestimation. By contrast, a candidate translation which

transfers the sentiment correctly such as ‘Not a great original novel’ receives a

lower BLEU score (0.39) which leads to performance underestimation.The reason

is that BLEU gauges the performance of an MT model by an indiscriminate

n-gram matching between a model’s output (hypothesis) and reference(s) human

translation, regardless of the semantic weight of each word. This type of n-gram

matching fails to capture sentiment-critical lexicon. The evaluation of the

translation of sentiment-oriented text needs a metric that can give a penalty to a

mismatch of sentiment-carrying phrases proportional to its importance in the

emotional message.

METEOR METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) evaluates translation

hypotheses by aligning them to reference translation(s) and by calculating

sentence-level similarity scores: the matching can either be exact match, stem

match, synonym match or a paraphrase intrinsically defined by the metric. For

stem and synonym matching, it utilises a language-specific stemmer and WordNet

synsets, respectively (Agarwal and Lavie, 2008). As mentioned in their paper,

Banerjee and Lavie (2005) devised the METEOR metric to address the weaknesses

in BLEU by incorporating Recall, i.e. the proportion of the matched n-grams out

of the total number of n-grams in the reference translation, as well as semantic

information (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). Thus, the METEOR final score is the

parameterised harmonic mean of the precision and the recall of the matched
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strings – whether exact or synonymous match – between the hypothesis and

reference multiplied by a fragmentation penalty which penalises non-adjacent

matched chunks. More recent versions (METEOR 1.5 and METEOR++2.0) gives

smaller weight to function words and also applies importance weighting to different

matching categories (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014; Guo and Hu, 2019).

There are two shortcoming to the METEOR metric which does not make it a

robust solution for evaluating sentiment transfer. First, it requires language-specific

external resources such as stemming and WordNet matching. Currently, METEOR

is limited to five languages fully supported with the full feature set provided by the

metric, and eleven partially supported (Guo and Hu, 2019). Second, the synonym

matching means that the two words belong to the same synset in WordNet. However,

WordNet synonymy classification is different than regular thesauruses which may

affect the assessment of sentiment-carrying words. For example, ‘glad’ is a synset of

‘happy’ and hence considered a synonym whereas ‘cheerful’ is not a direct synset to

‘happy’ and hence would not be considered a synonym match by METEOR.

Relying on WordNet for sentiment lexicon matching, therefore, would not be an

optimum solution for evaluating sentiment transfer in translation whether in English

or other languages. The following two examples clarify the gravity of the WordNet

synonymy problem:

Example 7.1.

Scores: [Meteor: 0.70]

• Hypothesis: “The weather is sunny, what is all this amount of happiness”

• Reference: “The sun is shining, what is all this amount of cheerfulness”

Example 7.2.

Scores: [Meteor: 0.86]

• Hypothesis: “why all this anger, I don’t get it”

• Reference: “Why all this happiness, I don’t get it”
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The METEOR scores for Examples 7.1 and 7.2 are very close; although in the first

example the translation conveys the correct emotion (‘happiness’) whereas in the

second it gives the opposite emotion (‘anger’). The main culprit is the WordNet

taxonomy which causes the metric to equally treat both pairs (‘anger’, ‘happiness’)

and (‘happiness’, ‘cheerfulness’) as non-synonym synsets and hence unmatched

chunks.

The second problem with METEOR which may affect its efficacy in evaluating

sentiment transfer relates to its weighting schema for function and non-function

words in its latest version METEOR++2.0 (Guo and Hu, 2019). The following

example clarifies the gravity of this problem:

Example 7.3.

Scores: [METEOR: 0.92]

• Hypothesis: “If he had blown himself up in your country, God would forgive
him”

• Reference: “If he had blown himself up in your country, God would not
forgive”.

The hypothesis in Example 7.3 is the translation output of Twitter’s built-in MT

system for an Arabic tweet commenting on a terrorist attack1. The MT failure to

translate the negation marker flips the sentiment of the author from ‘anger’

against the terrorist to ‘sympathy’. Despite this, the METEOR score is 0.92 which

is within the highest upper bound, ranking it as a very good translation. On the

other hand, the METEOR score for a correct translation of sentiment with a

negation marker is 0.93. The main culprit for this inaccurate scoring is the lexical

weighting that causes the metric not to penalise the missing of a negation marker

which produces a sentiment-critical error. Due to the grave consequences of such

1https://twitter.com/gaston810/status/673950532340465664 Posted: 7:41 PM· Dec 7,
2015. Accessed: Aug 15, 2021
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mistranslations, it becomes critical to have a sentiment-sensitive metric that is

capable of spotting similar errors.

TER TER (Translation Edit Rate) is the most commonly used

edit-distance-based evaluation metric (Snover et al., 2006). It assesses the quality

of the translation system in terms of the amount of editing that the translator

would perform to change the MT output so that it exactly matches the reference

translation (Snover et al., 2006). The possible edits calculated by the TER metric

include the insertion, deletion, and substitution of single words as well as shifts of

word sequences. Thus, TER is defined as the minimum number of edits needed to

change a hypothesis so that it exactly matches one of the references, normalised by

the average length of the references:

TER =
# of edits

average # of reference words
(7.2)

Unlike the other two surface-matching metrics mentioned above, with TER a

higher score indicates more post-editing effort and hence a worse translation

quality, so the lower the TER score the better. To integrate a semantic aspect to

the metric, Snover et al. (2006) also introduce a human-in-the-loop evaluation, or

HTER ( Human-targeted Translation Edit Rate) which involves a procedure for

creating targeted references. They use human annotators, who are fluent speakers

of the target language, to generate targeted references which are fluent sentences

with the same meaning as the original reference. The minimum HTER is

computed by calculating the edit distance from the hypothesis to the targeted

human reference(s). However, due to the labour-intensive process of creating

human references, the TER score is the one that is most commonly used by LSPs

to assess the post-editing effort of translators. Since TER score computes
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performance based only on a Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), it

disregards any semantic information. Hence, this commercially-common metric is

not optimal for assessing the translation of sentiment.

7.2.2 Embedding-based Metrics

BERTScore Word embeddings have recently been used in different translation

quality metrics to compute a structural and lexical similarity between hypothesis and

reference translation such as BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020a), BLEURT-Extended

(Sellam et al., 2020b), YISI-COMBI (Lo, 2020), and OPENkiwi-BERT (Mathur

et al., 2020b). We take BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019) as an example of embedded-

based metrics. The BERTScore metric has the advantage of adding contextual

information of tokens in both the candidate and reference translations. Based on

pretrained BERT contextual embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019), BERTScore computes

the similarity of two sentences as a sum of cosine similarities between their tokens’

embeddings.

Although, embedding-based metrics such as BERTScore have demonstrated a

better correlation with human judgement (Mathur et al., 2020b), it may

over-estimate the quality of translation when a sentiment-carrying word is

incorrectly translated. This is due to what is known as the ‘antonymy problem’ in

contextual word embeddings (Etcheverry and Wonsever, 2019). Research has

shown that antonyms (e.g. ‘great’ and ‘terrible’) usually have similar contextual

information and hence are closer in vector space. This can affect the result of an

embedding-based metric when assessing erroneous translations due to sentiment

antonyms. This is evident in Example 7.4 where the hypothesis is the translation

of the Arabic tweet2 ‘ÑëA
	
¯

�
�Ó A

	
K @ hA¾

�
�

	
�B@

�
éJ
Ò» éK
 @’ by the Twitter online MT tool.

2https://tinyurl.com/bdex25kj Posted: 12:36AM. Aug 12, 2015, Accessed: Aug 13, 2022.
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Example 7.4.

Scores: BERTScore: 0.85

• Hypothesis: “What is this amount of anger, I don’t understand !”

• Reference: “What is this amount of happiness, I don’t understand !”

Clearly, the metric scores are not comparable to a human perception of the

emotion of the source. The hypothesis in Example 7.4 receives a high BERTScore

despite the fact that the tweet’s emotion is changed from ‘happiness’ to ‘anger’.

The reason is that the BERTScore metric computes token similarity based on the

contextual embeddings of each token in the hypothesis and the reference. Because

they usually occur in similar contexts, antonyms such as ‘anger’ and ‘happiness’

tend to be closer in the vector space and hence the translation mistakenly receives

a high BERTScore. Figure 7.2 illustrates a 2-D visualisation3 of BERT’s contextual

embedding vectors for the hypothesis translation (in blue) and the reference (in red)

in Example 7.4. As can be seen from the figure, both sentences are very close in the

embedding space due to the similarity between the contextual embeddings of their

individual tokens. The antonyms ‘anger’ and ‘happiness’ are not further enough in

vector space to reflect a cosine similarity distance proportional to the mistranslation

of sentiment.

Recently, there have been different approaches to overcome some distributional

problems of contextual embeddings. Reimers and Gurevych (2019), for example,

introduce SBert, a modification of the pretrained BERT network, which should

mitigate the antonymy problem. They use Siamese Network structures where the

embeddings of similar sentence pairs are independently learned via two parallel

transformer architectures. We measured how far this technique could solve the

3We project BERT pretrained embeddings to 2-D subspace adopting Németh (2019) left inverse
matrix transformation method.
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Figure 7.2: Visualisation of the BERT Contextual Embeddings for Hypothesis and
Reference in Example 7.4

opposite sentiment problem by measuring the SBert sentence similarity of the

hypothesis and reference in Example 7.4. The cosine similarity of the SBert

sentence embedding vectors for the hypothesis and reference in Example 7.4 was

reduced to 0.61. A correct translation of the reference, however, such as ‘What is

all this cheerfulness, I don’t understand’ has a cosine similarity score of 0.79 by

SBert embeddings. This small similarity difference (0.18) would be misleading if

taken as an evaluation of how far the sentiment poles in the two hypotheses are

different. A more sentiment-targeted measure is needed for assessing

mistranslations due to this antonymy problem.

We have so far illustrated by example the shortcomings of the theoretical basis

of some commonly-used metrics with respect to measuring critical translation errors

that affect the sentiment message of the source. We have not measured, however,
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how far these shortcomings can affect the collective score of a dataset from the UGT

domain as the ones analysed so far in this thesis. In the following section, we conduct

an experiment to quantify the divergence of three of the above mentioned metrics

from the human perception of a proper emotion transfer in a translated text. We

will show that the current leading metrics are not sensitive to sentiment-oriented

text, which may lead to falsely confident conclusions about the MT system’s efficacy.

7.3 Evaluation of Metrics Performance in

Assessing Critical Sentiment Errors

Recently MT research has been concerned with defining and detecting critical

errors in NMT output (Sudoh et al., 2021b; Specia et al., 2021; Sudoh et al., 2021a;

Al Sharou and Specia, 2022). The reason is that with the impressive fluency of

state-of-the-art NMT output systems may produce well-formed fluent translations

that has quality errors which distort the original meaning of the source. In this

experiment, we define a ‘sentiment-critical error’ as a fluent translation which

deviates drastically from the sentiment of source in such a way that the reader

would either understand the opposite sentiment or lose the sentiment all together.

To illustrate this point, suppose we are evaluating the Twitter MT tool output

“People are dead, starving in your presence, may God forgive you” with its

reference “People are dead, starving in your presence, may God not forgive you”.

The hypothesis is the mistranslation of Twitter’s Translate tab for a real Arabic

tweet4. The error in the MT output is only the missing of the word not, however,

this omission causes the translation to convey the exact opposite sentiment of the

source. The mistranslation of sentiment conveys the impression that the author of

the tweet is sympathetic with an aggressive action. We argue that such translation

4https://tinyurl.com/eby2tes9, Posted: 7:15 AM · Jun 24, 2017, Accessed 26 June 2021
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errors should be considered more critical than those which produce ungrammatical

or low-quality translations, but do not significantly distort the sentiment message

of the source. However, as we will show in this experiment, automatic quality

metrics fail to give a penalty to this type of critical error proportional to its

gravity and may equate this hypothesis with another that also has a uni-gram

mistake, but transfers the affect message (e.g People are dead, hungry in your

presence, may God not forgive you).

7.3.1 Experiment Set Up and Dataset Compiling

We measure the performance of BLEU5, METEOR, and BERTScore on two types

of translated UGT data: synthetic and authentic. The synthetic dataset consists of

100 restaurant reviews in English extracted from the SemEval-2016 Aspect-Based

Sentiment Analysis task where each review expresses mixed sentiment about a

particular entity (Pontiki et al., 2016). We name this the ‘synthetic ’ dataset since

we did not use machine translation to create the reference, but we artificially

modified the original texts in such a way that the original sentiment was distorted.

Thus, we created hypothesis-reference pairs with changes only in sentiment-related

words. The main objective of the synthetic data is to measure the sensitivity of

each metric to sentiment-critical translation errors by making n-gram sentiment

modifications to the hypothesis while keeping the other words intact. We made

four types of sentiment modifications manually. For example, for the source review

‘But the staff was so horrible to us ’, we made the following modifications:

• Non-Critical Error: a uni-gram change that does not affect the sentiment (‘But

the staff was so horrible to him ’)

5We use the sacrebleu version (Post, 2018)
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Dataset Non-critical Error One Critical Error Two Errors Nonsense
Synthetic EN-EN 100 200 100 100

Total 500
Authentic EN to
SP/AR/PT/RO

854 404 142 0

Authentic SP/AR to EN 150 150 0 0
Total 1700

Table 7.1: Distribution of Translation of Sentiment Errors for the Datasets

• One Critical Error: a uni-gram change that produced the opposite sentiment

(‘But the staff was so nice to us ’)

• Two Errors: a two-words change with one critical and one non-critical error

(‘But the staff was so nice to him ’)

• Nonsense: a three-words change that produced a meaningless translation (‘But

the team was so to him’)

The authentic dataset consisted of 1700 tweets collated from different

emotion-detection and aggression-detection shared tasks (Mohammad and

Bravo-Marquez (2017); Mohammad and Kiritchenko (2018); Basile et al. (2019);

Zampieri et al. (2020)). This dataset is named ‘authentic’ since the hypotheses are

the output of an MT system and not manually created as is the case with the

synthetic dataset. The MT system used for translation is the Twitter’s online tool

(i.e., Google API). The source tweets of the authentic dataset were in three

languages: English, Arabic and Spanish. The Spanish and Arabic source tweets

were translated into English, and the English tweets were translated into

Romanian, Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese. Five human annotators, native

speakers of the respective languages, manually annotated the translations for

sentiment errors. The annotators were computational linguists working on MT

research. The annotation was straightforward: Yes the translation transfers the

sentiment of the source even though it can have non-sentiment errors (these were
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grouped under the Non-critical Error category) or No, it does not. If ‘No’, the

annotators were asked to mark whether the mistranslation of sentiment is due to

one or two critical-errors. We excluded the ‘Nonsense’ category from the English

tweets and the ‘Two Errors’ category from the Spanish and Arabic tweets as the

number of annotations for these two categories was relatively small for comparison

(table 7.1 shows the distribution of the datasets types used in the experiment).

We ran the three metrics on the hypothesis/reference pairs of the synthetic

dataset and the hypothesis/reference for Arabic and Spanish tweets, and the

source/back-translations of the English tweets of the authentic dataset (The

back-translations were checked to make sure they reproduced the exact sentiment

errors in the MT output). Accordingly, as shown in table 7.1, we evaluated 500

synthetic English hypothesis/reference pairs, 1400 English tweets translated into

Romanian, Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese, and 300 Arabic and Spanish tweets

translated into English. We used these datasets to calculate three measures for

BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore: segment-level scores, mean segment-level

scores and standard deviation for segment-level scores. Results of the experiment

are explained in the next section.

7.3.2 Results of Assessing Critical Sentiment Errors

Figure 7.3 illustrates the behaviour of each metric as we gradually present more

errors in the dataset. It also shows the standard deviation of segment level metric

scores for different error types in the datasets. First, Figure 7.3a shows the average

segment scores of the three metrics for the four sentiment modifications we have

conducted on the hypotheses of the synthetic dataset. Overall, the line trend shows

that the means gradually drop with more critical errors in the assessed segments.

However, as can be seen from the figure, the difference between the mean score
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(a) Mean Scores for Synthetic Data (b) Mean Scores for Authentic Data (en)

(c) Mean Scores for Authentic Data (ar/sp) (d) Normalised Standard Deviation

Figure 7.3: Results for Three Metrics on the Authentic and Synthetic Datasets
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for one critical error and one non-critical error is quite small for BLEU, the same

for METEOR and even higher for BERTScore. This result crucially highlights the

inability of the three metrics to distinguish between the mistranslation of a critical

word that seriously distorts the affect message and the mistranslation of a non-

critical word that does not affect the sentiment content (see Table 7.2 for examples

of such cases).

The metrics, however, are able to distinguish low-quality translation with a

highly distorted content as the average scores for the ‘Nonsense’ translations are

far off from the other types of errors. As shown in Figure (7.3a), the Nonsense

category in the synthetic dataset receives on average ≈ 30 scores lower for BLEU

and BERTScore metrics and ≈11 scores lower with METEOR. Furthermore, it is

worthy of notice that the average BLEU score for one non-critical error is only 3

points higher than the one critical error in the synthetic dataset. This is due to the

fact that BLEU gauges the performance of an MT model by an indiscriminate

n-gram matching, regardless of the semantic weight of each word. An error with a

sentiment-critical word, therefore, is not proportionally penalised by the BLEU

metric. Similarly, for BERTScore the average score for one critical error is

relatively high (84). The change of one word to its exact opposite, therefore, is not

adequately captured by the BERTScore metric. It can be claimed, therefore, that

the embedding-based metric would generally struggle with hypotheses with only a

uni-gram sentiment-critical error that flips the source sentiment to its opposite

polarity.

Figure (7.3b) points to a similar problem for the authentic English data. For

METEOR, a translation that transfers the affect message has a similar average

score as translations that have one or two linguistic errors that seriously distort
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the sentiment of the source. Note that, as per our annotation guidelines, the

hypothesis in the authentic ‘Non-Critical Error’ category correctly transfers the

main content but may have non-sentiment errors and hence METEOR scores may

be lower for some hypotheses due to syntactic errors (see Table 7.2 for such

examples). However, the METEOR performance casts doubt on its ability to

distinguish between a translation that can transmit the sentiment content despite

other errors and another translation that has a critical error of the sentiment

which would be unacceptable by human standards. By contrast, the average scores

of the BERTScore metric correlate consistently with the degradation of the

sentiment transfer in this authentic dataset. It remains to be said, however, that

the BERTScore average score for the one critical error mistranslations (65.55) in

the English authentic dataset is within the upper bound of the cosine similarity

reflected by its scores, which misleadingly gives an impression of a good

translation. For the second language arc where Arabic/Spanish are the source

languages, the difference between METEOR and BERTScore average scores for

segments with no sentiment error and those with critical errors is relatively small

(7 and 8 points, respectively as shown in Figure (7.3c)).

Finally, Figure (7.3d) shows the normalised standard deviation of the segment-

level scores for the three metrics on the different datasets. The scores of the three

metrics display the highest variation with the authentic dataset with one sentiment

error and BERTScore displays a great variance with two sentiment errors in the

same dataset. This indicates that translations with sentiment critical errors do not

consistently receive low scores by the three metrics. Similarly, both the METEOR

and BLEU metrics have a relatively higher deviation in segment-level scores for the

synthetic dataset with one critical error. Therefore, hypotheses that are exact match
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to the reference but have only one critical error causing a misinterpretation of the

affect message are not consistently penalised by the two metrics (see table 7.2 for

examples of metric scores for references/hypotheses of the two datasets).

Table 7.2: Examples of Metric Scores for Different Error Types

Synthetic Data Metric
BLEU METEOR BERTScore

Ref
Their pizza is the best,
if you like thin crusted pizza.

1.0 1.0 1.0

Non-critical Error
Their pizza is the best,
if you like thin layer pizza.

0.76 0.50 0.90

Critical Error
Their pizza is the worst ,
if you like thin crusted pizza.

0.73 0.50 0.86

Authentic Data

Ref
What is this amount of happiness,
I don’t understand!

1.0 1.0 1.0

Critical Error
What is this amount of anger ,
I don’t get it!

0.65 0.47 0.89

Ref
Sweetie like clouds,
always fill me with joy.

1.0 1.0 1.0

Non-critical Error
My love is like clouds,
always fill me with joy.

0.65 0.44 0.52

Thus, we examined the performance of three canonical automatic quality

metrics to evaluate their ability to penalise a critical translation error that

seriously distorts the affect message of the source text. The average segment-level

scores for the three metrics showed that sentiment-critical and non-critical errors

are not appropriately distinguishable especially in our synthetic dataset. This

shows that in scenarios where the MT output is an exact match to the reference

except for one sentiment-pivotal word, the automatic quality metric becomes less

sensitive to the mistranslation error. Similarly, with the authentic datasets, the

average scores for METEOR showed that mistranslations with one or two critical

errors are not appropriately penalised. Moreover, with both the authentic and

synthetic data, the relatively high inconsistency of segment-level scores for
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hypotheses with one or two sentiment-critical errors suggests that a distortion of

the sentiment content may misleadingly receive high scores by any of the three

metrics. The results of the experiment call attention to the need for a

sentiment-targeted evaluation measure that can adequately assess this type of

critical translation errors that can have serious consequences in determining the

sentiment stance of the author. In the next section, we describe a

sentiment-sensitive metric that is better capable of evaluating the translation of

sentiment in sentiment-oriented text.

7.4 Sentiment-Aware Metric (SAM)

We propose a new measure for assessing MT performance that takes into account

the sentiment similarity between the MT system translation, i.e. the hypothesis,

and the reference. This sentiment measure should be used as a fine-tuning tool to

adjust a metric score in cases where the translation quality of sentiment-oriented

text is evaluated. The SAM score is calculated by using the SentiWord dictionary

of prior polarities (Gatti et al., 2015). SentiWord is a sentiment lexicon that

combines the high precision of manual lexica and the high coverage of automatic

ones (covering 155,000 English words). It is based on assigning a ‘prior polarity’

score for each lemma-POS in both SentiWordNet and a number of

human-annotated sentiment lexica (Dunphy et al., 1974; Bradley and Lang, 1999;

Baccianella et al., 2010; Warriner et al., 2013). The prior polarity is the

out-of-context positive or negative score which a lemma-POS evokes. It is reached

via an ensemble learning framework that combines several formulae where each

lemma-POS is given the score that receives the highest number of votes from the

different formulae. SentiWord prior polarity scores have been proven to achieve the
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highest correlation with human scores when tested on sentiment analysis regression

and classification tasks (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007; Gatti et al., 2015) as

well as on different sentiment analysis data sets (Paltoglou et al., 2010; Socher

et al., 2013).

We assume that our sentiment adjustment factor, SAM, is proportional to the

distance between the sentiment scores of the unmatched words in the system

translation and the reference, the higher the distance the greater the SAM

adjustment. To calculate the SAM score, we designate the number of remaining

mismatched words in the hypothesis and reference translation by m and n,

respectively. We use spaCy V3.1 library to assign the lemma-POS of each word.

We calculate the total SentiWord sentiment score for the lemma-POS of the

mismatched words in the translation and reference sentences using a weighted

average of the sentiment score of each mismatched lemma-POS. The weight of a

hypothesis mismatched word wh and a reference mismatched word wr is calculated

based on the sentiment score of its lemma-POS, s, as follows:

wi
h = |si| i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (7.3)

wi
r = |si| i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7.4)

Then the total sentiment score for hypothesis Sh and reference Sr is given by:

Sh =
m∑
i=1

αisi, αi =
wi

h∑m
i=1w

i
h

(7.5)

Sr =
n∑

i=1

βisi, βi =
wi

r∑n
i=1w

i
r

(7.6)

The normalised SAM adjustment is given by:

p =
|Sr − Sh|

2
(7.7)
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and the translation final score will be given by:

Score = Chr (1− p) (7.8)

where Chr can be any metric’s matching score between a translation hypothesis and

a reference segment. For this experiment, we will measure Chr as the three metrics

evaluated in Section 7.3: BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore.

In summary, the main idea behind the SAM metric is to calculate a distance

between the vector of mismatched tokens for the hypothesis and the reference.

These vectors are adjusted by weights based on their sentiment scores; for this

purpose, we use the SentiWord dictionary. This weighting is to avoid the case

where a high score of a mismatched sentiment-carrying word is cancelled out by a

number of weak opposite polarity scores of other mismatched sentiment-carrying

words in the same segment pair. Moreover, we made one modification to the

SentiWord original scores by changing the score of negative words (e.g. not, none,

nothing, etc.) to -1 to magnify the weight of critical translation errors where the

sentiment is flipped due to a missed negation. We calculate a similarity distance

between these vectors represented by the weighted composite sentiment scores Sh

and Sr for the mismatched tokens in the hypothesis and the mismatched tokens in

the reference, respectively. The smaller distance indicates a lower discrepancy in

terms of the overall sentiment message between the hypothesis and the reference,

and hence a better translation of sentiment. The final score of the SAM

adjustment is a multiplicative polarity penalty factor which is used to adjust a

translation quality metric score.

Algorithm (1) summarises the SAM metric calculation in vector notation for

a straightforward computer implementation using a programming language such
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as Python. We share the SAM6 code as open-source to benefit other researchers

interested in measuring translation of sentiment by MT systems.

Algorithm 1: SAM Metric Calculation

input : R,H (Reference and hypothesis)
output: p (SAM Adjustment)
Rm,Hm ← MisMatch (R,H) (Mismatched word vectors) ;
sr = s(Rm) , sh = s(Hm) (Score vectors for mismatched words) ;
wr = |sr| , wh = |sh| (Weight vectors for mismatched words) ;
α = wh./sum(wh) , β = wr./sum(wr) ;
Sh = α.sh , Sr = β.sr ;
p = |Sr − Sh|/2 ;
return p ;

7.5 Assessing SAM performance

In order to quantify how far our proposed metric diverges or correlates with

human judgement of sentiment transfer as compared to the other canonical metrics

– BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore – we measure the performance of each metric

on a dataset of tweets that had sentiment-critical translation errors with and

without the SAM adjustment. To compile this data, we used part of the authentic

dataset which was constructed to evaluate the performance of the three metrics in

Section 7.3 above. The dataset consisted of source tweets in three languages:

English, Arabic and Spanish collected from sentiment detection tasks and their

translations were manually annotated as either having sentiment-critical error(s)

or correctly transferring the sentiment. We manually created a quality evaluation

dataset from this dataset.

This quality evaluation dataset, henceforth QE, consisted of target tweets where

the error(s) is exclusively a mistranslation of the sentiment-carrying lexicon. In

6https://github.com/sadanyh/SAM
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these tweets, the mistranslations either completely flip the sentiment polarity of

the source tweet due to a missing negation marker, an idiomatic expression or a

polysemous word, or transfer the same polarity but with a mitigated sentiment tone.

The tweets with exclusive sentiment translation errors amounted to 300 tweets. We

also added 100 tweet/translation pairs where the MT system output was annotated

as transferring the correct sentiment. Reference translations of the QE dataset

were created by native speakers of the respective source languages. Essentially, the

reference translations aimed at correcting chunks that caused a distortion of the

affect message and retained as many of the hypothesis n-grams as possible to detect

how far each metric is sensitive to sentiment mismatching and not to the mismatch

in other non-sentiment carrying words. The translators were also asked to assign

a score to each pair of source-hypothesis tweet, where 1 is the poorest sentiment

transfer and 10 is best sentiment transfer. The average scores of annotators were

taken as the final human score.

To check how far the SAM measure can improve the evaluation of sentiment,

we assessed the performance of the three chosen metrics on the QE dataset with

and without the SAM adjustment. We compared their scores of the translation

hypotheses with the human judgement scores for sentiment transfer on the segment-

level. We followed the WMT (Mathur et al., 2020b) standard methods for evaluating

quality metrics and used absolute Pearson correlation coefficient r to evaluate each

metric’s performance against the human judgement. The Pearson correlation is

calculated as follows:

r =

∑n
i=1(Hi

−H)(M
i
−M)√∑n

i=1(Hi
−H)2

√∑n
i=1(Mi

−M)2
(7.9)

where H
i

are the averaged assessment scores of human annotators per segment, M
i
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are the corresponding metrics scores and H, M are the means of human and metric

scores respectively.

Moreover, since Pearson r is highly sensitive to outliers (Osborne and Overbay,

2004) and the human scores in our QE datasets were not all normally distributed,

we also computed the Kendall rank correlation coefficient |τ | (Abdi, 2007). Kendall

|τ | calculates the dependence between ranked variables, which makes it feasible for

our non-normal distributed dataset. It compares the number of concordant and

discordant human and metric scores based on their ranking as follows:

τ =
c− d
c+ d

(7.10)

where c is the number of concordant pairs and d the number of discordant pairs.

Overall, both correlations give a clear picture of the ability of the chosen metrics to

capture mistranslation of sentiment in the QE datasets with and without the SAM

adjustment. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show heatmaps visualising the Pearson and Kendall

correlation coefficients for the BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore with the human

scores in the QE dataset with and without SAM adjustment.

First, by checking the correlations of the three metrics without SAM, we

observe that from Figures 7.4a and 7.5a that both BERTScore and METEOR

achieve a better correlation with the human judgement than BLEU which achieves

only 0.16 and 0.12 Pearson and Kendall correlations, respectively. The reason is

that these two metrics incorporate a semantic component in the computation

method; WordNet synonymy for METEOR and token contextual embeddings for

BERTScore. However, the relatively overall low correlations (max r = 0.39 and

max |τ | = 0.27) raise important doubts as to the reliability of these accepted

metrics for ranking MT systems when translating sentiments. Bearing in mind
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(a) Without SAM (b) With SAM

Figure 7.4: Absolute Pearson correlation with segment-level human judgements

that 75% of the segments in the QE dataset have critical translation errors that

seriously distort the sentiment, the low correlation results highlight the need for a

sentiment-targeted measure that can improve a metric’s efficacy in capturing

mistranslated sentiment by an MT system in real-life scenarios.

(a) Without SAM (b) With SAM

Figure 7.5: Absolute Kendall correlation with segment-level human judgements
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Figures 7.4b and 7.5b show heatmaps of the Pearson and Kendall correlations of

the SAM adjusted metrics with the human judgement in the QE dataset. Compared

to metric scores without the SAM adjustment, the correlations in Figures 7.4b and

7.5b show that the combination of SAM with the three metrics consistently leads to

an improvement in each metric’s correlation with the human judgement of a correct

sentiment transfer in our dataset. Overall, BERTScore records the highest Pearson

correlation coefficients and Kendall rank dependence (0.59 and 0.44, respectively).

This means that it is better able to penalise critical translation errors in our QE

dataset. Moreover, compared to their scores without SAM, both BERTScore and

METEOR record 20% and 18% higher correlation, respectively.

It is also worthy of notice, that although the Pearson correlation of BLEU

improves from 0.16 to 0.33 with the SAM adjustment, the correlation is still

relatively small. Knowing that BLEU score is usually the gate-keeping tool for

accepting improvement in MT research, the results cast doubt on the efficacy of

this non-semantic method to penalise sentiment-critical translation errors.

To illustrate how SAM score adjusts a metric score with respect to the transfer

of sentiment, Table 7.3 shows the SAM score adjustment for the following examples

from the QE dataset:

Example 7.5.

Scores: [METEOR: 0.92]

• Hypothesis: “If he had blown himself up in your country, God would forgive
him”

• Reference: “If he had blown himself up in your country, God would not
forgive”.

Example 7.6.

Scores: [BERTScore: 0.85]

• Hypothesis: “What is this amount of anger, I don’t understand!”

• Reference: “What is this amount of happiness, I don’t understand!”
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Example wh wr Sh Sr p Chr Score+SAM
7.5 him#a not#r 0 -1.0 0.5 0.92 0.46

7.6 anger#n happiness#n -0.669 0.856 0.762 0.85 0.20

Table 7.3: Calculating the SAM adjustment for Examples 7.5 and 7.6

As can be seen from Table 7.3, the metric score Chr (here METEOR and

BERTScore, respectively) is significantly reduced due to the sentiment distance

between the mismatched words (wh, wr) as well as their sentiment weights (Sh,

Sr). The reduced scores are more representative of the distortion of sentiment

produced by the MT system in Examples 7.5 and 7.6. The SAM adjustment,

therefore, is a targeted-measure that can fine-tune a metric according to the

‘sentiment-closeness’ of the translation and the reference. More examples of SAM

adjustments are in Appendix D.

7.6 Error Analysis and Limitations

Human sentiment can be expressed in intricately subtle ways so that the

mistranslation of the affect message is not necessarily reflected in divergence of

polarity scores. We conducted an error analysis on instances where the SAM

adjustment scores were not able to capture the MT’s failure to transfer the correct

sentiment due to different linguistic phenomena.

The first phenomenon we identified is related to structure shifting. For example,

the sentiment distance between the source tweet ‘I was saddened by him’ and its

mistranslation ‘I made him sad’ is very small despite the flipping of sentiment

direction in the translation. Clearly, the cause of such errors is that the sentiment

score of tokens in both structures is identical since the sentiment-carrying lemma,

here ‘sad’, is the same in the hypothesis and the reference. The three metrics with

and without the SAM adjustment failed to penalise this type of distortion in the
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analysed QE dataset.

Second, some words in the lexicon did not have a score representative of their

sentiment weight. For example, most prepositions in the SentiWord lexicon are

neutral, yet by checking the data, it was found out that a mistranslation of a

preposition can distort the affect message. For example, the source tweet ‘What is

the benefit of me in this world’ was mistranslated by the MT system as ‘What is

the benefit for me in this world’ ; the wrong preposition causes the translation to

lose the sad tone in the source tweet. Again, similar instances were not adequately

measured with the three metrics with and without the SAM adjustment.

Third, some UGT nuanced sentiment-carrying words specific of the informal

style of tweets caused a mistranslation of sentiment which was not captured by our

approach. For instance, a one-word tweet referring to a political figure as ‘Prick’

was mistranslated as ‘Sting’. The source is a slang word used to refer to a mean,

contemptible man. The translation wrongly received a high score since both ‘prick’

and ‘sting’ had very similar negative sentiment weights. The translation, however,

fails to reflect the aggressive sentiment in the source tweet. The BLEU metric, on

the other hand, succeeded in giving a penalty to similar short mistranslated tweets

without the SAM adjustment.

One other limitation to the current approach for assessing the translation of

sentiment is that it relies on an English sentiment lexicon. The applicability of this

approach to other languages depends on the availability of a similar high-precision

and high-coverage sentiment lexicon. There are, however, multilingual translations

of English sentiment lexica that are commonly used in the sentiment-analysis of

non-English text. It remains to be tested how far a translated sentiment lexicon is

capable of measuring sentiment transfer among different language pairs by the SAM
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scoring approach for sentiment-oriented text.

7.7 Conclusion

There have been numerous efforts to address the common pitfalls of n-gram-based

evaluation metrics by incorporating semantic and contextual features. However,

despite research evidence of its analytical limitations, BLEU is still the de facto

standard for MT performance evaluation (Mathur et al., 2020a; Reiter, 2018).

Moreover, although the introduction of more semantically-oriented metrics showed

a better correlation with human judgement, still the estimation of sentiment

preservation in UGT has not yet been investigated. This is partially due to the

fact that the domain and linguistic style of the WMTs datasets typically used for

metric evaluation (e.g. newstest2020 dataset (Ma et al., 2018), the Canadian

Parliament dataset (Barrault et al., 2019), UN corpus (Mathur et al., 2020b)) is

quite different than the non-standard noisy UGT where sentiment is the main

content of a telegraphic message. Assessed over these WMT datasets, some metrics

manifest an almost perfect correlation with human evaluation on the segment-level.

For example, some WMT20 (Mathur et al., 2020b) participating metrics record

results of up to 0.97 Pearson correlation on the newstest2020 dataset. However,

research has also shown that metrics usually report weaker correlation with low

human assessment score ranges (Takahashi et al., 2020; Sudoh et al., 2021b).

In this chapter, we have shown that conventionally accepted metrics may not

always be an optimum solution for assessing the translation of sentiment-oriented

UGT. We presented an empirical approach to quantify the notion of sentiment

transfer by an MT system and, more concretely, to modify automatic metrics such

that its MT ranking comes closer to a human judgement of a poor or good
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translation of sentiment. Despite limitations to our approach, the SAM

adjustment serves as a proxy to the complicated task of manually evaluating the

translation of sentiment across different languages. We believe that this approach

can optimise quality metrics and thereby improve the performance of MT systems

as it allows researchers to home in on the types of shortcomings that is affecting

the translation performance of sentiment-oriented domains.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis has been concerned with the study of an intricate problem in the field

of translation in general and in NMT research in particular which is the transfer

of sentiment in text belonging to the UGT domain. We adopted two approaches

for tackling this problem: analytical and experimental. The main objective of the

study is, on the one hand, to analyse the linguistic phenomena that can affect the

translation of sentiment by NMT systems; and on the other, to introduce empirical

methods for improving the performance of NMT tools in translating sentiment-

oriented text between different language pairs. In this chapter, we conclude the

thesis by summarising our findings from the analytical and experimental part of the

study. In Section 8.1, we sum up our responses to each of the five research questions

proposed in this thesis. We present our insights on the analytical and experimental

side of the research questions as well as the potential impacts which our analysis

can have on MT research. In Section 8.2, we highlight the original achievements

that emerged from our study of the translation of sentiment in UGT. In Section 8.3,

we reflect on the limitations of the research investigations introduced in this study

as well as limitations for NMT research in the academic environment. Finally, in

Section 8.4, we include directions for future research which may help in developing

further responses to the five questions introduced in our thesis.
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8.1 Responses to Research Questions

• RQ1: What specific linguistic features can lead to a mistranslation of the

sentiment polarity of the source text in the UGT domain?

In the analytical part of the thesis, we provided answers to RQ1 by analysing

sentiment transfer as a polarity problem. In Chapter 3, we conducted an error

analysis on the translation of UGT by the MT tools typically used for online

translations. We focused on the translation of Arabic commercial reviews into

English and proposed an error-typology specific of the translation of sentiment

polarity in Arabic UGT data. We employed open-source and commercial sentiment

analysis tools to measure the degree of sentiment polarity divergence between the

Arabic source and the English translation by the NMT system. The diversity of

sentiment analysis tools used to determine the frequency of mistranslation of

sentiment in the analysed dataset provides a solid conclusion on the expected level

of sentiment discrepancy in the translations of Arabic UGT by commercial online

tools.

Moreover, our error-analysis of the divergent instances in the Arabic-English

reviews dataset brings several original contributions. First, it introduces an

error-typology for a number of linguistic phenomena specific of Arabic UGT data

which can lead not only to a mistranslation of sentiment but to transferring the

exact opposite polarity of the source text. Second, the error analysis of the

performance of the widely-accepted MT tool points to essential ethical issues that

should be taken into consideration when adopting a fully automated translation

technology to transfer users’ stance on online platforms. The error analysis thus

answers RQ1 by pointing out specific linguistic features that can lead to a

mistranslation of sentiment polarity. It also draws attention to the consequences of
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the recent increase in confidence in the translation quality of online MT tools

specifically when used with a linguistically challenging text as is the case with

Arabic UGT.

• RQ2: How far do the idiosyncratic features of UGT data affect the translation

of fine-grained sentiment such as emotions of anger, fear and joy? Do these

features affect different languages equally?

Chapter 4 in the analytical part of the thesis, provides answers to RQ2 by

investigating the challenges involved in transferring the different shades of emotions

in another type of UGT data that typically contains an affect message. We analyse

the translation quality of tweets by the MT tool used on the Twitter platform to

translate its multilingual content to the online users. We analyse the translation of

the fine-grained emotions of joy, fear, anger, and aggression between five different

languages: English, Arabic, Spanish, Romanian and Portuguese.

Our error-analysis of the translated tweets point to two major findings. First,

there are linguistic features peculiar of this type of UGT data which commonly lead

to a mistranslation of the author’s emotion in all the studied languages. Polysemy

and dialectness stand out as two of the most common linguistic phenomena that

are challenging to automatic translation tools when transferring emotion between

different language pairs. Second, again, the error-analysis of the translated tweets

draws attention to the ethical issue involved in the liberal use by the general public

of the online MT tools that can produce highly inaccurate translation of emotions.

Similarly, the error-analysis in this chapter points to the fact that a mistranslation of

aggressive content such as racist or misogynist tweets can cause the online aggression

detection algorithms to be over-permissive if it uses MT output in its detection

pipeline. The findings in this chapter, therefore, highlight the challenges involved
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in translating emotions via MT tools and, more fundamentally, cast doubt over the

reliability of the no-human-in-the-loop use of MT systems on online platforms.

• RQ3: To improve translation of sentiment on the world-level, would infusing

larger sizes of authentic parallel data help more or less than applying sentiment

adjustment techniques on the input layer of an NMT system with a smaller

size data?

Chapter 5 in the experimental part of the thesis addresses RQ3. We follow a

data-centric approach to improve the translation of sentiment on the word-level,

taking Arabic contronyms as a case-study. We build on the error-analysis

conducted in the first part of the thesis by improving the NMT performance

ability to distinguish between a list of polysemous Arabic words which can convey

the exact opposite sentiment either in different versions of Arabic or in different

contexts of the same version. Our data-centric approach focuses on the curation of

a small-size dataset rather than resorting to training on much larger datasets

typically used to train AR-EN MT systems. Thus, we introduce greener solutions

for NMT training specially with low-resource languages such as Arabic UGT.

The results of our data-centric approach to improve the translation of

sentiment on word-level brings a number of original findings. First, the

preprocessing and sentiment fine-tuning of a small in-domain dataset leads to a

better improvement of the NMT performance in translating challenging

polysemous lexicon as compared to training on much larger out-of-domain data.

Second, just adding dialectical data during training is not enough to solve the

problem of Arabic contronyms specifically when the training data is a mix of

Standard and Dialectical Arabic as is typical of Arabic UGT. In order to have the

MT robust to this type of lexical variation, the NMT system is best trained on a
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sentiment-oriented vector space model (VSM) of UGT data. Third, from a

modelling perspective, domain adaptation with sentiment tags on top of a strong

Transformer baseline initialised by sentiment-tuned embeddings proves to be

effective in reducing the sentiment translation errors on the word-level.

The results of our proposed sentiment-sensitive NMT models shows that infusing

contextual cues at the training stage of a relatively small curated data can improve

the translation of sentiment in Arabic UGT on the word level significantly better

than training on large generic data. This latter finding can help future researchers

prioritise quality over quantity for low-resource domains such as Arabic UGT.

• RQ4: How far can unsupervised NMT training help in improving sentiment

translation on the sentence level for low-resource languages or in scenarios

where authentic data is scarce?

In Chapter 6, we propose answers to RQ4 by adopting a semi-supervised

approach to improve the translation of sentiment on the sentence-level. We tackle

dialectness in UGT which proved to constitute a common challenge in translating

sentiment among the different language pairs studied in the analytical part of the

thesis. We take dialectical Arabic UGT as a case study. In translating Arabic

UGT, Arabic dialects pose a special challenge to MT systems due to the

lexico-grammatical distinctions between standard Arabic and the diverse number

of dialects used in different parts of the Arabic-speaking world. We overcome the

problem of the scarcity of gold-standard parallel data in dialectical UGT Arabic

and English by adopting methods from recent research on unsupervised NMT

(Lample et al., 2018a,b; Artetxe et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). We train an NMT

model with both supervised and unsupervised objective functions using

monolingual as well as parallel data. Our semi-supervised model shows improved
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performance over the online MT Twitter tool as well as on a baseline trained on

parallel data not only in terms of translation quality but also in the preservation of

the sentiment polarity of the source text.

The improved performance of the semi-supervised NMT model in transferring

the correct sentiment message from Arabic dialectal UGT text to English is an

original contribution. Moreover, the compilation of Arabic UGT belonging only

to the dialectical versions of the language as well as the infusion of a manually

constructed sentiment lexicon of UGT terms is another contribution to the AR-EN

MT research. We expect that our publicly available model and data will contribute

to advances in the dialectical Arabic MT research.

• RQ5: How reliable are commonly-used quality metrics in assessing the

accuracy of sentiment transfer? Can we improve assessment of sentiment

translation by developing a sentiment-sensitive metric for evaluating NMT

output for sentiment-oriented text?

In Chapter 7, we address RQ5 by conducting several experiments on three

commonly-used quality metrics to evaluate their ability to detect sentiment-critical

translation errors. We define sentiment-critical errors as translations that are

fluent, well-formed sentences that could have been written by a human but reflect

an opposite or a mitigated sentiment of the source. Our experiments provided

extensive analytical evidence that these metrics fail to give a penalty to a

mismatch of a sentiment-carrying word(s) in the reference proportional to its

importance in the translation. Overall, we find that domain agnostic methods can

lend false confidence to the utility of a quality metric in detecting mistranslation of

sentiment. To resolve this problem, we quantify the notion of transferring

sentiment by introducing SAM, a sentiment-aware measure, that can adjust a
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quality metric to make it more robust to detecting sentiment-critical errors in

translated UGT text.

Our original contribution in Chapter 7 is two-fold: first we point to the risk of

making wrong decisions with respect to the performance of MT systems by relying on

domain-agnostic quality metrics such as BLEU, especially when assessing sentiment-

critical errors. Our experimental results, therefore, add to the case for retiring BLEU

as the de facto standard gate-keeping tool for accepting new methodologies in MT

research. Second, the adjustment of quality metrics by our sentiment-aware measure

significantly improves their ability to detect sentiment-critical translation errors that

can have profound consequence if passed undetected.

8.2 Achievements

The answers to the proposed research questions have contributed to a number of

achievements. First, we have made our models and data for the two experiments in

Chapters 5 and 6 publicly available to help researchers reproduce similar results1 .

Although the two experiments are conducted on the Arabic language, the same

methodology can be applied to other language pairs where the translation of

sentiment is affected by challenging polysemy or dialectal versions of the language.

We have also published several papers (Saadany and Orasan, 2020; Saadany et al.,

2021b; Saadany and Orasan, 2021; Saadany et al., 2021a) in peer-reviewed

conferences to share the improvement of sentiment translation with the NMT

research community in general and the Arabic NLP research community in

particular. We have also raised awareness to the ethical issues involved in the use

of online tools to translate UGT data by presenting our error-analysis findings at

different venues such as COLING 2020 WANLP workshop, Linguistic Colloquium

1https://tinyurl.com/AR-EN-NMT
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(2021), Translation and Interpreting Technology Online Conference (TRITON

2021) and the International Conference on Recent Advances in Natural Language

Processing (RANLP 2021). Moreover, we have designed a programming

implementation to our proposed sentiment-aware metric for the automatic

assessment of the sentiment transfer by MT systems2. We publicly share both the

code and the experiments’ results for prospective researchers who may benefit from

applying our proposed metric.

8.3 Limitations of the Study

We would like to point out to two limitations of our present study which constituted

a challenge in our attempts to respond to the proposed research questions. The first

limitation is relevant to the data compilation. The online translation of UGT data,

particularly tweets, is dynamic as the online tools tend to change their output with

time. We overcome this problem by carefully including time-stamps for examples

of tweets in terms of post and access date whenever available. For authentication

purposes, we have also footnoted the URL of the UGT examples mentioned in our

error-analysis to show how a sentiment translation problem still persists up to the

time of writing this study.

Moreover, the acquisition of large authentic parallel datasets from the UGT

domain for the NMT training conducted in Chapters 5 and 6 was generally difficult

for all language pairs explored in our experiments. The main reason behind the

scarcity of such datasets is that they are typically full of noise and non-standard

orthography which require significant time and effort to post-edit. Monolingual data,

however, from the UGT domain is abundant. We have made use of this privilege by

adopting an unsupervised MT technique in Chapter 6 by training the NMT system

2https://github.com/sadanyh/SAM
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on monolingual data from the Arabic UGT domain. We have also overcome data

size limitations by adopting a data-centric approach in Chapter 5 by employing a

curated small-size in-domain data during training which significantly improved the

translation of sentiment polarity of Arabic contronyms.

The second limitation to our study of the translation of sentiment is related to

computational power. It is worthy of notice that achieving state-of-the-art

performance in NMT has been extremely difficult for the majority of

post-graduate researchers who are typically PhD students enrolled in most

universities across the world. To illustrate this claim, if we consider the amount of

computational power involved in training an NMT system initialised by a language

model such as XLM-R, we find that the FACEBOOK AI research team mention in

their research paper that they train on 2.5 TB of data and five-hundred 32GB

Nvidia V100 GPUs with a batch size of 8192 (Conneau et al., 2020). One tenth of

this huge power, data-wise and technology-wise, is not normally available to lay

researchers in academia. This gap has grown exponentially. Just to comprehend

the size of the increasing gap between NLP experiments in academic and industrial

set ups, Facebook has announced that it currently uses Research SuperCluster

(RSC) to train NMT models for real-time translation ( Moss, Sebastian , 2022).

This latter technology is comprised of 760 Nvidia DGX A100 systems, each of

which includes eight A100 GPUs and two CPUs. Perhaps, a research trend of a

data-centric approach, similar to the one adopted in the Chapter 5, would decrease

this gap in the future.
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8.4 Future Work

The translation of sentiment is a highly intricate problem. It has always been a

difficult task for professional translators to maintain or transfer the sentiment of the

source message, specially culturally oriented ones such as sarcasm, irony, ridicule or

those stemming from a particular religious background. This study has tackled some

of the several challenges involved in the translation of sentiment in the UGT domain.

There are still other linguistic and cultural subtleties that constitute a challenge in

transferring sentiment messages across different language pairs. Future research will

address other challenges to improve the accuracy of sentiment preservation which

is of vital importance for the translation of online content. One future research

point that can be developed further is the inconsistent use of diacritics in Arabic

UGT content. The error typology presented in the analysis part of the thesis has

shown that the absence of diacritics in Arabic UGT is an important factor in the

mistranslation of sentiment. Future research will explore possible solutions to this

peculiar orthographic feature in Arabic and other languages where vowels are realised

orthographically by markers on letters.

Another crucial research point that could potentially be developed further relates

to the automatic assessment of translation quality. Up to the point of writing this

thesis, quality metrics are viewed as a fit-all tool for evaluating translation in any

domain, despite the fact that their reliability is mainly decided on limited domain

data provided by the WMT shared task. Our study indicates, however, that a

metric’s performance can be sensitive to the linguistic idiosyncrasies of the source

text. We proposed fine-tuning quality metrics according to a specific purpose, i.e.

the assessment of sentiment transfer. We have pointed out the trade-off between

assessing a correct transfer of sentiment and the evaluation of translation fluency as
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a limitation to our approach. Future studies can explore how far domain-tuning help

in optimising quality metrics so as to be employed as a real-life utility for measuring

adequacy, fidelity and fluency of the affect message in translations produced by NMT

tools. Such an improved quality metric can potentially be integrated with online

MT built-in tools to provide information about how much confidence a user should

place into the automated translation.

Finally, from the analysis of the transfer of sentiment across different languages in

Chapter 4, we found that negation constitutes a common problem when translating

sentiment among all the studied languages in this chapter. In our future research,

we can explore how negation structures can affect the transfer of sentiment when

translating UGT data across different language pairs.
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Appendix A

Examples of Errors in Arabic UGT

Figure A.1: Examples of the Error Typology for Sentiment Translation of Arabic UGT
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Appendix B

Examples of Translation Models Output

Figure B.1: Examples of the Sentiment-sensitive Transformer Output
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Appendix C

List of Most Frequent Contronyms

Figure C.1: Most Frequent Contronyms in the Goodreads Dataset
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Appendix D

Examples for Mistranslated Tweets

Figure D.1: Examples for Mistranslated Tweets Measured with and without SAM
adjustment
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